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Dedication
This book is dedicated to Syria's heroic widows and orphans and their protectors, the men and women of their
national army, whose huge sacrifices, which are on a par with those of the Soviet Red Army and its people
during Russia's Third Great Patriotic War, have few contemporaneous parallels.

Main Source
My main reference source for this work is my earlier book: Sanctions, Sex Jihad and Syria: The A to Z of
NATO's War on Syria's Widows and Orphans. This may and should be downloaded for free at this link as it is
an indispensable reference to this book and to a wider and deeper understanding of NATO's criminal war on
Syria's widows and orphans.
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Synopsis
NATO's criminal war on Syria's widows and orphans has cost 400,000 lives to date, with millions more injured
and displaced, both in government held Syria and further afield. The vast majority of those fatalities have been
Syrian soldiers, their allies and Syrian civilians they were protecting against NATO's imported rebels and sundry
Syrian Muslim Brotherhood gangbangers. The real reasons for this war include fortifying Israel's regional
dominance, ripping open Russia's soft Muslim underbelly, emasculating and dissipating through ethnic cleansing
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the Shia crescent that stretches from India and Pakistan in the East to South Lebanon in the West as a viable
economic, social and military asset, hawking NATO arms and weapons' systems to the Gulf State autocrats,
ridding the region of Christians, Yezidi and other minorities NATO finds “troublesome” and using the resulting
refugee flows as a cheap means of undermining European wage structures and of making an impoverished and
emasculated Syria a vassal of NATO and its regional allies.
Though the above summarizes NATO's main aims, the region's complex ethnic and religious diversity supplies a
number of players with subservient agendas which complicate that basic canvass. Though these include Israeli,
Turkic, Wahhabi and Kurdish supremacists and expansionists, as well as squabbling coalitions of minority
groups trying to resist NATO's cut throats, importantly, they do not include any Syrian or regional rebel
democratic forces because no such opposition forces exist and any such nascent democratic opposition forces
were destroyed decades ago by NATO and its proxies, who now pretend to preach freedom just as they formerly
did in Libya, Iraq, Vietnam, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Yemen, when they set out to destroy those countries and
slaughter their peoples.
Put bluntly, NATO, its proxies and its regional allies do not do democracy. When we consider that NATO is trying
to sell their campaign of extermination in Syria as the spearhead of a Saudi led democratic mass movement, this
is a very important point to make. There is nothing democratic or even civilized about the Syrian rebels or those,
their rich Gulf State, Turkish and Western backers included, who sponsor them. This is a war of conquest and
extermination, one that forms a series with wars on Iraq, Libya, Palestine and Yemen and one that, if NATO's Dr
Strangeloves Have their way, will finish when Tehran, Moscow and Beijing are reduced to ruins. The criminals
behind this war of extermination are that crazy, that greedy and that dangerous that they think they can kill
millions of Arabs, Iranians, Africans and whoever else they have in their cross hairs and that they can reap the
resulting harvest in terms of natural resources, cheap labor increased arms sales and the other loot they lust
after. Observing the Clintons, the Bushes and the Blairs, it is as if Hitler never died.
Though Patrick Cockburn's interview here gives another excellent short overview of the Syrian problem, that is
not nearly enough to begin to really appreciate the great crime NATO and the UN, through its sanctions and
through its rank hypocrisy, are committing on the people of Syria. To be a part of Syria's solution rather than
Syria's problem, we must not only define the main actors but we must also put them into an intelligible format so
that we can see how they interact with each other and to what end. The pages that follow do that by listing the
aims, objectives and constraints of the main players and putting them into the framework of relevant former wars
and conflicts we are more familiar with. The chief models we first shoehorn the Syrian conflict into are Russia's
three Great Patriotic Wars and Europe's Wars of the Reformation. With those prototypes as our guide, we then
go on to examine all of Syria's main players and how they affect NATO's war of extermination against the Syrian,
Iraqi, Yemeni and Libyan people.
Because Syria's war is a work in progress, so is this short book. Although it is but a small contribution to ending
this carnage, it will hopefully inspire others to action and to stand up, in ways big and small, to NATO's unjust
wars and to help stem the tides of blood and misery the power brokers of Ankara, Washington, Brussels and
Westminster get off on. Though we might not quickly prevail, we will at least have cleaner consciences than the
aforementioned moral lepers.
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People & Players

Prototypes: Russia's Three Great Patriotic Wars
Russia fought three Great Patriotic Wars, in which its people destroyed Napoleon and Hitler, two of the world's
most infamous war hawks and in the other of which, the 1914-18 Great War, Russian events also changed the
course of world history. There are lessons for Syria, not only in the defiance of the 1812 Overture and the
insights of War and Peace, but in how Tzar Nicholas and Stalin could rally not only the blunt clubs of the
avenging Cossacks but their entire peoples behind their Russian homeland. Although the sacrifices of the Syrian
Arab Army will be remembered and revered forever, the Syrian government must rally the entire Syrian people,
just as Stalin did during the sieges of Leningrad and Stalingrad and the threatened strike on Moscow and just as
Tzar Nicholas did against Napoleon.
The Western narrative is that peace loving head hackers, backed by the autocratic Turkish and Saudi regimes,
which are no strangers to head hacking themselves, are building a new and commendable Syria and that the
priests, women, old men and children who oppose them are all puppets of the “evil Assad.”
The truth is far more prosaic. Just as Stalin refused to abandon Moscow and just as Churchill refused to flee
London, so also has Assad dug his heels into Damascus, where he, his country's High Command and his
country's political and religious elite are all prepared to die rather than hand over their country and their people to
these NATO funded butchers, who have committed, in the last few years alone, untold numbers of war crimes in
Yemen, in Iraq, in Libya, in Afghanistan, in Syria and in any other country NATO's storm troopers stick their
unwanted snouts into.
Assad, like Churchill, Stalin and so many others, is a warts and all war leader. His people, the people of Syria,
are in a great patriotic war against NATO, against the Gulf States, against their head hacking child raping proxies
and against the Western media, Western think tanks and the Western controlled international groups which visit
death sanctions on them, just as they did to the children of Iraq. Any self respecting Syrian has no choice but to
support Assad, who is nothing more than a euphemism for the Syrian Army and its allies, which are the thin red
line which stand between the Syrian people and extermination on the one hand or sexual slavery on the other.
Far from suffering from the slings and arrows of NATO and its despicable proxies, Presidents Putin and Assad
should be receiving the 2016 Nobel Peace Prize for protecting all of us from the rank savages NATO have let
loose on Syria. But because NATO, through its Norwegian and Swedish flunkeys, control that propaganda prize,
NATO sponsored terrorist groups such as the White Helmets, otherwise known al Nusra's official undertakers,
are being proposed for it instead. Such is the Orwellian world NATO imposes on us all.
Tolstoy's War and Peace is worth reading again just to see what lessons the great Russian struggle against
Napoleon hold for Syria today. Far too many Syrians want to only kiss Assad's hem, far too many of them are
plotting for their own advantage and not enough of them are rallying Syrian civil society behind its flag and
behind its army. But that will change and Syrian civil society will rally as Russia did against the Nazis and
Vietnam did against the Americans, and this war, no matter how long it drags on, will turn from a semi
conventional war into a People's War of Resistance. Once that happens and once the ordinary Syrians imbue
themselves with the full spirit and bravery of their army, then a real People's War will emerge, just as it did in
Vietnam, Cuba, Yugoslavia and other places that sent the Americans, the Nazis and their proxies packing.
Like the Russians against the Nazis, the Syrians must not only pull in the belt in but they must eat it as well. Just
as the Soviets had to defeat the Nazis' Muslim gambit, as explained in Ian Johnson's A Mosque in Munich:
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Nazis, the CIA, and the Rise of the Muslim Brotherhood in the West, so also must the Syrian Army and its allies
crush the self same Muslim Brotherhood snake and counter its venom not only in Syria but globally as well. The
Muslim Brotherhood is the wedge with which the imperial powers wish to sunder not only Syria but countries
contiguous to it and those much further afield as well. Just as in Egypt, so also in Syria: the Muslim Brotherhood
must be destroyed lock, stock and filthy barrel.
Syria cannot do all this alone. They need the help of Iran, Russia, China and whatever progressive forces remain
in the West that have not totally pimped themselves out to the Pentagon. Though it is an unenviable task, as with
Russia's Great Patriotic Wars, the alternative of another NATO “victory” does not bear thinking about, even
though we can see their handiwork in the massacres of Zara, Tartous and Aleppo, massacres that the BBC, the
Guardian and NATO's other organs of hate happily condone.

Prototypes: Europe's Wars of the Reformation
Although they might seem like ancient history, Europe's Wars of the Reformation and its congruent money trails
are a good template to view the forces arrayed against the Syrian people. By demonstrating the culpability of the
usual suspects — political, business and financial leaders and their academic flunkeys — this short review is
useful to show us what the Syrian people and civilization itself is up against. The Wars of the Reformation were
much more about money, court intrigue and State consolidation than they were about doctrinal matters. Although
16th century Europe, like Syria before the Crisis, had enjoyed a largely unbroken economic expansion, financed
in large part from Latin American silver, Europe’s economic collapse from 1619 to 1622, as well as the
curtailment of international trade and soaring unemployment, gave the economic impetus to the oceans of
mercenaries who slaughtered the Germans and Czechs during the 1618-48 Thirty Years' War. The scale of the
slaughter was due as much to the demand for and the supply of those mercenaries as it was on esoteric
theological points. Much the same can be said about the sectarian killers Turkey and the Gulf States have
flooded Syria and other countries in their cross hairs with.
Friends from Mauritania and Nigeria have told me ISIS can recruit their neighbors for as little as a bag of rice a
month. Tunisian criminals are on record praising the booty to be had in Syria: Turkey pays them $150 a month
and that excludes all the booty they can rob and women and children they can rape. These ISIS savages show
us that money, mobility, technology and deregulation are now, as they were then, the wars' main catalysts.
Catholic France bankrolled Protestant Sweden’s mercenary armies, American silver and punitive domestic taxes
funded Spain, the English Treasury and Dutch bankers funded the rapacious Dutch, quantum leaps in cannon
technology made wars more lethal and Protestantism and reactions to it gave the buccaneers the green light for
military adventurism and state building. Swollen war chests and vastly improved materiel allowed the warring
nations to consolidate and the inter-denominational alliances these warmongers made caused unprecedented
rivers of blood to be spilled. Those four forces of money, mobility, technology and deregulation drove Europe's
wars of the Reformation just as they drive the wars of the Arab Spring; religion had nothing to do with it.
Much the same can be said about Syria today as Saudi Arabia, Qatar and other revolting autocratic regimes add
limitless financial fuel to the Syrians' pyre. Anyone who thinks there is anything remotely religious about the
gangsters who rule Saudi Arabia and Qatar need their heads examined. Saudi Royals, who are devoid of religion
and who raze Mecca to make yet more money, fund these Crusading cut throats, most of whom are semi-literate
imbeciles, who wouldn't know one side of a Koran from the other, as the childish scrawls of their graffiti I
witnessed in Ma'loula and Kassab amply testify. Like the Clintons, the Bushes and their other sponsors, these
desert Royals are greedy buffoons, who belong in a freaks' exhibit, rather than in the corridors of power.
These Gulf State Royals are not serious people. They are, to an extent, USA Inc's pampered pet poodles, the
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same USA which uses its $1.7 trillion arms industry not only as a cash cow but as a means to keep the world
under its jack boot. Until the USA, NATO, their Saudi and Qatari front groups as well as their think tanks and
sundry flunkeys are defanged, the killings will continue. NATO have the budget and they have the researchers,
Hollywood and much of the media in their pockets. America's arms industries will continue to fund criminal war
mongers like Hillary Clinton, John McCain and John Kerry and they will continue to play one country off against
another to keep demand for their systems robust. During America's war of extermination against the Vietnamese
people, for example, over 40% of all research in the USA was funded by the Pentagon and the arms industry.
The Pentagon and its British and other equivalents remain the driving force in engineering, hardware and
software development and related research in the West's universities. Their business is death, they like it, they
are good at it and, thanks to the petro dollars of the odious buffoons of Saudi Arabia and Qatar, they profit
handsomely by it.
As NATO's arms industry thinks in terms of systems, rather than individual weapons, they have to think in terms
of systems of control and systems of subservience. It is these hegemonic desires for systems of control that
make Syria part of a much wider struggle and it is the absence of a tenacious system of resistance that allows
these Western vulture companies to dominate world affairs. The USA has pumped about $33 billion worth of
arms into the region to keep the extermination campaigns going at full throttle. Europe's Wars of the Reformation
make an excellent prism to view all of this: the same lust for power, money and pillage, the same tissues of lies,
the same sorts of despicable liars, prepared to let millions perish for their own self advancement.
Though NATO want us all to appear helpless accomplices in their criminal carnage, history tells us that we need
not be and that, as with Russia's and Vietnam's Great Patriotic Wars, once we find the appropriate vaccines, we
and humanity can triumph. Irrespective of victory or defeat, life or death, rags or riches, the awful evils NATO's
proxies personify must be resisted. No other moral choice can be made.
Qaradawi and Al Arefe, together with their British and Irish facilitators and collaborators must be held to account.
This is not Luther's Germany or Hitler's Germany for that matter where demagogues and other ruffians can incite
mass violence at will. Saudi Arabia, free (sic) Syria and other hell holes apart, this is the twenty first century
where these Goebbels type figures must be held to account and must be made pay the full price of their crimes.
Sectarian Saudi autocrats and Gulf State dictators funding the destruction of Syria's secularism, the Saudi
preachers who call for a Crusade against Syrian secularism and multi culturalism, NATO's arms producers
pimping themselves out to these sectarian Saudi fanatics and Syrians dying in droves because of the
machinations of American arms manufacturers and their customers whose sole purpose in life is to enrich
themselves by murdering others are blasphemies up with which we should not put. Any cause, such as those of
the “Syrian” rebels which has these Saudi criminals as sponsors is, by definition, a criminal enterprise. As it was
with the Nazis at Nuremberg, so also should it be with the Blairs, the Bushes, the McCains, the Kerrys, the
Sunheims, the Kagans, the Saudis, the Qataris, the Erdoğans and the little squireens of the think tanks who
pimp for them.
Just as in our own time, so also in Reformational times were centers of learning, think tanks as the CIA call their
own nests of hired egg heads, really centers of research into the mechanics of military conquest, where the
tangible rewards of booty were much more important than promises of Paradise in the hereafter. Napoleon and
the Prussians both kick started their elite universities for purposes of war, not religion. It was these promises of
new colonies, more booty, more rape and more pillage that drove science and scientific endeavor onwards.
University think tanks continue to prostitute themselves out to the Gulf States and their NATO heavies to this day
and the pages that follow expose, hopefully to people who care and who will act, some of their more blatant
fraudulent practices.
As well as the wholesale looting of Constantinople, the Fourth Crusaders engaged in the wholesale rape of
nuns; they also skewered children on spits, roasted them alive and ate them. Like mercenaries before and since,
they transgressed the moral line. Syria's Salafist Crusaders have likewise cannibalized their prisoners and they
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too specialize in gang rape and sexual enslavement and yet, despite their crimes being documented to the nth
degree, they enjoy widespread support not only in their Saudi breeding grounds but in the Western media and
Western corridors of power too by our toffee nosed, up their own backsides leaders.
Europe's Crusading aristocrats were a localized thugocracy. To project power into the Islamic empire, they
needed an organizational structure. Although the kings of France, England, Hungary and Germany supplied that
structure for the earlier crusades, the military orders such as the Knights Templar were the longer term logistical
brains of these enterprises. They had a huge supporting network, which they exploited to the full to underwrite
these expeditions. Necessity being the mother of invention, the Templars, who worked independently of the local
bishops who hated them and who envied their wealth, developed modern banking as well as medieval travel
checks and credit cards. These innovations allowed the medieval pilgrims and the medieval warriors to make
their way to the Holy Land, safe in the knowledge that their funds would not be robbed along the way.
The parallels between Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the greedy Turks and ISIS are obvious here, with the petrol pump
station statelet of Qatar providing ISIS' early seed funds and ISIS subsequently being able to garner its own
funds and logistical systems, thanks to its Gulf State and NATO sponsors. Quite why anyone believes the
poisoned dwarf statelet of Qatar should even exist let alone be represented at any peace talks on Syria or any
other place for that matter is a matter of bewilderment for another day.
Although the indebted nobles and impoverished knightlets on the make who joined it, the crazy hermits who
popularized it and the sundry commoners who made up the bulk of the numbers added human color to the
Crusades, economics and politics formed its underlying motif just as they do for today's ISIS/NATO Crusade
against Syria. The sheer size of the Crusaders’ armies led to a huge demand for horse shoes, saddles, bridles
and all conceivable weapons of war. The logistics of feeding these vast armies meant that smoked pig carcasses
had to be conveyed in their thousands. When a 60,000 strong crusading army swarmed into a village, prices
invariably sky rocketed.
The West's propaganda apart, ISIS have the same logistical and inflationary problems today. The sectarian
Sunni jihad against Syria could not happen without NATO's logistical back ups. Without Turkey, ISIS and NATO's
other cut throats would be eradicated in a matter of days. They could not operate their war economy without
Turkey or some similar power under writing its financial system. Bartering sex slaves for automatic weapons or
being bequeathed money and materiel from the USA can only take an economy so far. To sustain it, a system is
needed and Turkey is one of the few regional powers that could and would provide that service. Just as the
Venetians and others enriched themselves on the Crusades so also today has Russia clearly shown that Sultan
Erdoğan, his family and their cronies are enriching themselves by destroying and looting Syria; Russia's
bombing of Turkey's stolen petrol and “aid” convoys shows that Moscow not only agree with my logical analysis
but are more importantly prepared to act on it and are prepared to visit some kind of justice, no matter how
token, on Syria.
The war against Syria is only one in a lethal series, none of which NATO has yet even apologized for, let alone
paid reparations for. NATO's destruction of Iraq, as explored here in John Pilger's excellent video, opened the
way for it to destroy Syria. Blair, Bush and NATO invaded and destroyed Iraq on a bunch of lies and it then used
its genocidal proxy gangs to implement controlled instability as a means to dismember Iraq into three pliable
parts and to drain its resources and people dry. NATO, shameless and brazen, is committing the same sort of
war crimes in Syria.
In Iraq, NATO got sons to rape their own mothers, American soldiers gang raped young boys in front of their
mothers, they committed wars crimes of the sort that Nazis were hanged for at Nuremberg. And they are not only
totally unapologetic about it all but they are determined to repeat their crimes in Syria, Yemen and other
countries on their to do list. They would have made “good” Crusaders.
Europe's Wars of the Reformation were, in short, a series of bloody wars between rival blocs where national and
trading interests played a much greater role than did matters of theology. Spain, France, Sweden, England and
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Holland all fought for their national interests as did the various Germanic states, which were a party to those
awful wars. Because the Wars of the Arab Spring are not that different, we have a moral choice to make. We can
stand with Amnesty International, Saudi Arabia, Human Rights Watch, Turkey and ISIS on the one hand or we
can stand with the plain Arab people who are on the business end of NATO's weapons on the other. Just as the
Clintons, the Bushes and that Sutherland fellow have made their choice, so also have I made mine and so also
should you make yours.

People Living, People Dead
In addition to looking at historical analogies, it is also of interest to look at the players in conflicts such as Syria,
to salute the brave and the innocent and, in our more idle moments, to wonder what forces drive serial criminals
such as the Clintons, three or more generations of the Bush family as well as Sultan Erdoğan and his brood to
commit themselves to lives of crime.
Let's begin with Turkey's criminal in chief, The Chief, a term Sultan Erdoğan worshipers use to show their
subservience to this lout, as can be seen by observing how often the fawning journalist referred to in this link
uses it when he describes how the Sultan offed one of his own top capos. Unless one is an Erdoğan worshiper,
there is nothing positive that can be said about Turkey's equivalent of Egypt's Morsi, the Erdoğan monster, and
his dreams of establishing a corrupt Caliphate from China in the East to God knows where in the East, with
himself as Sultan in Chief.
Sultan Erdoğan is a Muslim Brotherhood thug; he has destroyed the secular base on which Ataturk built postOttoman Turkey and for that, and his litany of crimes, critics say he has to swing (but they don't say it in Turkey
where Erdoğan's critics are regularly jailed and murdered). Victor Hugo's quip that “Wherever the Turkish hoof
trods, no grass grows” applies very much to northern Syria, where Erdoğan's policy is one of rape, looting and
pillage. There is nowhere in Turkish/ISIS/Nusra controlled Syria where ordinary enterprise thrives.
Like its Israeli ally, Turkey has a long and disreputable history of genocide, and of cleansing areas not only of
their indigenous populations but also of their shrines, churches, mosques and any other signs that these people
ever existed and were part of the social fabric. For these and related reasons, when we look at whose paw prints
are on the crimes of ISIS, we must keep the usual suspects of Erdoğan's Turkey and Israel to the fore.
Just as with the Armenian, Pontic Greek and Syriac genocides which the Turks perpetrated, so also today is
Erdoğan's Turkey using a myriad of franchises to commit its crimes in Syria and, increasingly, in Iraq and Turkey
itself. The most well-known of these franchises are ISIS, al Nusra, and the Free Syrian Army, several of which
are headquartered in Turkey and not one of which could operate without the connivance of Erdoğan and his
clique.
The Western narrative, helped by the hired hands of the Henry Jackson Society and other think tanks for hire,
goes that remnants of Iraq's Army were able to regroup and form themselves into the ruthless fighters of Islamic
State and in a series of blitzkriegs that not even Rommel could have envisaged let alone accomplished, they
captured large swathes of Iraq and Syria. Rommel could not have envisaged these latter-day Blitzkriegs for they
were all fakes. Rommel is primarily remembered for two periods in his life: his rapid advance as the leader of the
7th Panzer Corps during the Fall of France and his Desert Fox exploits when his Italian and German forces
resisted far superior Allied forces in North Africa.
Indeed, even a summary comparison with Rommel's exploits show that some force other than a motley gang of
alienated and impoverished ex-Iraqi soldiers are behind ISIS. Thus, although French logistical problems aided
Rommel's French advances, he did meet stout, if somewhat sporadic Gallic resistance and, as in Africa, he was
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served by very able lieutenants. In Africa, he was nicknamed the Desert Fox because his army's agility allowed
them to outfox the constraints superior Allied numbers and the logistical problems of space and scarce resources
put on his forces.
If we begin to compare Baghdadi, the so-called leader of the Islamic State with Erwin Rommel, we can see how
threadbare the lies regarding Islamic State are. Rommel was an excellent general, who was incubated in a
colony of excellent generals, the German High Command, which was disbanded following the Nuremberg Trials.
Without his own experience and that of his confreres from the time of the Great War to their final denouement,
Rommel would have been nothing. That is on the one hand. Baghdadi is on the other.
There is absolutely no way Islamic State, al Qaeda or any other franchise could have autonomously and
independently built an effective command, control and coordination group in so short a time. It took the Germans
from the fall of Napoleon to the outbreak of the Great War to do it. A rag-tag army of ex Iraqi soldiers is just that,
an eclectic group of ants, not a colony of ants where, like the Wehrmacht, every officer, every NCO and every
soldier not only instinctively knows but has been meticulously trained to do the job he has to do either collectively
or as an individual. It is inconceivable that what it took the German Army 150 years to accomplish the Islamic
State could learn in less than 15 months and all of that without the industrial, military and other logistical
resources of the German state. That Islamic State could develop an all-conquering army Rommel might have
envied is a fantasy, fit only for consumption by the gullible and opiated Western public it is aimed at and for a
political class that has nothing more than its own nefarious agenda afoot.
A more reasonable thesis is that Islamic State and the other proxy gangs are controlled and directed at the very
top by the intelligence services of countries whose interests they serve. As Erdoğan's Turkey is the most
prominent and bellicose of all the front-line states opposed to the secular Syrian and Iraqi states as well as all
independent-minded Kurds, they are the obvious suspects. Turkey has the means, the motive and Turkey has
been caught on many occasions with the smoking gun. More information on Turkey's arms supplies via its
compliant NGOs to ISIS may be seen in this video. This link posits that Turkey and its ISIS and other allies are
the region's major sources of instability. This documentary outlines the ISIS/Turkish smuggling rackets.
Not that any of this evidence against Erdoğan will make a whit of difference to the West's opinion makers. The
Western media, with Britain's Channel 4 news and the State-controlled BBC to the fore, bombarded us with
stories of young British, Irish and other “victims” going off to join the utopia of the Islamic State, where they get to
confiscate someone else's house, where their British and Irish-based relatives come to visit and do a bit of
essentially harmless, recreational sex jihad, where they own as many sex slaves as they like and where they
rape and kill at will. Although all of these sociopathic “victims” invariably traveled through Turkey, the reporters,
as they interviewed and lauded these criminal godfathers and godmothers on Irish and British state television,
never thought to answer why Erdoğan's Turkey was such an easy gateway to the Islamic State. Talk about
elephants in the living room. Here we have whole herds of them, all pointing to Erdoğan as war criminal in chief
and yet NATO's media are like the three wise monkeys that see, hear and know no evil about Sultan Erdoğan
and his domestic and foreign war crimes.
Though Turkish censorship under Sultan Erdoğan, as this article explains, is far worse than anything in Syria or
other countries NATO is undermining, Serena Shim was one of the exceptions to the rule that most Western
journalists are collaborators that would make the Vichy French blush with shame. When, without looking too
hard, she found evidence galore that the Turkish Army were shipping vast quantities of weaponry to Islamic
State, the Turks murdered this American citizen, a crime the USA must have been happy with, as they made no
real protests or objections to it. Turkey and their Turkmen allies later murdered Russian air force soldiers for
much the same reason that they killed Shim and countless other academics, trade unionists, journalists,
Christians and Kurds. And the BBC, the Guardian and the rest of the British and Irish media were too obsessed
with Assad's barrel bombs and Kim Kardashian's backside to notice.
Shim, if truth be told, is but one of very many real victims of Turkey's collusion with their ISIS proxies. Turkey's
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current victims include the Kurds, the Armenians and the other vulnerable minorities of northern Iraq and Syria,
the Kurds of eastern Turkey who have had the full wrath of the Turkish army and air force visited upon them,
secularists and communists who have had their demonstrations bombed and shot up by Turkey's security
services, Shim's fellow-journalists, bloggers, Facebook and Twitter users who have been imprisoned and
countless ordinary Turks who have looked askance at Erdoğan or any of his heavies. Though Erdoğan's list of
victims is endless, Merkel, Cameron, Obama, the Blairs and the Clintons fawn on this revolting Teflon terrorist.
Erdoğan's Turkey is a Muslim Brotherhood police state that must be held to account if the Levant is ever to enjoy
peace. Turkey is the safe hinterland ISIS and the other terrorist groups plaguing Syria operate from. They are
allowed bomb Erdoğan's enemies at will, they can travel and recruit openly and, when injured in Syria, they can
get free medical treatment from their Turkish bosses. It is no wonder that Erdoğan models himself on Adolf Hitler.
Just as Hitler wanted to establish his Eastern Empire, so also does Sultan Erdoğan and to make the West
swallow his blarney into the bargain. This link shows an American dance group Turkey paid to denigrate the 101st
anniversary of the Armenian genocide. This is a form of spoofing (horse and hoofing in Cockney slang) by
Turkey to deny the Armenian genocide and its other massive crimes. Sweden's Turkish National Association is a
racist, supremacist organization that seems to have transgressed even Sweden's lax codes regarding
incitement. Whether it be Sweden, the USA, Syria or Turkey itself, everywhere Erdoğan's Turkish hoof touches,
only sulfur emerges.
Though Turkey engages in knuckle dragging diplomacy in the West, like Hitler's Germany, things are much
rougher in Sultan Erdoğan's Turkish Reich, where Cizre Kurds are being slaughtered in scales comparable to
Syria, Yemen and Iraq. Because Turkey is a NATO member and is being admitted to the EU for the most sordid
reasons imaginable, Erdoğan is allowed collaborate with ISIS and slaughter at will and need not have any fear of
answering for it at the Hague or any other tribunal NATO control. The ‘liberal interventionists’ who told us that we
had to bomb non NATO member Yugoslavia to protect Kosovan Albanians in 1999 have shown no such desire
for a ‘humanitarian’ bombing of Turkey to stop Erdoğan's mass murder of Kurds, Christians, Iraqis and Syrians.
Erdoğan's war crimes are the sick reality our silence is complicit with.
The Turkmen are Sultan Erdoğan's key Syrian fifth columnists, who have sided with Turkey in their war of
extermination against Syria's other minorities. Although many Turkmen continue to pay the ultimate price for their
treachery, the ultimate criminal here is Sultan Erdoğan and the Muslim Brotherhood murder gang and their Grey
Wolves and other militia who have radicalized Turkics from as far afield as China to commit the atrocities we
have witnessed in Thailand, in China, in India and in Syria itself. Because they are, by and large traitors, Syria's
Turkmen will probably have to relocate to Erdoğan's Turkey, where they can fortify the Grey Wolves and other
criminal gangs that have the same right wing expansionist aims of rape and conquest as they do.
The Turkistan Islamic Party are another bunch of Erdoğan stooges, who are helping Turkish Intelligence, in
association with Nusra and ISIS, colonize North Syria. Not only is Erdoğan trying to be the Caliph of all Turkics,
which extend from Turkey all the way to China but he is trying to use them as a battering ram to enter Western
Europe as well. The Chinese Uyghurs play a key role in Sultan Erdoğan's plans to dismember Syria and extend
the power of his nascent Caliphate. Turkish Intelligence has coordinated with both Nusra and ISIS to allow
thousands of them migrate from Turkestan and China and settle in rebel held Syria, thus making facts on the
ground as their Israeli allies would say. And Merkel, Sutherland and the Clintons help them wheel in their Trojan
horses unhindered into Western Europe. There are about 5 million Turkish citizens living abroad, 4 million of
them in Western Europe. The feasibility of deporting all of them who support Turkish fascism back to Erdoğan
and the Grey Wolves should be under urgent consideration as a means of stopping the Muslim Brotherhood
Mafia undermining all of Europe.
Such is the mayhem from Europe to China this Turkish Hitler admirer wishes to unleash. Although Erdoğan and
his cronies might be insane, we have no such excuse to allow him and his fellow partners in crime put their
psychoses into practice.
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Although life moves on and the dead must bury the dead, we must pause and remember some of the fallen and
those who pretend to care about them. First cab off the rank is ISIS captive John Cantlie who is an associate of
the British Royal Family, who have done next to noting to help him. This is in contrast to Michelle Obama, the
wife of the 44th POTUS, who held up a sign in the comfort of the White House in support of Nigerian girls Boko
Haram kidnapped and raped. That the wife of the most powerful man in the world could be of no more help than
holding up a stupid sign shows us what an uphill battle we have to save humanity from the British and American
Royal families.
Kate Mueller, in contrast to Michelle Obama, was a very good and very brave American, kidnapped by the Free
Syrian Army and sold into sexual slavery to ISIS, where Baghdadi, their titular head, repeatedly raped and
tortured her, before murdering her. She is included here as a testament to those brave and honorable Britons
and Americans who, tricked by the media, by NGOs and by other rebel collaborators into venturing in to areas
controlled by the “moderate” terrorists and where many of them paid the ultimate price in ways that do not bear
thinking about but that do impel us to bring their torturers and their Western backers to account. Mueller's fate
alone should impel us to destroy both the ISIS monkey and its Turkish and other organ grinders.
Then there is Roula Alzeir, a simple, award winning teacher. Here she is in this photo with the President and First
Lady of her country, receiving some simple award or other. When the rebels, with NATO's help, overran Idlib,
they burned her alive in front of her pupils. This raises a couple of issues. Although the Syrian scarf indicates
she, like most Syrians, was a government and Syrian Army supporter, we have to ask why did the rebels NATO
unreservedly supports and arms feel compelled to kill her in such a savage way? There are several reasons: she
met Syria's President and First Lady, the Saudi proxies oppose education (which is what Boko Haram actually
means) and they wanted to instil fear into their newly conquered vassals by sending out their barbaric message
that all Syria's rebels without exception concur with.
Horrific as was Rola Alzeir's death, it is but one of tens of thousands committed by the Free Syrian Army in
places NATO allowed them overrun. Entire families, old women included, were executed because they had a
son in the Syrian Army and entire communities were massacred for being Alawites; videos are available of the
Free Syrian Army (not ISIS or Nusra), leading old women to their execution spots because their sons and
grandsons had been drafted into the Syrian Army and had not deserted to commit crimes such as those Rola
Alzeir was subjected to. As of May 2016 the moderates are still slaughtering civilians in Tartous and Zara, all with
the blessing of the BBC, the Guardian and other NATO media mouthpieces.
The barbarity of the rebels knows no bounds and nor will the media and other sources of influence bridle them.
One force that may help is ordinary people standing with Syria's survivors and trying to fill Rola Alzeir's shoes,
not by writing a silly Michelle Obama style jesuis hashtag meme but by standing with those she taught against
those who wish them dead and to thereby show NATO’s' rebels that they can never prevail.
Jake Biladri was an Australian teenager who “reverted” to Islam, joined ISIS and became a suicide bomber.
Suicide bombers have a large number of obvious benefits to ISIS; they are guided missile systems, they do not
have to plan a mode of escape and they can do immense physical and psychological damage to the forces they
target. Though the tactic has roots in Islamic history, it is no different in essence from that practiced by Imperial
Japan's kamikaze units or by units of the North Korean army. Militarily, it makes as much sense as any other
asymmetrical tactic.
To defeat this tactic, the recruiting sergeants must first be defeated. These include the Saudi preachers and their
Saudi mosques, who extol this tactic. In this regard, Jake Bilardi exemplifies. Though Bilardi was a reluctant
suicide bomber, he was groomed into it, step by fateful step and 17 Iraqis died as a result. For Australia to stop
any more Jake Bilardis committing mass murder, they must go to the root of the problem and take on the
recruiters and the Saudi Salafist brain washers, as well as their accomplices in the media and intelligence
services.
Though the same goes for the rest of the world, that will not be easy as the Jake Bilardis of this world serve
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many NATO and Gulf State masters and there is the rub. Until the head of the snake is decapitated, Saudi
Arabia and its allies will continue to get the Jake Bilardis of this world to murder and maim at will. To
decommission the suicide bombers, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and their other hubs must first be decommissioned.
Mohammed Emwazi (aka Jihadi John) was a British ISIS sociopath, who starred in many of their snuff movies
beheading Western and other prisoners and who was hyped up a dangerous ISIS leader rather than the
worthless, bit part extra that he was. When the USAF zapped him with a drone strike in Al-Raqqah, Syria on 12
November 2015, that was the end of him and his ugly career. NATO's media distract us by concentrating on 2 bit
punks like Emwazi and not highlighting the collusion between the British and Saudi governments which is much
more culpable than that unlamented thug.
Irish resident Housam “Sam” Najjair, who has the blood of countless Syrians and Libyans on his hands, strongly
believes his experiences of slaughtering Libyans and Syrians deserve to be made into a Call of Duty type movie
and, presumably, Call of Duty video game. As his Kickstarter blurb constantly cites the Call of Duty shoot em up
video game which, along with his mother, seem to form the inspiration for his crimes, one has to wonder about
how shallow and simplistic his political biases are. The blurb tells us that his mother encouraged him to go and
kill Arabs as "son, now you are going to learn what you are made of as a man". Although the blurb tells us that
“Sam is no advocate of war mongering”, yet his ability to kill innocent Syrians and Libyans is, as evident by the
constant Call to Duty refrain, the movie's main selling point. Though “Sam” even admits that innocents were
murdered and raped, children were orphaned and families and communities were ripped apart, he seems to
absolve himself from blame because, in his own mother's words, becoming a rapacious criminal made him a
man.
Najjair tells us that when he and his “Irish” cronies landed in Libya, they “and several hundred men gathered in a
rebel barracks – an old converted school – to train and prepare for the drive to Tripoli”. He does not tell us who
paid for and put that gig together: whether it was the CIA, Qatari or ISIS affiliates. He does, however, reinforce
the Harati CIA rat line by telling us that he “met representatives of NATO and foreign covert operatives”. Although
he mentions in passing the myriad rapes and the summary executions, he tries to exonerate himself and his
fellow “Irish” murderers from these crimes and to distance themselves from their ISIS allies. Tellingly he says “My
own mother is a strong advocate for woman's rights in Islam and so I have a strong connection to that issue,” an
indication perhaps that his mother was “an activist” for many years and should therefore also be arrested and
interrogated as to what she knows about his war crimes and those of his mates.
“Irish Sam” also has the gall to tell us that he is the victim. As his idiotic Kickstarter blurb puts it: “Sam also
experienced the true cost of the conflict. He lost a close friend, Atif, in battle and met everywhere with first-hand
horror stories of rape, torture and execution”. Before we launch a telethon for him and his equally repulsive
mother, we should note that the Libyan rebel gangs Sam shacked up with not only raped women and children,
used torture on an industrial scale and lynched hundreds of black Africans and tribesmen out of hand but that
their barbarities continue unabated to this day.
Najjair tells us that he then returned to Ireland to regroup, before joining a Syrian invasion force “with senior
commanders of the Lions of the Tripoli Brigade, to provide humanitarian, logistic and training assistance to the
innocent civilians combating the onslaught of the Bashar Assad Regime”. So there we have it. “Irish Sam” admits
to invading secular Syria, a second country he had no right to invade in the company of very sinister elements.
The blurb tells us the fear Najjair and his Syrian invasion force had “from traitors or moles” and, having seen or
knowing about a thousand or so ISIS videos, we can guess how Sam and his fellow Islamic invaders dispatched
those unfortunates. Although Najjair says he “inevitably came into contact with ISIS”, he claims to be “a
moderate Muslim”, who just goes around invading secular countries.
Tiring of his “partly humanitarian and partly military training”, he tells us that he returned to Ireland, where he had
suffered so much growing up as a Muslim in a tolerant Western society. However, Najjair missed the blood letting
and returned to kill some more in Libya “and this time he brought a Go Pro camera with him”.
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Najjair is now back in Ireland, sponging off the Irish tax payer he despises. He tells us that “he wants security, he
wants to be able to support a family and plan for a positive future” but that will take superhuman effort or, as he
puts it, “an immense amount of will power – perhaps even greater than that which propelled him to survive at
war”. Yet most ordinary Irish, Syrian and Libyan people can do this as a matter of course and these ordinary
people include not only the Irish work force, whose taxes he leeches off, but Syrian state employees who were
massacred by Najjair's Call of Duty invasion force for no other reason than they did their humble jobs as
government clerks, post office officials or the like.
Having first admitted that he is a “moderate Muslim” murderer, he then claims he is an “Irish man inspired not by
religion but by nationalist pride and solidarity with the oppressed he has chosen to make a similar journey yet
Islam is not his motivation”. If that is the case, why did he go to Syria and Libya to kill their civilians? Why did he
not try to bring “freedom” to other countries that were not facing an Islamic rebellion?
Although Najjair concludes his nonsense by telling us that “the revolution ...was driven by something simple and
pure and universal – a desire for freedom and justice”, the truth of the matter is more prosaic. Najjair committed
mass murder for sinister groups that robbed Libyans and Syrians not only of “freedom and justice” but of their
lives as well. The only “freedom and justice” that exist in Syria are in those areas that have not been over run by
Najjair and his fellow Call of Duty invaders. Assuming Najjair wants to be a worthwhile member of Western
society, he has, at the very least, a lot of rehabilitation to do. Had he committed and been convicted of the crimes
he boasts of committing in Syria and Libya in a Western jurisdiction, he would not be bumming money to make a
narcissistic movie but would be facing life imprisonment without the possibility of parole.
This is all the more so as ISIS in Libya now form a greater threat to Europe than ISIS in Syria or anywhere else.
That the Irish and Western media shilled for reprobates like Najjair and Harati is a sad indictment of the Western
media's deliberate complicity in Libya's destruction and one they must answer for.
Father Paolo Dall'Oglio was a disgusting Syrian based Italian Jesuit priest, who was disowned by Syria's Jesuit
community, even before he called on the rebels to use chemical weapons against the Syrian Army and all
civilians supporting them; this reptile, who the Pope and France's Intelligence services are trying to canonize,
has his own lengthy entry in this book, to which the interested reader is referred. After the rebels kidnapped and
most likely murdered him in Raqqa, the Jesuits, the Pope included, tried to paint this war monger out as a peace
maker. Most of his entry in this book consists of some comments based around a disgusting interview this
disgusting man gave, where he calls for the rebels to use chemical weapons on Syrian children. It is adopted
from a blog entry I made here, with this prophetic line: The butchers’ knives do not discriminate even if they
leave useful idiots like Fr Paolo cackle on for their own blood thirsty reasons until the time comes to send them
to the abattoir.
Even as Christian priests and bishops were beheaded, even as Syrian Christian girls were systematically gang
raped by the rebels he supports, Fr Paolo only saw what he wanted to see. His rebel heroes, when not cutting
off the heads of priests and raping children, were even then killing each other, as they jockeyed for position,
power and booty. Even as the rebels used chemical weapons, Fr Paolo continued to tell his lies, which well
meaning and honest fellow Jesuits, if such exist, should have reminded him is a sin in the Catholic Church.
Fr Paolo also attacked the Russian Orthodox Church. In this respect, the recent words of the chairman of
External Church Relations in the Russian Orthodox Church, Metropolitan Hilarion (Aleyev) of Volokolamsk, that
“It is inexplicable why the West is so indifferent to the fate of Christians in the Middle East” are particularly
relevant, as are the attacks the MI6 controlled British Catholic media made on the Pope when he met the
Russian Patriarch.
The Russian Orthodox Church stand with the Christians, Shia, Alawi and Sunni of the Levant. Fr Paolo only
stood for violence against the Syrian people. Fr Paolo spoke about the Russian Orthodox Church not standing
for human values. The Russian Orthodox Church does not support eating prisoners. They do not support
kidnapping bishops. They do not support gang raping children. Fr Paolo’s rebels do.
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Father Paolo Dall’Oglio was not only a turbulent priest but a very dangerous one who seemed intent on causing
as much collateral damage as possible to the hard pressed and very exposed Christians in Syria and Iraq; we
can leave the Alawites out of it because if Fr Paolo’s Syrian rebels prevail, the rebels have already promised to
kill all of them, man, woman and child and, as I write, they are doing their damnedest to do just that. This is not
an idle threat and countless Alawite civilians have already been butchered in ways too disgusting to describe for
no other crime than for being born Alawite.
Swedish Nusra terrorist Bherlin Gildo was charged with gangbanger offenses in England. The trial collapsed
because his lawyer showed that Gildo killed Syrian children as part of the same terrorist group British
Intelligence armed and logistically supported. Because the British Secret Service refused to cooperate with the
British court, Gildo walked free, presumably to rape and kill again. Though similar cases are occurring in
Germany and elsewhere in the EU, NATO and their Muslim mouthpieces have said they are of no consequence
and that such evidence of obvious collaboration between NATO's intelligence services and ISIS or al Qaeda
should not concern us. Belgium allowed sociopath Iliass Khayari walk free from a Belgian court room even
though he admitted hacking the heads off Syrian prisoners. This criminal was taped saying he would claim to
have been in the Free Syrian Army as that ploy is known as being a sure fire way to avoid even a nominal
custodial sentence. Osama Krayem starred in a Swedish documentary about how successfully migrants were
being integrated into society. As these links here and here show, he was also the mastermind of the Brussels
bombing. Swedish authorities arrested Haisam Omar Sakhanh in mid March 206, in connection with the 2012
mass murder of captured Syrian soldiers in 2012. Sakhanh is one of the tens of thousands of pieces of rebel filth
Peter Sutherland, Bono and George Soros expect Europe to roll out the red carpet for.
As a young man, John Kerry, as this link shows, played a not insignificant role in the USA's genocide campaign
against the Vietnamese people. As a US senator, he was an enthusiastic supporter of the USA's genocide and
torture campaign in Iraq. As US Secretary of State, he has been an enthusiastic supporter of the USA's genocide
campaign in Syria. In this latter role, he has bullied the UN and allied NATO and Gulf States to support his plans
to partition and destroy Syria, much like how he and his American colleagues have destroyed Iraq and Libya. He
has received more in donations from the US arms industry than almost any other American politician in living
memory. Kerry is married to Teresa Heinz, who is a major player in the NGO empire George Soros and his
groups epitomize. Criminals like Kerry do not belong at peace negotiations; they belong in jail.
Marie Colvin was a one eyed American journalist who died fighting alongside foreign terrorists in the Old City of
Homs in February 2012. Ex Scouser squaddie, suspected MI6 agent and serial psychiatric patient Paul Conroy
collaborated with her. The media tried to make her out as a hero, rather than the rebel collaborator that she and
the Conroy creature were.
Omar Gabbar, who shared a platform with prominent child sex jihad proponent Muhammed al-Arefe, seems to
be the Mr Big of Hand in Hand for Syria, a very sinister British charity which has issued repeated threats against
me and many others. Not only did Hand in Hand for Syria secure one of the world's top child sex jihadist
recruiters in their first month of operation “from a Leicester kitchen table” but, as my earlier document showed,
their original posters were designed by Turkish-based hacks of the terrorist Free Syrian Army, whose flag is
emblazoned on the logo of Hand in Hand for Syria. Gabbar, who has a lot of explaining to do, should, together
with the legal hounds he has already set on me, consider that decent people, who are not members of the
Muslim Brotherhood or any of its satellites, have got very lengthy prison tariffs for much less. Though Al-Arefe is
now barred from Britain, Omar Gabbar remains there and, like many others, who brought al-Arefe to Britain, is
allowed work, as a hospital consultant in his case, where he has access to the young and impressionable
children al-Arefe expects to do sex jihad.
When, on March 13, 2016, I sent these incriminating photos (lots more incriminating can be seen here) showing
a Hand In Hand for Syria employee brandishing lethal weaponry, to Richard Power, a consultant orthopedic
surgeon who works with Omar Gabbar and who had previously contacted me, Power, against my expressed
wishes, passed on the information to Gabbar, who thinks nothing of sharing platforms with child sex jihadist
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recruiter Mohammad al Arefe. Medic Power, who admitted to being pig ignorant of the issues I raised, then called
me names, the typical retort of flotsam who have no bases for their biases. That the British Intelligence services,
the British charity regulators and the British media all refuse to move against these Muslim Brotherhood linked
characters tells its own story of collusion with killers, as does the free pass IHH, the Turkish Islamic charity
Sultan Erdoğan uses to ferry weapons into ISIS controlled Syria, gets in the Western NATO controlled media.
This is the same British and Irish media that laud Anjem Choudary, one of a number of radical Islamic apologists
and media pundits working in Britain. Because he has been associated with a very large number of convicted
British ISIS foot soldiers and is not serving a lengthy prison sentence, many believe he collaborates with the
British intelligence services, which helped found the Muslim Brotherhood and similar terrorist groups in the first
place. Links like this show how useful Choudary can be in playing the guilt by association card: once a public
figure is embroiled in political controversy, NATO's media can interview this asset to agree with the public figure
they have targeted and thereby further smear the target. Like ISIS, Choudary is a very handy arrow in NATO's
quiver.
Of course, I should be more circumspect in what I say. Hand in Hand for Syria have already set their legal
hounds on me and Syria's enemies have armies of legal hitmen at their service, as does the bold Sultan
Erdoğan himself. Carter-Ruck, who helped Qatar run the Caesar photo scam, epitomize these briefs for hire.
They have earned many shekels by keeping the British press untainted by the sexploits of Elton John and his
philandering husband/wife. More information on Carter-Ruck, who know on what side their croissants are
buttered, may be had here, here, here and here.
The threats of the Muslim Brotherhood, their street thugs and their legal briefs notwithstanding, we must
persevere. This report indicates Sweden is deluged with demobbed Muslim Brotherhood soldiers raping children,
the Saudis have been allowed descend like ravenous vultures on Syrian children of both sexes in Jordan's
refugee camps and Saudi Arabia and Turkey have vowed to get their ISIS proxies fight to the last Syrian child
soldier. On that latter topic, as this Al Jazeera report citing the CIA's Human Rights Watch explain, the Syrian
rebels have made countless child soldiers like these, something Erdoğan's Turks had centuries of experience
doing. As Al Jazeera and Human Rights Watch have taken the rebels side against “Assad”, one finds it hard to
sustain their hypocritical protests. Turkey's ‘Ministry of Religion’, meanwhile, continues to promote ISIS style
martyrdom to children in colorful comic strips paid for by NATO subsidies.
Morally, we cannot equivocate. Centuries of European secularism are on the line in the entire Arab world, most
notably in Syria. We can stand with the Syrian people and their army or we can stand with the world's vilest and
most barbaric regimes pitted against them. My stance is pretty clear as should yours be.

Play and Players
The US controlled North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is the real muscle behind fellow NATO member
Turkey, NATO's Gulf vassal states and their ISIS and other Syrian proxy gangs. The USA, Britain, Germany,
France, Spain, Belgium, Italy and NATO's other states are all highly dependent upon the export of arms and
weapons and systems of mass destruction. NATO sell these weapons and systems, as well as related training
and consultancy services to client states in Japan, Taiwan, Korea, the Gulf States and America's self declared
Latin American backyard. As Americans control the arms supply, they also have to regulate the demand as part
of their wider geo strategic goals of control, command and coordination. That regulation includes instigating
genocidal wars in Yemen, Libya, Iraq, Syria and wherever else they wish to destroy.
Being Americans, there are a number of American football style playbooks the rebels and their sponsors follow.
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The Yinon Plan was first mooted in Israel 1982. Though ridiculed by the Israeli media as being conspiratorial in
nature, it is coming to pass, thanks to NATO's artificially induced wars in Libya, Syria, Iraq and Yemen, It involves
cantonizing or balkanizing Arab countries and to have them perpetually at war with each other on religious,
ethnic or other grounds. Irrespective of whether the Yinon Plan is conspiratorial or not, it is coming to pass and
for that, we can point the finger at NATO, its allies, their think tanks, and media collaborators.
The Dahiya doctrine or, Dahya doctrine, is a military strategy put forth by the Israeli Commander-in-Chief Gadi
Eizenkot that pertains to asymmetric warfare in an urban setting and envisages the destruction of the civilian
infrastructure of hostile regimes as a means of establishing deterrence against militant use of that infrastructure,
and endorses the employment of disproportionate force to secure that end. The doctrine is named after a
southern suburb in Beirut with large apartment buildings which were flattened by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF)
during the 2006 Lebanon War, after Israeli jets dropped leaflets warning residents to evacuate. Israel has
implemented this strategy in Gaza during the 2008–09 and 2014 conflicts and NATO's proxies in Syria have also
availed of it, where they too have targeted water, electricity and other basic infrastructural facilities and services.
One very noteworthy feature of all NATO sanctioned Israeli military strategies is that they continue to push moral
boundaries and incrementally break all known rules of warfare and of civilization itself. By being serial war
criminals who are never reprimanded never mind punished, the Israelis make it easier for Erdoğan, Obama, the
Clintons and other Western criminals to follow in their path.
Though the Israelis have much to answer for, they must share the dock with many others. Today's Middle East,
Ukrainian and other wars are in large part the product of the foreign policy doctrine set out in 1992 by then
Defense Assistant Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, in the infamous Wolfowitz Doctrine that justifies “pre-emptive” war,
free from any oversight from the UN Security Council, against any nation or group of nations which threaten US
“Sole Superpower” domination. George Soros, the former Nazi collaborator and hedge fund speculator turned
self-proclaimed philanthropist, and his tax exempt foundations, are an integral part of that preemptive war
machine of full spectrum dominance which, as US General Wesley Clark explains, involves the USA and her
cronies taking down and destroying Libya, Iraq, Yemen, Syria, Lebanon and Somalia almost for the sheer hell of
it.
The Salvador Option is an approach to counter-insurgency warfare that was utilized by the United States
Department of Defense during the Salvadoran Civil War. The term was later used in the context of counter
insurgency operations coordinated by serial war criminal Colonel James Steele, who organized America's
counter gang death squads in El Salvador which are credited, amongst countless other war crimes, with the
murder of Archbishop Oscar Romero and the gang rape and murder of four American Maryknoll nuns. Serial war
criminal Steele, working under the direct orders of POTOS George Bush, brought these self same death squad
methods to Iraq and thence to Syria.
Colonel James Steele, the Butcher of Latin America, is a US veteran of the 1980s' "dirty wars" in Central
America, during which he trained counter-insurgency commando death squads who carried out numerous war
crimes. In 1986 he was implicated in the crack and cocaine funded Iran Contra scandal. In 2004, early in the Iraq
War, Steele was ordered to Iraq by Donald Rumsfeld to organize Iraq's paramilitary Special Police Commandos,
the so called Wolf Brigade, who specialized in kidnappings, murder and sundry extortion rackets. Steele has also
been heavily implicated in the widespread use of torture by American forces in Iraq. Here is a video about this
notorious American criminal.
The Abu Ghraib Torture Center was the most notorious of the rape centers the USA and her NATO allies got
Steele and his sidekicks to run in Iraq. The USA mentored many of their top ISIS jihadists there. In this video, the
CIA say that torture is torture if NATO's enemies torture, but is not torture when NATO are the culprits. This link
says there are videos of Americans raping Iraqi children in front of their mothers and that that is only the tip of
the iceberg of their depravity. Quite how, given the overwhelming evidence damning them and their criminal
actions, the media allows the USA's war hawks to continue to maintain that they are not the primary culprits in
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this entire mess, just like they have been the primary culprits in Vietnam and Latin America is incredible.
The Contras is a label given to the various U.S.-backed and funded fascist rebel groups that were active from
1979 to the early 1990s in opposition to the left-wing, socialist Sandinista Junta of National Reconstruction
government in Nicaragua. Among the separate contra groups, the Nicaraguan Democratic Force (FDN) emerged
as the largest by far. In 1987, virtually all Contra organizations were united, at least nominally, into the
Nicaraguan Resistance. From an early stage, the rebels received financial and military support from the United
States government, and, as with the “Syrian” rebels, their military significance decisively depended on it. After
US support was banned by Congress, the Reagan administration covertly continued it. These covert activities
culminated in the Iran–Contra affair. Though the similarity between Nicaragua's Contras and Syria's Contras
should be glaringly obvious, during the Nicaraguan Troubles, there were strong left wing and Catholic
movements that could, would and did organize resistance to the USA's extermination campaigns in Nicaragua,
El Salvador and other Latin American countries. That, currently, is not the case in Syria as the Catholic Church in
England, France and elsewhere is the plaything of NATO's intelligence services.
This January 2005 Newsweek article quoted anonymous military insiders to say the Salvador option was in play
in Iraq. It said: “...one Pentagon proposal would send Special Forces teams to advise, support and possibly train
Iraqi squads, most likely hand-picked Kurdish Peshmerga fighters and Shiite militiamen, to target Sunni
insurgents and their sympathizers, even across the border into Syria, according to military insiders familiar with
the discussions. It remains unclear, however, whether this would be a policy of assassination or so-called
"snatch" operations, in which the targets are sent to secret facilities for interrogation. The current thinking is that
while U.S. Special Forces would lead operations in, say, Syria, activities inside Iraq itself would be carried out by
Iraqi paramilitaries.” Steele personally put these ideas to play with the Wolf Brigade in Iraq, all as part of the
greater plan to divide and conquer Iraq and Syria with the help of Kurdish Peshmerga collaborators.
Low Intensity Operations is the title of the Bible of counter guerrilla strategies that Brigadier Frank Kitson
penned, following his experiences as a British Army special forces officer specializing in running death squads in
Ireland, Cyprus, Kenya and Malaya. In his book, he pioneers the use of counter gangs such as ISIS, the Free
Syrian Army and Nusra and he expounds on the use of false flag operations to cast NATO's opponents in a bad
light. Though his book may be somewhat dated by now, NATO have expanded on its core tenets as part of its
doctrine of full spectrum dominance and criminals like Steele continue to finesse the practical side of things.
The pawmarks of Kitson and his NATO ilk are all over not just Latin America but over Syria's Contras as well.
Just as the Irish Troubles showed how British various Contra gangs could cover for each other, so we see the
same pattern in Syria, where ISIS claim outrages Ahrar al-Sham and the al-Nusra Front commit, so as not to
jeopardize NATO funding for what NATO opportunistically label their moderate murder gangs. Although the tactic
is as transparent as it was in Belfast, thanks to an embedded media and bought politicians, the strategy still
works and the opiated masses let the Clintons, the Blairs, the Bushes and the other career criminals away with
their crimes.
These perpetual NATO wars are a system whereby the overlord, faced with a problem, first induces instability
and then controls that instability before getting the controlled result they want. The British, for example,
successfully used this ploy in the North of Ireland, where they ran a number of sectarian murder gangs, before
installing a peace process to give them the result they wanted. Now that the outright war via Islamic proxies
against Syria has stalled, the USA and its NATO allies are trying to again hijack the negotiations to further their
aim of controlled instability, with the ultimate objective of dismembering and balkanizing Syria. The USA and
NATO are happy to have instability, as long as they can control the instability and eventually replace that
instability with puppet rule and puppet states.
Chaos has always been an ally of imperialism. “The agenda has always been about imposing division and chaos
on the Arab world,” wrote long-time peace activist Tom Hayden. “In 1992, Bernard Lewis, a major Middle East
expert, wrote that if the central power is sufficiently weakened, there is no real civil society to hold the polity
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together, no real sense of common identity…the state then disintegrates into a chaos of squabbling, feuding,
fighting sects, tribes, regions, and parties.” And that is just the kind of disintegration that NATO have sought to
exploit. Military intervention by the United States and its allies will accelerate the divisions in the Middle East. If
the White House is serious about stemming the chaos, it should stop fueling the Syrian civil war, lean on the Gulf
monarchies to end their sectarian jihad against Shiites, pressure the Israelis to settle with the Palestinians, and
end the campaign to isolate Iran. It should also, beginning with the Bush and Clinton broods, jail its legions of
careerist war criminals.

CIA's Arab Legions
The Gulf Cooperation Council—Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Oman, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain,
Morocco, and Jordan— fund the Islamic insurgency in Syria. Some of those countries may occasionally decry
the excesses of the Islamic State of Syria and the Levant (ISIL or ISIS), but it was they who stoked the fires in
which ISIS was forged.
Al Qaeda is widely considered to be the CIA's Arab legion as their joint venture links between them go right back
to Osama Bin Laden and his family of Saudi billionaires. This article outlines the operational links between the
CIA and Nusra, Al Qaeda's Syrian franchise. This article shows the CIA continues to arm its Arab legion. This
article shows how NATO's proxy war in Yemen has predictably made al Qaeda a lot stronger there. This link
argues that much of the CIA's Arab wars are self generated to support Israel. This video link has veteran
American politician Ron Paul castigating the CIA's criminal involvement in Ukraine, Syria and other Arab
countries.
Created by the Bush administration in 2006 – to prevent Baghdad getting close to Tehran – and drawing on
Saudi patronage, the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) moved across into Syria in 2013. Despite the failure of a merger
with Jabhat al Nusra, this second al Qaeda group began to collaborate with the NATO-backed FSA. In mid 2013
FSA commander Abdul Jabbar al-Okaidi, who was prominently photographed with the former US Ambassador to
Syria, sociopath Robert Ford, joined forces with ISIS in the battle for Menagh airbase, in Aleppo Province. FSA
man Al-Okaidi fought alongside ISIS leaders Abu Jandal (from Egypt) and Abu Omar al Shishani (US-trained,
from Georgia) and was filmed celebrating victory with Abu Jandal. Such facts were publicly available, through the
jihadists’ own online propaganda, but they barely made a dent in Washington’s revised line that ISIS was the
new evil and the western-backed ‘moderate rebels’ were fighting them, whereas the reality was that both groups
were, with NATO's help, waging unrelenting warfare on Syria's army and Syria's people.
Because ISIS’ form of Sunni obscurantism most resembles Wahhabism, which underwrites the rule of the Saudi
Royal family, which exports it to the four ends of the earth, one has to, rightly, assume strong financial and
military links between Saudi Arabia and their ideological brothers. The large amount of Saudi pamphlets
condemning to hell's fires Christians and Shia, some of which I came across myself in Kessab, affirms the point
that ISIS is the ugly child of Saudi obscurantism and NATO expansionism. Although the Iraqis, the so-called
Prussians of the Arab world, are well-represented in its officer corps, military logic dictates there must be a layer
from the intelligence community above them and directing them, not least because there are so many distinctly
non-Arab traits about them, the abolition of cigarettes and water pipes being noticeable ones. Journalists,
academics and others should be trying to unmask those higher layers, rather than fretting about the snuff
propaganda videos non-entities like Jihadi John star in.
This link discusses ISIS' plans to further develop their chemical weapons' program with their Turkish and other
partners. Though the use of such weapons by the “Syrian” rebels is well documented, NATO has taken no
punitive action against them as the use of chemical weapons by ISIS, like the use of NATO supplied chemical
weapons by Saddam Hussein before them, suits the purposes of NATO, which feels fully equipped to brazen out
whatever exposure their crimes might occasionally be subjected to.
The use of chemical weapons in Syria was the excuse NATO were going to use to level Damascus and install a
transitory ISIS government. Although I dealt with this issue in my analysis of Hand in Hand for Syria, there have
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been repeated, ongoing and very recent instances of NATO's ISIS and Free Syrian Army allies using these
weapons, which indicate that NATO were not in the least worried about the use of chemical weapons and were
only using them as an excuse to conquer and plunder Syria.
Though there was much publicity for the news that US forces captured ISIS chemical weapons expert, Suleiman
al-Afari, there was considerably less publicity for the news that he is being held in yet another new US black
prison detention site, situated on the territory of the USA’s Kurdish puppets in Irbil, Iraq, but constructed and run
entirely by the US military. Many detainees have vanished into its gates. Very few, if any, have come out again.
Although such disappearances have a major human rights element to them, the concern here is whether al-Afari
has been disappeared to silence him on what he knows about NATO's complicity in the Ghouta False Flag 2013
chemical gas attack.

America's Buchenwald Touch
The Agent Orange offensive is another Vietnam War chapter worth bearing in mind when considering the use of
chemical weapons by NATO's proxies in Syria. Over 170 kg of this dioxin – enough to kill the entire population of
North America – was sprayed on to Vietnam. The fish and foliage were contaminated. Even mothers’ milk was
poisoned, suckling children were killed and otherwise healthy children were deformed. The child health center in
Song Be displays those who did not make it to childhood: fetuses with half-formed limbs, collapsed skulls,
deformed jaws and twisted pelvises and spines. Nearly every maternity hospital in Vietnam had a similar
chamber of horrors at the time. Dioxin and Agent Orange have become potent symbols: for the Vietnamese, of
the continuing fall-out of their war; for American veterans, of their own sense of abandonment and betrayal by
the Bushes, the Clintons, the Obamas and America's other their patrician families; for environmentalists, of the
acute dangers lurking in common industrial processes. The Vietnamese believe that the powerful weed killer —
which the Americans ostensibly used to destroy crops and jungle-providing cover for the Vietcong—is
responsible for massively high instances of genetic defects in areas that were sprayed. An American Federal
District Judge, in March 2005, dismissed the claims of the Vietnamese on the very dubious grounds that the
saturation use of the defoliant did not violate international law at the time. A disproportionately large number of
children in the areas targeted by the Americans continue to be born with defects, both mental and physical. A
Japanese study, comparing areas sprayed with those that were not, found children were three times more likely
to be born with cleft pallets, or extra fingers and toes and that there are eight times as many hernias in such
children, and three times as many born with mental disabilities. In 1984, chemical companies that manufactured
the Agent paid a paltry $180m into a fund for United States veterans following a lawsuit. They did not, however,
admit any wrongdoing. Nor did they pay anything to their Vietnamese victims. Given these war crimes, the USA
should shut up about chemical weapons it charges those in its cross hairs with using as they are biggest
criminals of them all.
Then there is the USA's collaboration with Shiro Ishii, the world-class Japanese bacteriologist, who founded unit
731 in a remote, high security Japanese Army camp in occupied Manchuria. Ishii exposed his prisoners to
plague, anthrax and mustard gas, as well as extremes of scorching heat and freezing cold. China continues to
lobby for the site where such experiments were conducted in north-eastern Heilongjiang province to be given the
same sort of UN world heritage status as the Nazi concentration camp of Auschwitz in Poland and the Hiroshima
Peace Memorial in Japan. The USA not only ignored them but it insisted Japan's 731 unit was not to be even
mentioned in the Tokyo War Crimes Trial just as it currently insists all of its enemies must be strung up like
Saddam Hussein as war criminals but that the courts must ignore their own war crimes, even as Hollywood
praises them in bogus movies like American Sniper, a 2014 Hollywood blockbuster movie glorifying the racist
mass murder of Iraqis by American occupation troops.
The post war years saw a succession of unethical experiments by the men in white coats on America’s most
defenseless as well as on the defenseless people of Vietnam. Mentally retarded boys at the Fernald School in
Massachusetts, for example, were fed radioactive oatmeal jointly prepared by the Atomic Energy Commission
and the Quaker Oats company. The eminent researchers, for what it is worth, wanted to determine if the cereal’s
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chemical preservatives prevented the body from absorbing vitamins and minerals, with the radioactive materials
acting as tracers. They also wanted to assess the effects of radioactive materials on their human guinea pigs.
There are countless more experiments like these, some of which, such as the truth drug serum experiments,
were directly inspired by the Nazis’ pioneering experiments and more of which, such as injecting African
Americans with syphilis, were inspired by home grown American concerns and ideologies. In defending these
diabolical experiments, Dr. Victor Bond, a physician at the Brookhaven nuclear lab, said (cf for example, p158 of
Whiteout: The CIA, Drugs and the Press by Alexander Cockburn and Jeffrey St. Clair. Verso Publishers, London
& New York 1998.), “It's useful to know what dose of radiation sterilizes. It's useful to know what different doses
of radiation will do to human beings.” One of Bond's colleagues, Dr. Joseph Hamilton of the University of
California Medical School in San Francisco, said more candidly that the radiation experiments (which he had
helped oversee) “had a little of the Buchenwald touch. .” (cf for example, p158 of Whiteout: The CIA, Drugs and
the Press by Alexander Cockburn and Jeffrey St. Clair. Verso Publishers, London & New York 1998.). There is
certainly more than a whiff of Buchenwald, Belsen, Auschwitz and the Nazi jackboot about all of NATO's crimes
in Iraq and Syria.

Daesh aka the CIA's Arab Legion Rebranded
It has become something of a fashion amongst David Cameron and other NATO spokespeople to start calling
ISIS by their Arab acronym. Indeed, David Cameron has told us ISIS hate being called Daesh and the best way
to stick it to ISIS is to call them Da'esh. Short of calling ISIS Da'esh and funding a twitter account to call ISIS and
its Syrian enemies naughty names, Cameron has done little against his ISIS ally. Russia has not been so
forgiving. This video discusses ISIS' crowd funding, oil racketeering and other financial campaigns. This
documentary outlines the ISIS/Turkish smuggling rackets. This link claims the USA supplied ISIS with their seed
funding. The Russian airforce has let Cameron talk the talk as it has relentlessly walked the walk by bombing
ISIS' supply lines and suffering much flak from Cameron's British media in the process.
ISIS is a scam, a ghost, a mirage and a flag of convenience and the recent leaking of the names and family
details of over 22,000 ISIS cut throats are part of the deliberately induced ISIS scam. This becomes apparent
when we see that these articles repeat the same nonsensical and illogical NATO claims that ISIS and their
Alawite and Shia victims collude with each other.
No modern army can emerge out of dust like ISIS are supposed to have emerged. No such army could capture
the vast swathes they captured without some other more rooted group supplying the command, control and
coordination. The remnants of Saddam Hussein's army were not in a position to do that. Nor would they have
been able to make the headway in Syria ISIS made. The only explanation is that Turkey's intelligence services,
with help from Turkey's NATO allies, provided the logistical backbone and the command, control and
coordination brains.
The involvement of Sultan Erdoğan's family in the ISIS oil trade, the presence of Turkish military advisers in
Homs, the failure of ISIS to attack Turkish shrines in Syria, the antipathy both Sultan Erdoğan and ISIS display
towards the Kurds, the overt support Sultan Erdoğan's wife has given for sex slave brothels, and the ease with
which ISIS have been able to import thousands of spanking new Toyota trucks all point to the same conclusion.
Like Israel's gullible Christian Zionists, ISIS are only a tool to an end. The end is the establishment of a Wahabi
puppet state, which will, in time, be replaced by pliable moderates Turkey, Saudi Arabia and their NATO allies
choose. This will also serve the interests of Israel and kindred powers.
These videos here and here clearly spell out the benefits to NATO of deploying ISIS in a counter gang role. The
ISIS Wahabbi legacy of gang raping Christians and Yezidi sex slaves and of setting Sunni and Shia at each
other's throats only serves the interests of those who want to divide and conquer. Those forces include NATO,
Israel and the Gulf States. They also include Facebook, which allowed ISIS sell the Yezidi girls and women
online.
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Although there is growing evidence implicating those who are culpable in ISIS' supply chain and therefore in
their crimes, the West prefers to ignore this and to concentrate on using ISIS as a tool to destroy Syria and Iraq.
Not only could ISIS not have operated without having Sultan Erdoğan's safe Turkish hinterland to organize their
logistics from but there is overwhelming evidence of Turkey's collusion with ISIS in such actions as shipping
entire armies of Chechens and other terrorists from the Caucasus, together with the Tunisians to Syria. This site
keeps tabs on these Chechen sociopaths as also does this site which is also run by the same pro terrorist
Russian in London.
The Free Syrian Army, one of the West's many Syrian Trojan Horses, are not and never have been an effective
fighting force. They are a Muslim Brotherhood controlled umbrella group, whose top tiers consist of Syrian exArmy officers and sundry buccaneers like the Tlass and al Kurdi families with insatiable senses of entitlement
and negotiators like Mohammad Alloush whose only concern at the Geneva “negotiations” was that the five star
hotel the Turks holed him up in served pork to its Chinese guests. As evidence that they are just ISIS lite, note
the FSA council in Nawa (Deraa) has decreed a punishment of 3 days' prison & 25,000 Syrian pounds fine for
blasphemy against God. Note also their August 2013 war crimes against women, children and old men, just one
in a long string of such crimes by these scum, whose leaders get invited to the Whitehall, Westminster and even
Pope Francis' Vatican.
These rapacious, sectarian rabble are the West's moderate allies. Their foot soldiers are more interested in rape
and pillage than in fighting and footage abounds showing them engaged in all manners of crimes from mass
looting to rape to eating the hearts of their prisoners. The very idea that an effective group of secular rebels
could emerge in Syria is a patent nonsense in any event. The Free Syrian Army rabble are a concoction of the
Muslim Brotherhood, their paymasters and the Qatari-funded PR companies they hire.
The Free Syrian Army is a Muslim Brotherhood controlled bogus umbrella group that even Human Rights Watch
has had to occasionally condemn. It has been a conduit for NATO to pass weapons to their Nusra and ISIS
proxies and to pretend that there are secular, non sectarian elements to the rebels, which there are not. The
Free Syrian Army's looting is an important part of Turkey’s overall strategy, which is to demoralize Syria's civilian
population, bankrupt the “liberated” areas and turn them into protectorates, dependent on looting, extortion and,
above all, Turkey’s good graces. Turkey, of course has unprecedented form in this and the word genocide was
actually coined to describe Turkey's extermination campaign against the Armenians, Syriacs and Pontic Greeks.
Cobbling the words Free, Syrian and Army together brings us to the important case of Ibrahim Hananu, a leader
of the Syrian resistance movement against the French colonialists, who is considered one of the most celebrated
warriors and heroes of Syria's resistance against the French Mandate. Because of this, the Free Syrian Army,
who use the flag of the French mandate, destroyed his statue when they and their Nusra bosses over ran Idlib in
April 2015. There is absolutely no way this Free Syrian Army group of CIA reprobates and ISIS rejects can be
considered as wanting a free and sovereign Syria, when they deliberately desecrate the memories of those who
fought and died for Syrian freedom against Syria's French colonial butchers.
After the autocratic King of Jordan allowed al Nusra terrorists launch an attack on the border crossing with Syria
in April 2015, the crossing quickly fell, with considerable loss of (Syrian) life. As al Nusra beheaded their
prisoners, the riff raff of the Free Syrian Army terrorists, as they had previously done in Kasab, Aleppo, Idlib and
elsewhere, looted all round them. These are the supposedly moderate criminals we in the West have to adulate
but not emulate, on our home turf at least, where the cops come down heavily on looters, pilferers and rapists
not affiliated to the Muslim Brotherhood.
Turkey has shipped these sociopaths in from all over the world, Ireland included. Leading international terrorist
and mass murderer Mahdi al-Harati, who is conveniently married to an Irish woman, makes a very disturbing
case study in this respect. This “Irish freedom fighter” and suspected CIA agent founded the banned Islamic
terrorist organization, the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG), which are responsible for a host of war crimes in
Libya and Syria. In discussing al-Harati's Syrian invasion force, Reuters reported that "the Libyans aiding the
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Syrian rebels include specialists in communications, logistics, humanitarian issues and heavy weapons" and that
they "operate training bases, teaching fitness and battlefield tactics." This report leads us to ask in what Dublin
mosque or government job skills' program did Harati and his fellow cut throats gain and assemble their
considerable expertise and how did these “Irish” cut throats manage to shift so much weaponry from distant
Libya to distant Syria. Either Harati and his fellow mercenaries are very capable and have huge resources or
else the CIA, NATO and terrorist groups in league with them handled the logistics. Because NATO, Gulf State
and international terrorist group, including Turkey's Grey Wolves, helped these “Irish” cut throats move from
Libya to Syria, that is a major security concern not only for Syrians but for Ireland and for all of Europe as well.
That being so, Harati and his “Irish” cohorts are very dangerous international terrorists and should be doing the
very long jail sentences Irish courts dole out for those convicted of directing more minor and more localized
terrorist murder gangs.
When Harati led the Al Qaeda brigade which besieged the Rixos Hotel in Tripoli in August 2011, Khamis Gaddafi,
the Libyan leader's youngest son, claims French intelligence assigned Harati the missions of capturing the
Libyan leaders' families, who were sheltering in a secret facility of the hotel, and of murdering former
congressman and Martin Luther King assistant, Walter Fauntroy, who was staying at the Rixos. French
intelligence also assigned Harati the task of murdering two Voltaire Network collaborators, Thierry Meyssan and
Mahdi Darius Nazemroaya, who were based at the Radisson Hotel, where al-Harati operated his torture center.
After proving his mettle with numerous war crimes like these in Libya, Harati, with the ever dependable Irish
journalist Mary Fitzgerald in tow, decamped to Syria in October 2011, where Qatar organized a base camp on
the Turkish border for him, where he hosted gullible Western reporters and spun them yarns about the Syrian
and Libyan “revolutions”. Mary Fitzgerald and other assets regurgitated many of these implausible ISIS yarns
through the Irish and international media.
Although he has a host of war crimes charges to answer from Libya and Syria, Harati may have seen prior
“active service.” Former Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar claims Mahdi al-Harati is still wanted in Spain for his
involvement in the Madrid bombings of March 11, 2004 and Harati also went on the 2010 Gaza-bound Mavi
Marmara "Freedom Flotilla”, either out of conviction or as a MI6 and CIA plant as has been widely alleged, given
the accumulation of evidence pointing to that conclusion.
Libyan-Irish “activist” Mahdi al-Harati is shown here at the right kissing notorious Turkish Muslim Brotherhood
godfather Turkey's President Erdoğan at Ataturk Hospital, Ankara on 3 June 2010 where Qatar’s Foreign
Minister Ahmed bin Abdullah al-Mahmoud was also present. That Harati would be allowed get so familiar with
Erdoğan, the war criminal most directly responsible for the massive loss of life in Syria, tells its own story of
Ireland's complicity in the Muslim Brotherhood's Syrian extermination campaign.
The fact that Harati openly met these two toerags, who are most responsible not only for the Syrian carnage but
also for the logistics behind it, should be a major security concern to Ireland. The further fact that Islamic
operatives and their supporters in Ireland tried to get Mohammed al-Arifi, the notorious Saudi Wahhabi preacher
and child sex jihad recruiter, who has spoken at seminal Hand in Hand for Syria events in England, to tour
Ireland "for a few months" is also a major source of concern, as is the fact that al-Arifi's Irish and British based
contacts and facilitators, which may well include Harati and his throat cutting chums, remain at large. Allied to
this, as Irish based Muslim clerics have openly stated that ISIS organize through a number of Irish mosques, two
notorious ones in particular, Ireland's overall balance sheet is dire. Ireland has sent squads of cut throats to rape,
enslave and murder Arabs and, thanks to Qatar, Turkey and the CIA, those cut throats have solid organizational
networks in Ireland. Harati, then, is just the tip of a very nasty ISIS/CIA/NATO iceberg. And Ireland is only a bit
player in this massive war against the Syrian people.
Deceit, dissimulation and distraction, principles first honed over a century ago into a very manipulative science
by Edward L Bernays, Freud’s nephew, are the key tools the media use in maintaining our status as docile,
unquestioning consumers. Although distraction, the easiest of these three forces to comprehend, has been
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around since the blood orgies of the Roman circuses, the prominence the media give to celebrity gossip and
uninformed commentators are the best reflections of it in the modern age. Although deceit has probably been
around for even longer, it has reached new heights of incredulity with the Bush family ignoring Israel’s vast array
of weapons of mass destruction, whilst simultaneously using Saddam’s non existent weapons of mass
destruction to hoodwink America, the United Nations and, of course, the mass media, to rubber stamp the
carnage they visited upon Iraq. Hitler, of course, used the exact same tack with the Czechs and Poles at the
beginning of his rampage. These peaceful peoples were not portrayed as the easy mark for the German war
machine that they were but, Saddam like, as a real and immediate threat to the Fatherland itself, which could
only be neutralized by the reluctant use of force by the Führer’s forces. The Hearst media empire did the same
thing to kick start the 1898 American attacks on Cuba and the Philippines and the fake Gulf of Tonkin false flag
operation gave LBJ the chance to put the Vietnam War into overdrive. Jingoism, as Goering has told us at his
kangaroo court, works the same in all societies.
Even the Twin Towers and Pentagon 9-11 attacks were hijacked for political ends. Conspiracy theorists looking
for evidence that the attacks were a CIA-Mossad job point to Building 7’s controlled collapse, the characteristic
patterns of thermite and thermate that the subsequent forensic investigation found, the pyroclastic dust clouds,
the 90,000 tons of concrete and steel that the explosions vaporized, the facts that this was the first time a fire
brought down a high rise building, and that the aircrafts’ impacts, the fires and the gravitational impacts were not
enough to bring down the Twin Tower buildings as well as Building 7, which they did not even hit. Although the
further evidence that Al Quaeda had no follow up plan, that New World Order insider David Rockefeller was
intimately connected with the buildings’ owners who scooped the insurance jackpot for the attacks, and that the
Pakistani secret service, as well as the world’s oil, drugs, heroin and defense industry barons were the big
winners may not indicate that the Twin Towers attacks were an inside job, they do show that the BushHalliburton regime used them as parts of war’s ongoing racket.
Major General Smedley Darlington Butler of the U.S. Marine Corps certainly agreed that war is a racket. In his
1935 book, War Is a Racket, Butler presented an exposé of the profit motive behind warfare and listed the
incredible profits patriotic American firms such as Bethlehem Steel, United States Steel, Du Pont, Utah Copper,
Central Leather, General Chemical Company, International Nickel Company and American Sugar Refining
Company made from the First World War. Butler, who was America’s most decorated Marine at the time of his
death, noted that Napoleon introduced the system of medals and that no medals were issued to American troops
until the Civil War. As well as showing that the Great War’s slogans that it was the war to end all wars and that it
was being fought to make the world safe for democracy were hollow lies, Butler’s short book points out not only
how the politicians and profiteers short changed Americans during the Great War but that they got the soldiers to
fund it, even as they allowed America’s enemies use American made weapons of war in the same manner than
Ford, General Motors, ITT, the BIS and Chase Manhattan Bank armed and financed Hitler. The book, written in
1935, also points out that the US was provoking the Japanese to wage a war the Japanese could not possibly
hope to win.
In the case of Halliburton’s invasion of Iraq, the weapons of mass deception and other staples of the propaganda
arsenal of the coalition of the self righteous were most ignominiously seen in England where the state controlled
British Broadcasting Corporation, after some slight political pressure, prostituted itself to America’s jingoism and
to their cause of colonizing Iraq. The media constantly reminded us that the death and destruction meted out to
the Iraqis was just retribution for the September 11th, 2001 attacks on New York and Washington by Saudi
citizens. This was a continuation of their propaganda policy in the first Gulf war, when the daughter of Kuwait’s
ambassador to the United States — who is also a member of the Kuwaiti Royal family — horrified the world with
fake tales of how rapacious Iraqi soldiers were ripping Kuwaiti babies from their incubators and dumping them on
the ground to die. These dastardly tales were reminiscent of those told about German soldiers in Belgium at the
start of the First World War and, as Halliburton’s executives could probably attest, were spun for the same war
profiteering and racketeering motives. As neither America nor Britain, the area’s former imperial overlord, has a
history of fostering democracy in the neighborhood, they need their willing media toadies to keep us morally and
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politically impotent. This is not to say that the world’s media are morally suspect. Because Arab cable TV
produces the images concerned Arabs want to see: humiliated Iraqi prisoners of war, murdered civilians,
bulldozed mosques, wrecked lives and defiant anti-American protests in the streets — their crews have been
regular targets of American snipers and air attacks.
Anne Coulter, an American media staple, has smirked that America should “invade their countries, kill their
leaders and convert them to Christianity. We weren’t punctilious about locating and punishing only Hitler and his
top officers. We carpet-bombed German cities; we killed civilians. That’s war. And this is war”. As her incendiary
comments can now be found in full on the website of Pakistan’s Mujahideen Lashkar-e-Taiba — which works
closely with Al Qaeda — there will be a day of reckoning for some poor unfortunates as a result of her selfish
incendiarism.
Dissimulation is simply the science our predatory elites use to pretend they are their own moral opposites. When
Bush invaded Iraq or Hitler’s storm troopers goose stepped into their neighbors’ countries, they did not admit to
their aggression but instead insisted they were defending their own nebulous concepts of volk and nationhood.
Just as IC Farben and a few other major companies made fortunes from Hitler’s conquests, so also did the oil,
pharmaceuticals, war gear and security systems companies get enriched by the illegal invasion of Iraq and
similar places. Every act, every political event, every public statement of the Bush administration promoted one
or more of these huge sectors. More oil, more drugs, more weapons, more security, more deaths, more profit.
Libya, Syria and oil rich Iran have to feel the cosh but not Bahrain where the Shiite majority is terrorized by a
Sunni minority, armed and funded by the medieval Salafist savages of Saudi Arabia and the corrupt kleptocracy
of Qatar. And we have bought into this perversion.
One of Bernays’ first assignments was to help sell the First World War to a skeptical American public. He came
up with the slogan that the war was waged to “Make the World Safe for Democracy.” American profiteers have
been waging unjust wars under that false banner ever since. The fact that they have overthrown democracies in
Guatemala, Chile, Iran and countless other places is beside the point: their storm troopers are making the world
safe for their form of democracy, liberty and peace. So that is why they invade oil rich nations and tolerate the
world’s most reactionary despots in Saudi Arabia. To make their profits safe for democracy.
Bernays also pioneered the use of “independent third-party” endorsement and mercenary medics rushed to
endorse the products he paid them to push. Bernays set up more institutes and foundations than Rockefeller and
Carnegie combined and all of them jumped on the “independent third-party” endorsement bandwagon,
something the Pentagon, the CIA and the Gulf States have used to huge advantage, particularly with their think
tanks and NGOs for hire.

Assyrian Pawns & Kurdish Paid Puppets
Kurdistan is a small province in North-West Iran, and it will never be anything else. The supremacist view of
Kurdistan is something much larger and much more sinister. It is a land robbed from others and ruled by NATO's
Peshmerga proxies. Peshmerga are the US and Israeli controlled forces of “Greater” Kurdistan, that area the
Kurds were able to seize and ethnically cleanse following NATO's illegal war against Iraq. The Peshmerga and
its corrupt leaders are very useful tools for NATO, who closely guard the oil wells and other resources they
commandeered. In addition to siphoning off Iraq's oil, the Peshmerga are also useful for projecting divisions
along ethnic and religious lines in both Iraq and Syria.
The Kurds, which means people of the mountains, have an old saying that they have no friends but the
mountains. As they are repeatedly double crossed in their various alliances, as they elect corrupt leaders who do
dirty deals with Turkey and Turkey's allies, as Turkey continues to kill them and as they continue to push their
own expansionist agendas, the Kurds would do well to remember their old maxim. The Kurds do, however, have
one virtue which the Syrians seem to lack. Having been on the receiving end of Turkish violence for so long, they
know how to operate at street and grass roots level. The Syrians could do with a few lessons in that regard as
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their capos believe their war will be solved by a few handshakes and kiss and make up sessions with Turkey,
Israel, Saudi Arabia and the USA.
This article summarizes some of the main Kurdish supremacist and/or paramilitary groups who are collaborating
with NATO to emasculate the entire region. The Kurds, whose origins are in Iran and who have long collaborated
with the Ottomans against all other groups in the area, complicate this complicated issue still further, not least
because they supply a handy lever for regional and global powers to use against all others in the region. The
KDP and Peshmerga, the largest Kurdish groups, are corrupt beyond redemption and oppress and shake down
other Kurds as well as every other ethnic group in the region. Today's Peshmerga are, in essence, hired thugs,
whose main job it is to protect Barzani and his cronies as well as their NATO and Israeli bosses.
The Kurds' most corrupt elements were amongst the biggest winners of NATO's illegal invasion and carve up of
Iraq. Masoud Barzani, the leader of NATO's Iraqi Kurdish puppet state, is a corrupt Iraqi Kurdish politician who
has been President of the Iraqi Kurdistan Region since 2005, as well as leader of the Kurdistan Democratic
Party (KDP) since 1979. Masoud Barzani succeeded his father, the Kurdish nationalist leader Mustafa Barzani,
as the leader of the KDP in 1979. Working closely with his brother Idris Barzani until Idris's death, Barzani and
various other Kurdish groups fought the forces of the Iraqi government in Baghdad during the Iran–Iraq War for
their NATO and Israeli controllers. To consider how democratic this NATO puppet is, consider that The Kurdistan
Region Parliament has not met since August 2015 and, even though Barzani's term has long ago expired, he
remains de facto president and rules by decree.
Iraq's NATO controlled Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) is utterly corrupt. Not only do its leaders siphon
away billions of dollars of its oil wealth but it arms ISIS and it has been complicit in the wholesale ethnic
cleansing of Yezidi, Assyrians and other minorities. More on this NATO outpost may be read here, here and
here. This article cites KRG collusion with ISIS against one of their common enemies.
The Kurdish Civil War was a military conflict that took place between rival Kurdish factions in Iraqi Kurdistan
during the mid-1990s, most notably between the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan and the Kurdistan Democratic
Party. Over the course of the conflict, Kurdish factions from Iran and Turkey, as well as Iranian, Iraqi and Turkish
forces were drawn into the fighting, with additional involvement from American occupation forces, who stirred the
pot for their own Machiavellian reason. Between 3,000 and 5,000 fighters and civilians were killed. According to
some estimates however, upwards of 8,000 civilians alone could have been killed throughout the more than
three years of warfare. Given the oil and other riches the Kurds are commandeering, there is too much at stake
to allow corrupt Kurdish leaders like Barzani to allow peace to reign.
Some Kurds, most likely with Mossad and the CIA behind them, have called for a federal Syria, with themselves
taking a large chunk of Northern Syria, which they are currently cleansing of its Assyrian, Arab and other
inhabitants. The Kurdish National Council in Syria (KNC), which is a part of the Syrian Coalition, strongly
denounced the PYD's [Democratic Union Party] federalism declaration without a preceding discussion. While the
KNC is linked to the Syrian opposition even though their stated aims are divergent, the PYD is the most powerful
Kurdish actor on the ground, even though the NATO powers excluded it from the various peace talks.
The Syrian Democratic Forces, commonly abbreviated as SDF or QSD, are a Kurdish dominated NATO
controlled alliance of Arab, Assyrians, Armenian, Kurdish, Turkmen, Circassian and Chechen militias supposedly
fighting against ISIS and Al-Nusra Front in the Syrian Civil War; the ineffective Syrian Democratic Council is the
political wing of this group. Although the stated goal of the group is "to create a democratic and a bilateral Syria,
where true justice is implemented over time”, this is in contrast to Kurdish supremacist and expansionist aims, as
well as Turkey's anti Kurdish policy. The Kurds are using the SDF as part of their larger NATO backed
democratic confederalism Rojava Revolution project in northern Syria, which aims to divide Syria in accordance
with NATO's interests. One bi product of these Kurdish and NATO machinations have been firefights between
different rebel groups who were backed by different elements of US intelligence and the US security services.
The SDF's advance on Raqqa, being done with American help, is part of NATO's overall plan to dismember Syria
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and, later, other countries contiguous to it. Although Raqqa is overwhelmingly Sunni, with significant Armenian
and Assyria populations and no Kurds to speak of living there before the Crisis, capturing and cleansing it will
significantly aid the USA.
ISIS are relocating their crack troops and heavy equipment from Raqqa to the oil rich Deir Ezzor province where
elite Syrian Republican Guard units have been holding out against overwhelming odds for years now. ISIS
effectively surrendering Raqqa to their CIA allies will give NATO and their Kurdish puppets a significant
bargaining chip and ISIS relocating their crack forces to Deir Ezzor will increase the pressure on the Syrian Army
and will continue to deprive the Syrian people of their oil and other resources. It will also further NATO's plans of
dismembering Syria and Iraq into ineffective sectarian cantons that can never present a threat to Israeli and
NATO hegemony. Further down the field, when NATO decide to sacrifice Erdoğan, the enhanced power of the
landlocked Kurdish expansionists will prove very useful
The Assyrians, Syriacs as they are often called, have been in Syria for thousands of years. They were subjected
to genocides from 1915-1923 by the Turks and are today still being subjected to the same treatment by the
Turks, their proxies and Kurdish expansionist elements. The Assyrians are Christians, for the most part, who
support the secular Syrian Arab Republic. In the past, the British used them for their own invidious reasons
before discarding them and the Assyrians paid a huge price for their stupidity in trusting Perfidious Albion.
This informative article helps explain the genocide and other war crimes the Kurds have committed against the
Assyrians. Because NATO uses the Kurds for a variety of divide and conquer strategies in both its hard and soft
wars against the region's Arabs, the article is particularly useful.
Although the Kurds have no friends but the mountains, the mountains are at least their friends and that is better
than nothing. The Assyrians have no friends outside of the Syrian Arab Army and theirs is a very unenviable lot.
Their refugees are murdered in Turkey, raped in Greece and thrown over board as they try their luck on the
Mediterranean. Their Western Brothers in Christ, with the Pope of Rome at the helm, do not care a whit about
them and have yet to lift a finger to help them even though they do of course pray in the safety of their palaces
for them.
The Assyrians are not the region's only Christians under the Turkish cosh. The “Syrian” Al-Qaeda rebels from
Jabhat Al-Nusra and Jund Al-Aqsa continue to target the Syrian government stronghold of Mhardeh in northern
Hama, continually striking this predominately Antiochian Orthodox Christian city with a barrage of mortar shells
and missiles. Though the primary target for the jihadist rebels in Mhardeh is its large power plant and its other
infrastructure, its civilians are also primary targets as every single Christian man in the village has enrolled in the
Syrian Army to defend not just themselves, their community and their culture but their Muslim compatriots and
their homeland as well.
The residents of Mhardeh, like all Syrians, like all Assyrians, Chaldeans, Melkites and Syrian Armenians,
together with all their fellow Christians and Muslim compatriots, are well able to pray for themselves. They do not
need the Pope or his plump Cardinals to do it for them. They need people to act on their behalf and the only
person of consequence outside of Syria acting on their behalf is Vladimir Putin, the President of the Russian
Federation and the last hope of the Levant's Christians and the region's other hard pressed minorities.
Though the Assyrians, the Kurds and the region's other minorities further complicate an already very
complicated tapestry, the region's fundamental problems and solutions are simple enough. The peoples of Iraq,
Lebanon and Syria must be allowed to live in peace, without the ongoing machinations of the USA and its
satellites continuing to destroy them.
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NATO's Paid Puppets
There is an old saying that if one cannot help, one should not hinder. Hindering peace is just what NATO's paid
media puppets do. The media's crimes can be fitted into a number of general sub categories. The most obvious
of these is the likes of The Green Berets, American Sniper and Patriot Games, modern cowboy movies where
the American John Waynes, Rambos and Dirty Harrys are the good guys and those they murder are the villains.
Some of these, American Sniper being a good example, are also so well crafted that their American release led
to unprovoked violence against innocent Arabs and other “brown skins”. Their utility to Sunstein and the AIPAC
team are obvious and need no great elaboration especially when we look at the Deer Hunter, which shows
American war criminals being forced to play Russian roulette as a picture of Ho Chi Minh looms overhead.
The Deer Hunter, like much of Hollywood, is pure fiction. There never was any record of the Vietnamese playing
Russian Roulette, let alone the Viet Cong making American POWs play it under Ho Chi Minh's picture. The fact
is that Rambo, John Wayne, John Kerry, John McCain and all of America's other sociopaths had no right to
commit their war crimes in Vietnam and, try though they have, Hollywood cannot erase that simple fact from our
common memories.
The next group are books and movies like Apocalypse Now and Soldier Blue, an excellent movie about
America's successful campaigns of genocide against “the redskins”, the native Americans. Movies like Soldier
Blue are quickly shelved and do not get the release they deserve. Apocalypse Now, on the other hand, though
made without the cooperation of the American military, morph over time into something almost quaint, anemic
and non threatening and eventually lose whatever political anti war message they once had.
Though Reading Lolita in Tehran, Argo and The Satanic Verses typify the next category, Reading Lolita in Tehran
best exemplifies. This generally weak book was propelled to New York Times bestseller status solely because it
was one of the few “hands on” books available at the time castigating the mullahs' Iran. That and that alone was
its major selling point to the book industry, if not to the general public, most of whom would have found it a very
forgettable read. Argo was simply a relatively recent revisit to the fall of the Iranian Shah and was a ham fisted
attempt to make the American perpetrators the victims and the Iranian victims the perpetrators. Whatever about
its dubious literary merit, The Satanic Verses was pushed for non literary reasons as an early and, for the British
tax payer at least, very expensive attempt to hit back at Iran's Islamic revolution.
Though Hollywood, the CIA and Sunstein's AIPAC might have considered all of the above as good successes, all
of them pale in comparison to the final category which belong with AIPAC in Dante's lowest region of Hell. These
are the books of Harris, Dawkins, the late Christopher Hitchens and other carpetbaggers which enjoyed
immense sales following the 9/11 attacks. Before critiquing them, it is important first to note that none of them
parroted anything that Thomas Paine had not said more eloquently two centuries earlier.
If they were not published and promoted for their novelty or for their unique insights – Harris was only an
uninformed student when he hit pay dirt and Dawkins' area of expertise is the common grasshopper, which is not
noted for its religious observances – why were these books such runaway successes and why were they allowed
to set the parameters for debate both in the USA and beyond? Harris' original book gives us a clue when he tells
us that all religions are bad but the Jewish religion is not that bad and we have to defend Israel for all the
hackneyed reasons we are told to defend their indefensible actions.
If these screeds were only intellectually light weight tomes in praise of Israel and its many crimes, then we could
perhaps move on without further comment. But praising Israel is only one side of the coin and it is the flip side
that more concerns us. In demonizing all religions and all adherents to all religions, these books were, in effect
saying that anybody, Jews apart, murdered in the wars of the Arab Spring had it coming to them and the 85 year
old Christian executed in Idlib for selling alcohol or the young Muslim boy executed by foreign freeloaders in
Homs for insulting the Prophet Mohammad were just as bad and just as evil as the executioners the CIA sent to
kill them and their neighbors, simply because one was an inoffensive, elderly Christian and the other an equally
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inoffensive Muslim teenager trying to provide for his widowed mother by selling cheap coffee on the side of the
street.
Although Dawkins and his clones have pocketed millions from the success their propaganda pieces enjoyed,
Arabs have paid in blood for their success and for the machinations of those behind the success of those books.
Syrians, who have been murdered by NATO backed thugs because of their religion, are not like one of Dawkins'
grasshoppers, sentient beings of little importance in human affairs. They are individuals, who had their own
dreams, ambitions and hopes crushed and those whose works encouraged their murders should answer for their
actions, just as Julius Streicher had to answer with his neck for the vile propaganda he spewed out in support of
Hitler's exterminations. Although the embedded media should be brought to account, they probably will continue
to pimp and opiate for their NATO paymasters until circumstances force a change.
NBC's Chief Correspondent Richard Engel wrongly ascribing his kidnap by moderate rebels to “Assad”,
exemplifies the surreal trend of reporting on Syria. Quite why NBC would employ a fantasist like Engel or
entertain Internet surfers like Elliot Higgins is a large part of the problem we face. The complicity of NBC and
similar media with the rebel cut throats and their determination to aid them in destroying Syria, rather than any
desire to unearth the true story is at the heart of Syria's NATO induced problems.
As previous volumes, available here, explained, the media are a major part of these new NATO wars against
humanity currently being waged throughout the Arab world. The complicity of the media in these wars may be
seen by perusing dangerous farces such as the state controlled BBC's Saving Syria's Children program, or by
reading this piece to see how venomous, dangerous and complicit are the embedded media. Gavin McInnes, for
example, is a co-founder of Vice Media, which has openly collaborated with ISIS in Libya and Syria. McInnes
has also made videos supporting Tommy Robinson of the anti Muslim English Defence League.
The supposedly liberal Guardian newspaper is one of Europe's major supporters of humanitarian bombing, a
process NATO use to subdue Syrians, Libyans and other natives and which the embedded media and NGOs sell
to the public as a humanitarian gesture, rather than the cold blooded war crime that it is. As part of its assigned
role, the Guardian appoints supposed liberals, some of whom like the notorious Rana Kabbani believes Syrian
women and children should be gang raped. Kabbani can be seen here with psychiatric patient Paul Conroy
advocating NATO's humanitarian bombing solution to the Syrian crisis. This website tracks the hypocrisy of the
Guardian. Here is a link to the Guardian newspaper citing Elliot Bellingcat Higgins' uninformed Russophobia via
the Atlantic Council. This discredits the NATO compliant Guardian and those who collaborate with it. This link,
meanwhile, explains how the Guardian and similar propaganda sheets concoct news stories to fit their agendas.
This link has the Guardian back peddling by showing how it “punished” one of the liars it hired.
The Guardian, loathsome as it is, is not NATO's biggest Lord Haw Haw. The latest Ofcom report shows some 48
per cent of the British public get their “news” from BBC1 alone. Even when it comes to the written word, the BBC
is four times bigger than any newspaper, with 23 per cent saying they use its website and apps. It is for those
reasons that Britain's intelligence services control and direct the BBC and levy a regressive tax on the British
public to fund the BBC and the pedophiles like Jimmy Savile and his gang it employs.
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is a state controlled propaganda organ that works with MI6 and
other intelligence services for their common interests. Though this article describes the BBC as a ministry of
disinformation and this article dissects the BBC's libel against the Alawites, the interested reader will find many
more references, such as those to the Saving Syria's Children farce, to this sinister state run organ in the course
of this book.
The BBC Trust is the governing body of the state controlled British Broadcasting Corporation. It is supposedly
operationally independent of BBC management and external bodies, and its stated aim is to make decisions in
the best interests of license fee payers. Most of the trustees come from the banking and arms sectors. This link
raises more questions about the state controlled BBC and the BBC Trust.
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James Harding, BBC's head of news and former editor of Rupert Murdoch's Times newspaper, admitted in a
Jewish Chronicle interview both he and Rupert Murdoch, his boss, have permanent hard ons for Israel. Bigots
like Harding further demonstrate why the state controlled BBC is not a credible or impartial news source. More
information on Harding and Israel's other BBC gatekeepers may be found here and here.
Peter Tatchell is an Australian, who fled to England to avoid the draft. Though he has been occasionally linked to
the pedophile movement, his main activities have been for gay rights and for advocating on war and peace
issues that are aligned to NATO's objectives. In this latter role, he has been an opponent of Jeremy Corbyn, of
Syria and Russia and has linked up with Volker Beck and others with similar pro NATO, Russophobic
backgrounds. Tatchell is a handy pseudo radical NATO's media can wheel out to give their criminal enterprises a
radical sheen. NATO can call on the services of many such assets.
Although many Western journalists take the ISIS/NATO line on Iraq and Syria, some of them, such as Charles
Lister, Michael Weiss, Ken Roth and Julian Röpcke make pronouncements so shrill that they become something
of a standing joke amongst those who follow their ill informed rantings which nevertheless manage to gain much
currency as they feed into the ISIS/NATO narrative. A selection of Röpcke crazed rantings may be viewed here,
here, here, here and here.
Paul Conroy is a former artillery gunner in the British Army. Since officially leaving the British Army, Conroy
developed a career as a photo journalist, specializing in conflict zones where the British Army and their proxies
and allies operated. Conroy, the former artillery gunner, was badly injured from Syrian shelling as the Syrian
Army battled to rid Homs' Old Quarter of the Libyan-led Farouk Brigades in Homs' Baba Amro, where Conroy
was holed up, along with other illegal invaders, rapists and sundry criminals. Conroy subsequently escaped
through a tunnel the rebels made local men they enslaved build. In this interview with the Liverpool Echo,
Conroy freely admits that he entered Syria illegally with the Libyan rebel cut throats, with whom he has
developed a Siamese twins Stockholm Syndrome type of bond for whatever professional, patriotic, mercenary or
other reason. His detractors claim here and also claim here “this outwardly charming man acts as a propagandist
for American & Western imperialism”. For those who want a good natured laugh at his expense, Conroy's rants
can be found here, here, here here, here and here.
Mary Fitzgerald is from Cork in the deep south of Ireland. After studying in Belfast in the north east of Ireland,
she worked as a journalist for the Belfast Telegraph. After winning an American scholarship to study journalism in
a small and relatively obscure Catholic university in Florida with strong links to the US military, she returned to
Ireland to work for the Irish Times, where she ended up as foreign affairs editor. In this role, she wrote countless
stories, praising Harati and other fanatics who joined Libyan and/or Syrian CIA linked terrorist groups, as well as
Selim and the other controversial figures at Dublin's notorious Clonskeagh mosque. Like Selim, she painted
these fanatics out as moderates, rather than the flotsam that they clearly are. Fitzgerald's role as foreign affairs
editor not only allowed her to decide on which stories might be published (Finian Cunningham found it almost
impossible to get stories published on Ireland's collusion with torture in Bahrain) but to draw a virtuous circle
around her by roping in minor players like Stephen Starr and bigger, Soros funded groups like Amnesty
International to control public discourse in Ireland on the Arab wars in a way that favored NATO.
Fitzgerald entered Syria illegally and embedded herself with Harati's cut throats. She was also with Harati's cut
throats in Libya and has spent time studying in Amman, Jordan which is more well known as a regional CIA hub
than for a major source of learning. Although she never seems to have visited government held Syria, she can
be credited with creating much of the negative picture that exists of it in Ireland. She insisted, for example, that
journalist James Foley was held by Syrian government forces before writing a series of slobbering pieces
lamenting the demise at the hands of the rebels of Foley, who she then had the brass neck to claim as a friend.
Although many disturbed women have taken up with Charles Manson, the Yorkshire Ripper and similar
reprobates over the years, controversial Irish journalist Mary Fitzgerald seems to have made a career out of it
since she zeroed in on “Islam” for stories. When the Syrian Arab Army liquidated Irish citizens who had gone
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there to rape and murder Syrian women and children, Fitzgerald was quick to defend the rapists as moderate
boyscout types, rather than the flotsam that they clearly were and that they clearly are. When Dublin-based
mass murderers wreaked havoc on Libya and then Syria, there she was again, praising them as the pride of
Ireland, rather than some of the world's most dangerous terrorists that more honest sources like Interpol regard
them.
An Irish-based thug, who died committing serious crimes in Syria, was described in Murdoch's Irish Sun
newspaper as a “good-looking lad” and as a “martyr”. The Irish Sun newspaper never described dead IRA
gunmen or British squaddies in such glowing terms but a thug who abused Irish hospitality to go and rape Libyan
and Syrian children gets crowned with such laurels. Not to be outdone, controversial Irish Times journalist Mary
Fitzgerald, who has a very unhealthy relationship with the gangbangers who destroyed Libya before moving on
to rape Syria wrote here white-washing these two disgusting “martyrs of Louth and Meath”. Her choice of
terminology is important as the remains of Oliver Plunkett, Ireland’s most revered (and peaceful) saint, reside in
Louth, in the actual town where the father of one of these deceased criminals works and where Pope John Paul
made a point of visiting and honoring in his plea for people to pursue peaceful not violent means of conflict
resolution. Fitzgerald, to whom we shall return, has a nefarious agenda here by trying to conflate traditional and
revered Irish Christian martyr pacifists, who died because of their faith, with low-life mercenary criminals who
slaughter people of faith.
Regarding Shamseddin Gaidan, the other deceased criminal, she tells us that this Libyan-born Meath schoolboy
“told his school-friends and teachers how much he wanted to be there to witness the revolution that ended
Gaddafy's 42 years in power”. Hopefully, they reported the teenage hood’s desire to “witness” to the Irish police,
who hopefully have his entire family and their associates under close and constant surveillance with a view to
closing down their halal shop and either imprisoning or deporting them if they too want to give “witness”.
The other thug, 22-year-old Hudhaifa ElSayed, from Donacarney in Drogheda, was well known to the police and,
according to Fitzgerald, “knew exactly what he was doing”, an indication perhaps that even she must admit he
was a dangerous, demented criminal. Abdel Basset, his Egyptian father, unsurprisingly perhaps, is a doctor, a
surgeon who, hopefully, will be deported along with the rest of his surviving brood.
ElSayed, Fitzgerald tells us, was one of a number of Irish-based mass murderers who went to Libya and, happy
they had helped heap chaos on it, moved on to Syria to repeat the process. Fitzgerald recounts how she had
met this criminal when she illegally entered Syria as an embedded reporter with his Qatari funded death squad
and, as if trying to convince us that all sectarian mass murderers are pitiable and harmless cartoonish freaks,
she recounts how “his wire-rimmed glasses seemed incongruous alongside his military-style fatigues and the
Kalashnikov slung across his back”. Fitzgerald tells us that Asmaa, the late thug’s mother, who has not yet been
deported from Ireland, “told him it is okay” to effectively go and rape and pillage his way around Syria. Her
equally fanatical husband believes their gang member son “died for a great thing.” As Fitzgerald does not bother
asking what that “great thing” is, we have to assume it is turning Syria into another Libya rather than another
Ireland, from where they network, pontificate and build the myth that their son was nothing other than the coldblooded sectarian rapist, serial killer and piece of human garbage that he clearly was.
Although we can surmise how come traditionally neutral Ireland is now a major exporter of Islamic jihad, these
reports recount how a gang of Irish traveler thieves stole €200,000 in cash from the home of “well-known Irish
Libyan “freedom fighter” Mahdi al-Harati, who was one of the leaders of the bloody revolt against Gaddafi” and
that al-Harati admitted to Irish police that the cash came from his American CIA handlers for his Libyan and
Syrian subversion campaigns.
In the past we have had the likes of terrorist Madhi Al Harati hiding out in Ireland before leading Irish based
jihadist cut throats in Libya and again in Syria. And, to add insult to injury, getting a sickening round of applause
on Irish national TV for doing so. Such people and their camp followers have no place in a peaceful secular Irish
democracy. They and their organizations must be ruthlessly crushed and their mouthpieces and sundry
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apologists brought to book.
Yet, as with the Cologne gang rapists, the trick now is to depict these Irish-based sociopaths and serial killers as
moderates and to even do the same for the leading Irish-based ISIS recruiter who plotted the 2015 Paris and
related attacks and who, as this report says, snaked into Ireland as a refugee over a decade ago but cannot be
booted out as he took out the insurance of fathering a baby in Ireland, which he uses as a base to be a major
player in international terrorism and to raise money through secretive Irish-based Muslims to maim and to
murder.
The al Nusra held town of Kafranbel is widely known as the Town of Men. This is because Raed Fares, his male
employees and their male Free Syria Army hangers on hold up banners there every Friday imploring NATO to
murder more Syrians. They sometimes mix their genocidal messages with equally inane ones, for example,
promising to rename their town after high profile American transsexuals. NATO's Western media, which lap up
plastic, pre packaged stories like that, never seem to ask them why they throw homosexuals to their deaths off
buildings or why Kafranbel's women, girls and transsexuals are barred from their fake rallies.
Although the puerile propaganda of wretches like these could fill volumes, the Henry Jackson Society's
concerted attacks on Noam Chomsky deserve special attention as they indicate how sinister and coordinated
are the attacks of the war lobby on those who might help put the brakes on NATO's deathly juggernaut. Although
we might be a little cynical about Chomsky, we must be much more cynical and suspicious about invidious think
tanks like the Henry Jackson Society who have had him in their cross hairs since their very inception and who,
the article claims, have consistently fed the Guardian and the other usual suspects continuous tissues of lies
about him to damage the causes he concerns himself with.
That the Guardian and the other humanitarian bombing liberal rags mentioned in the piece have contributed to
the Henry Jackson Society's jihad of smearing Chomsky as “a Holocaust denier, a neo-Nazi fellow traveler, a
Stalin admirer, a Hezbollah adviser, a Saddam Hussein defender, and a Pol Pot sympathizer” further indicts
those rags and the petty agendas and pettier personalities such as the imbecile Sam Harris, Oliver Kamm, Nick
Cohen and Richard Perle behind them.

Media Whores & Media Whoppers
The old Irish joke that one should read the British media and believe the exact opposite holds true in the case of
Syria where, as this link shows, NATO's proxies twist casualty figures to invert the truth. Much of this is due to
innocents like the Daily Telegraph's Ruth Sherlock being given free rein in Syria and being allowed recruit other
wanna be war journalists who are equally wet behind the ears to the jihadists' media banner.
Clueless little lambs like these are grist to the CIA's mill as the following examples illustrate. Left Foot Forward is
a British blog, now under an Irish editor, that has a very dubious “Leftist” line on Syria and most other matters.
Niamh Ní Mhaoileoin is its current editor. Typical of her tweets was one of 28 March 2016 which proclaimed that
“Boris Johnson is truly nauseating” for praising Palmyra's liberation by the Syrian Army. A day earlier, she
tweeted that jacking off with tricolor sex toys were the perfect way to commemorate the 1916 Dublin Easter
Uprising. Though this link tells us Niamh Ní Mhaoileoin is an Irish writer and social justice activist as this link tells
us “Niamh Ni Mhaoileoin is an Irish writer, globetrotter, and feminist for hire”, there is little more to say on her for
now. Richard Seymour, James Bloodworth, the Henry Jackson Society's Kyle Orton and others with their own
entries here have been associated with this entry level journal. Rupert Sutton of the right wing Henry Jackson
Society has also been a contributor. Left Foot Forward was founded by failed politician Will Straw, the son of
disgraced politician and notorious war criminal, Tony Blair side kick Jack Straw.
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Left Foot Forward big wig Richard Seymour is a Trotskyist Loyalist from Ian Paisley's heartland of Ballymena. He
has been very active in stopping Syrian nuns speaking on Syria and he has also tried to get Israeli author Gilad
Atzmon banned from Zero Books; he has more recently been involved in getting Australian academic Tom
Anderson banned form Greece. Seymour's new venture is mentioned in this article where Seymour tries to pin
the blame for starting ISIS on those ISIS has always fought. As Seymour has recently written a book on Jeremy
Corbyn, one has to note how and why he and all the others are being promoted. That is the way they work.
When not editing Left Foot Forward or writing puerile nonsense in the Guardian, James Bloodworth likes to
equate Syrian nuns with Nazi collaborators for no other apparent reason that he is ignorant about both Syria and
Nazi Germany and, if his other articles, such as this one attacking Jeremy Corbyn from a left wing (sic) stance,
are much to go by, ignorant about most other matters too. Yet he too continues to serve the rebels' cause along
with other cronies and he has featured in such nominally left newspapers as the London Independent, which
thankfully can no longer afford a print edition to spread NATO's bile.
Left Foot Forward is but one of many conduits to spread this bile. Although the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights has got a lot of criticism for being a one man, British based anti Syrian outfit, that is not the full story. After
the Muslim Brotherhood supplied the seed funds to this project, the rebels did supply it with information of a sort.
This minnow group is effective in part because the Syrians have done little to counter it and their failure to step
up to the plate is a major part of the Syrian problem. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights should also be
viewed in the context that leading NATO media outlets and think tanks avail of open source specialists
(untrained web surfers) as reputable sources and so operations like this have their uses in our embedded world
where reporters are only NATO parrots and where NATO intelligence services and outlets encourage and
promote groups such as this. Why, editors might ask, bother with reputable Syrian sources when the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights will supply their cub reporters with all the waffle that they need to fit their false
narrative?
ISIS's Western embedded media collaborators, who depend on such laughable sources, gave this recent article
in the Boston Globe, telling them a few home truths about their complicity in the rebels' Syrian war crimes, the
frostiest of receptions. The article spelled out how the West's embedded media turned truth on its head to
pretend the rebel serial butchers were liberators. It recounted how the rebels “began with a wave of repression.
They posted notices warning residents: “Don’t send your children to school. If you do, we will get the backpack
and you will get the coffin.” Then they destroyed factories, hoping that unemployed workers would have no
recourse other than to become fighters. They trucked looted machinery to Turkey and sold it.
Much of this rebel behavior was known by anyone who took more than a passing interest in the rebels' crimes,
which have included non stop indiscriminate bombarding of government held Aleppo, a process they are
accentuating as the Syrian Army and their allies are finally kicking them back to their Turkish spawning grounds.
Stephen Kinzer, the author of the Boston Globe piece, says this “convoluted nonsense” is believed because
“Americans have almost no real information about the combatants, their goals, or their tactics. Much blame for
this lies with our media”. He goes on to say that financial pressure means that most American newspapers,
magazines, and broadcast networks have drastically reduced their corps of foreign correspondents. Much
important news about the world now comes from reporters based in Washington. In that environment, access
and credibility depend on acceptance of official paradigms. Reporters who cover Syria check with the Pentagon,
the State Department, the White House, and NATO's think tank “experts.” After a spin on that soiled carousel,
they feel they have covered all sides of the story, even though they are, in effect, only depending on the same
Pentagon/CIS/ISIS source for their entire copy.
The key point there is that “access and credibility depend on acceptance of official paradigms”. In other words,
unless the media accept the Pentagon's line, they will be denied access and therefore stories and there is plenty
of evidence of the White House and other power houses using that strong arm tactic in the past. The problem
then is not so much with the over paid gophers of the press or Ruth Sherlock's wanna be war reporters who are
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still wet behind the ears but with the political and military heavies who control the stories they depend on. Unless
the media accept that Islamic extremists are moderates and that Saudi Arabia fight for freedom in Syria and
unless they ignore Turkey's collusion with ISIS and its extermination policy against the Kurds and even Turkey's
own journalists, the politicians and the military will destroy them, just like they do in Turkey. Many of the media's
“winners” willingly accept their role as mouthpieces for murderers as their unconscionable livelihoods depend on
it.
Few Western journalists could, in any event, be accused of trying to bring us the truth about Syria. We have
already come across the state controlled BBC's farcically fabricated Saving Syria's Children, which it made in
tandem with Hand in Hand for Syria and their ISIS handlers. We all know about the media's Saddam Hussein
WMD lies, which have now cost over 2,000,000 Syrians and Iraqis their lives and those who follow the Syrian
situation closely will know of Carol Malouf, who uses Lebanese women and children who are ISIS prisoners as
backdrops and props for her propaganda pieces. This sick woman is part of a network of sick psychos, most of
whom support the rebels' atrocities either out of conviction or because they are like Malouf and the BBC's Dr
Saleyha Ahsan and get off on the snuff scoops the rebels give them.
Although this link explains how British Intelligence run the Syrian rebels' own media machines, the rest of this
section gives a limited selection of stories the media ignore or twist to serve the interests of their NATO
paymasters and their ISIS allies. Israel's Dimona Nuclear Weapons' Site is as good a place as any start; it is
where Israel has stashed most of its illegal nuclear weapons. Because NATO has decreed Israel to be
sacrosanct and above criticism, Dimona and the crimes associated with it are seldom mentioned and nor are the
awful cancers it causes. That is in contrast to Saddam Hussein's non existent weapons of mass destruction,
which NATO and its media whores shamelessly pimped as an excuse to murder millions of Arabs and ruin the
lives of tens of millions of others.
Then we have the litany of false flag attacks NATO uses as justifications for its endless and illegal wars. This link
cites some memorable ones. Though not all of these may be kosher, there are many more, none of which the
main stream media seem to concern themselves with exposing and most of which they seem happy enough to
promulgate, no matter what the cost in human lives is.
False allegations against the Syrian Army have been a consistent feature of NATO's war of Syria. One of the first
‘false flag’ massacres, created to incite a Libyan-styled foreign intervention, was the terrible Houla false flag
massacre of May 15, 2012, when NATO's proxies massacred 108 civilians in the city of Hama but NATO's media
blamed the massacre on “Assad”. This article cogently argues that this seminal crime was staged to unseat
Assad and to leverage the UN into doing a Libya on Syria. More than 100 mostly pro-government villagers
(some of whom had participated in the recent Congress elections) were murdered in rebel reprisals after the
Syrian Army drove jihadists out of nearby Homs city. An initial UN team led by Dutch General Robert Mood went
to Houla and found conflicting stories, in the then jihadist occupied area. A second UN team, hastily convened
and co-chaired by US diplomat Karen Koning AbuSayd, predictably tried to blame un-named pro-government
‘thugs’ so as to serve the NATO agenda. These CIA assets could not provide any motive, and ignored evidence
from 15 independent witnesses who all implicated four local jihadist gunmen, two tainted clans and a large
Farouq FSA group led by sex pervert Abdul Razzaq Tlass and Yahya Yusuf. Though Syria was internationally
sanctioned on the basis of these false, fabricated, tinsel thin CIA contrived claims, dissent at the Security
Council, spearheaded by Russia and China, both of which still had the stench of NATO's UN sanctioned war
crimes in Libya in their respective nostrils, prevented NATO leveling Syria at the UN's say so.
Australian professor Tim Anderson cogently argues in this article that the seminal Daraa massacre, which
occurred on March 17, 2011 in the southern Syrian city of Daraa, was a false flag operation that consisted of
Israeli and NATO funded and trained agents massacring over 250 civilians as part of NATO's plans to topple the
Syrian government; Israel does have plenty of form in committing such crimes both in Lebanon and Palestine
itself. It is for solid, sober work like this that Anderson has been targeted by the Muslim Brotherhood cadres and
their camp followers who put their paw marks to this letter.
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Many similar ‘false flag’ incidents were exposed by independent western journalists, such as the 2012 “moderate
FSA” massacre of villagers at Aqrab and of hostages in Daraya. In both cases the Syrian Army was initially
blamed, but western observers such as Thompson and Robert Fisk reported convincingly that the al Qaeda
groups were responsible. NATO and their proxies, like any other criminals, have of course good reason to throw
the torch of suspicion off themselves and on to their victims.
Britain's state controlled BBC, with the notorious Jim Muir being particularly provocative (and stupid) assisted in
the cover up of the March 2013 murder of Syria’s most senior Sunni scholar, Sheikh Ramadan al Bouti. The
Sheikh, a strong Syrian pluralist on religious matters and who Anderson thanks in the introduction to his book,
had spoken out against violent sectarianism. For that he had been branded, by ISIS and by their Western media
collaborators, as a ‘Pro-Assad Cleric’ and for that they murdered him, along with 40 of his followers. Jabhat al
Nusra threatened to kill him, did kill him and then, as had been their habit, tried to blame the Syrian Government.
The state controlled BBC's Muir tried to say it was all faked even though Nusra terrorists later admitted to the
crime after they were subsequently arrested.
The use of chemical weapons in Syria was the excuse NATO were going to use to level Damascus and install a
transitory ISIS government. Although I dealt with this issue in my analysis of Hand in Hand for Syria, there have
been repeated, ongoing and very recent instances of NATO's ISIS and Free Syrian Army allies using these
weapons, which indicate that NATO were not worried about the use of chemical weapons and were only using
them as an excuse to conquer and plunder Syria.
If this is not blindingly obvious when recalling the rush war criminals Obama and Cameron were in to bomb Syria
in the light of their proxy's Ghouta chemical gas attack, follow this revealing link which tells us that the USA, the
Godfather of Murder Inc, is still blocking the UN discussing and condemning the use of chemical weapons in
Syria and Iraq by NATO's ISIS allies. Russia has unambiguously stated that "Over the past two years, the IS
terrorist group has used chemical weapons dozens of times in Syria and Iraq. But during these two years, the
UN Security Council has never addressed this issue, though we repeatedly tried to initiate it. Our American
partners have blocked all attempts to condemn IS actions. This looks very ambiguous and raises serious
questions."
Not that the USA and its partners in crime will answer them but let's ask some of those questions. Why were
Obama and his French and British puppets so concerned about the Ghouta false flag chemical gas attacks but
totally unconcerned about documented evidence of the use of chemical weapons by ISIS, by Nusra, by the so
called Free Syrian Army and by the other gangbangers the USA and Turkey have unleashed on Syria? Why
have the USA been so slow to tackle ISIS, except in incidents where ISIS threatened their Kurdish pawns? Will
the USA admit that their aim is not to defeat ISIS, though that might be a tertiary tactic but that their aims, as
shown overwhelmingly by the evidence, are as cited in the preface to this book? Finally, for now, can the USA
and its media organs quit playing fast and loose with the facts and fast and loose with the lives of the peoples of
Syria and Iraq? Will they apologize, pay reparations and f-k off back to their side of the Atlantic?
Thus, though there was much publicity for the news that US forces captured ISIS chemical weapons expert
Suleiman al-Afari, there was considerably less publicity for the news that he is being held in yet another new US
black prison detention site, situated on the territory of the USA’s Kurdish allies in Irbil, Iraq, but constructed and
run entirely by the US military's occupation forces. Many detainees have vanished into its gates. Very few, if any,
have come out again.
Although such disappearances have a major human rights element to them, the concern here is whether al-Afari
has been disappeared to silence him on what he knows about NATO's complicity in the Ghouta False Flag 2013
chemical gas attack, the most notorious of all these NATO controlled false flag attacks. At the time of this
incident, UN chemical weapons inspectors were in Syria at the invitation of the Syrian Government, to
investigate the al Qaeda groups’ use of sarin gas in Khan al-Asal, near Aleppo. Those same groups used the
occasion to divert attention from that incident, stage another attack and blame it on the Syrian government,
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which had the most to lose by the attacks.
Studies by US experts at MIT showed the rockets to have a much shorter range than what NATO's shills
suggested. The final report by Lloyd and Postol (2014) concluded that the rockets ‘could not possibly have been
fired at East Ghouta from the ‘heart’, or from the eastern edge, of the Syrian Government controlled area shown
in the intelligence map published by the White House on August 30, 2013’. Veteran North American journalist
Seymour Hersh interviewed US CIA agents and concluded that Washington’s claims on the evidence had been
fabricated, just as they also had been fabricated to launch the illegal war against Iraq. He found “intense
concern” and anger amongst US CIA agents over “the deliberate manipulation of intelligence”, something NATO
had previously used to level Iraq. Although these and other reports implicated Jabhat al Nusra, Jaysh al Islam
and Ahrar as Sham as the culprits, the lies about this atrocity persist and thereby help convince audiences that
there is something good, something wholesome and something deserving of respect in the rebels.
In the context of a war where it was well known that the US President had announced a military attack would
follow any Syrian use of chemical weapons, these American repeated fabrications amount to propaganda for
war, itself an international war crime that the BBC, the Guardian and other criminal enterprises are guilty of.
Whether through malice or laziness, this is an exceptionally grave crime and, were there an independent
tribunal, would attract for the Guardian, the BBC and their ilk the type of long prison sentences their hero Tony
Blair deserves.
The 21 August 2013 Ghouta false flag chemical gas attack was an attempt by NATO's proxies, who committed
the outrage, to give NATO the excuse it needed to bomb Damascus and hand it over to ISIS. Though Russia and
China, having seen how Iraq and Libya were destroyed on tissues of prior NATO lies, stopped this project in its
tracks, Syria did have to surrender much of its defense arsenal, making Russia become the main defender of
secularism not only in Syria but in the entire Arab world as well.
As with the similarly concocted refugee problem, NATO's media agents look for a knee jerk reaction, rather than
a cold analysis of the facts which, in the case of Ghouta, clearly point to the Free Syrian Army and their Turkish
suppliers as the culprits. However, as with earlier attacks on the Kurds by Saddam Hussein, NATO and the UN
prefer to blame the victims rather than the perpetrators.
As the West rushed to blame the Syrian government for the August 2013 chemical gas attack, the time line,
available here, indicates the rebels were planning this move all along. Either way, as soon as the false flag
gambit failed, NATO started looking around for another excuse to destroy Syria; the murdered Alawite women
and children the Muslim Brotherhood used as props in the false flag attack were forgotten by those who caused
them to die and whose blood is on their hands.
In this interview, Seymour Hersh opines on NATO's involvement in the Ghouta false flag chemical gas attack. In
this interview, Seymour Hersh alleges serial war criminal Hillary Clinton arranged for sarin gas stockpiles in Libya
to be sent to the Syrian rebels for use in Ghouta. Though there are mounds of evidence pointing to the
widespread use of chemical weapons by the rebels, the media is not interested, just as they were not interested
when Saddam Hussein used NATO supplied chemical weapons against the Kurds and Iranians. To NATO and its
media lackeys, the use of chemical weapons is not the problem. Ridding the Arab world of the “scourge” of
secularism is.
Human Rights Watch is heavily implicated in Qatar's notorious Caesar Photos Scam when a huge batch of more
than 55,000 snuff photos from some still anonymous dude alleging there was wide-spread torture in Syria's
prisons surfaced. It subsequently emerged that half of the pictures were of Syrian soldiers the rebels brutally
murdered and that the remaining photos were of about 11,000 or so separate victims, who most likely also fell at
the hands of the moderate mercenaries Qatar funds and Human Rights Watch, Avaaz and Soros all pimp for.
The simple facts of the matter are as follows: the Caesar scam was one of a series of scams by Qatar to push its
Syrian project and the idea that Caesar, a security guard who has yet to bother revealing even his identity, could
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photograph 55,000 dead prisoners without being caught, is clearly absurd. The fact that HRW relied on its usual
suspects such as Dr Nizam Peerwani to verify Caesar's ramblings likewise reveals how tainted they are. CarterRuck, who released the report and who also are in the dock in this book, also relied on a number of questionable
authority figures to lend undeserved authority to their report, leading us to recall JFK's remark asking, in the
wake of the Bay of Pigs fiasco, why he was so stupid as to trust the experts.
Goal's home page is devoted entirely to a video they made of their recent exhibition of the Caesar photos, the
pro terrorist propaganda hoax paid for and propagated by Qatar. Goal's exhibition, which has toured selected
high profile outlets in most NATO and Syrian front line countries, was put on in collaboration with SAFMCD, one
of numerous but totally unrepresentative and largely irrelevant Syrian rebel affiliated front groups with their
snouts in the CIA trough, and with the terrorist front group the National Coalition for Syrian Revolutionary and
Opposition Forces, which includes such notables as international war criminal Ahmad Jarba, who personally
oversaw the mass 2013 executions of Syrian Armenians in Kassab and Alawites in the Greater Latakia region,
which even his USA sponsors and Human Rights Watch allies had to condemn as the war crimes that they were.
War criminal Jarba's supposed role as a puppet president of Syria was due to him securing a grand total of 55
votes from a valid poll of only 87 votes the Muslim Brotherhood ran. Although Jarba, his derisory “mandate” of 55
votes and the CIA front groups he is involved with are politically and militarily totally irrelevant, the Caesar
Photos Scam and similar Qatari funded propaganda Black Ops hoaxes Goal help perpetuate Qatar's ongoing
crimes against the Syrian people.
Although the Irish media, along with other Western outlets, praised the snuff photos and their anonymous, Qatari
funded source, well grounded criticisms have been expressed regarding both the content and the timing of this
blatant Qatari PR stunt, which consists of a large number of snuff photos, at least half of which are of dead
Syrian soldiers, who are supposed to be the perpetrators of the atrocities in question rather than the victims than
they are. Quite why, money and connections apart, a controversial Irish NGO in supposedly neutral Ireland,
would so closely associate with and so shamelessly promote such blatant terrorist propaganda and so directly
associate themselves with notorious war criminals needs to be explained, preferably in a war crimes court.
As the only question Goal appears capable of answering is whether they take Visa or Mastercard, one need not
expect them to answer the very obvious questions concerning the Caesar scam photos groups that have been
posed. Although one can only surmise how all the authors of the Carter-Ruck report failed to notice that 24,568,
or over half of their 53,275 snuff photos, were of slaughtered Syrian soldiers and members of the Syrian security
services, the fact that Carter-Ruck have got very lucrative contracts from the same Qatari sources funding the
Caesar scam might be a factor in Goal's considerations if we again follow the money trail. Even Robert
Bernstein, the Zionist zealot who founded Human Rights Watch, the Soros funded group that passed the snuff
pictures on to Carter-Ruck, has been forced to admit that Human Rights Watch's research methods are as
woeful as Amnesty International's and that it constantly uses "witnesses whose stories cannot be verified and
who may testify for political advantage or because they fear retaliation from their own rulers.” Because Syria has
shown Human Rights Watch' partisanship in spades, Goal again stands in the dock over their shilling for Syria's
war criminals. Ireland should have no truck with Syrian rebel war criminals and nor should it tolerate groups like
Goal who shill for them.

Send In the Sociopathic Clowns
This link discusses some of the many groups disseminating supposedly independent propaganda about Syria.
Though there are many groups like these, because they do not carry the powers of persuasion and
dissemination NATO's mainstream media do, they are marginal players except in so far as they are a part of
NATO's media webs.
Mr Tom MacMaster was a bearded American in Scotland, who pretended to be a Syrian lesbian being oppressed
by “Assad” in Damascus. The lies of agents like MacMaster made their own considerable contributions to Syria's
death toll. ShamiWitness was the twitter name Indian based sociopath Mehdi Masroor Biswas used to tweet
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sectarian bile on behalf of ISIS. NATO's media and assets like Michael Weiss widely quoted ShamiWitness as
an authoritative source on ISIS's inner workings before ShamiWitness was exposed as the pathetic sham that he
and they are; here is an update on this virtual thug. Danny Abdel Dayyem made pro terrorist fake videos and
reports, supposedly from the front lines in Syria, which the Western media faithfully and uncritically aired on
prime time TV. Dayyem made his reports from his granny's house in London, not from Syria. This link shows this
fraud sharing a platform with Muslim Brotherhood and Hand in Hand for Syria enforcer Dr Mahmoud al Akraa,
where al Akraa vows to a crowd of London rabble that the cut throats of the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood will
conquer Syria.
Raed Fares, Kafranbel's Muslim Brotherhood capo, gets very sympathetic coverage for his weekly protests
where, something like Human Rights Watch's Ken Roth, he and his henchmen (women are not allowed attend)
hold up signs blaming “Assad” for anything that comes into their tiny minds. Muslim Brotherhood mafia boss
Fares was having a very profitable war up to January 10th 2016. The radio section of his business empire had
over 80 people on the payroll and, by some accounts, some of his employees were also getting backhanders
from the local medical treatment programs, which specialize in extracting blood and marrow from captured
Syrian soldiers and Alawi and Ismaeili sex slaves. Although several foreign journalists who visited the Town of
Men “mysteriously” went missing shortly afterwards, Fares and his hacks were happy little Johnny Rebel
collaborators until that fateful January 10th day when Nusra confiscated their gear, along with their premises and
took Fares and Habi Alabdallah, a notorious pro-rebel propagandist, away to compare bank balances. Although
Nusra have more important things to worry about than this pair of gobshites-for-hire, they obviously figured that
there was some more mileage to get out of them as both scumbags were released shortly afterwards. Although
Nusra and their White Helmets undertakers didn't dispatch the pair, to all but NATO's mainstream media, Fares
and his NATO subsidized town of men are a standing joke and further evidence of how fake the foreign funded
and foreign controlled Syrian rebellion is..
As part of NATO's virtuous circle, Robert Ford, America's former Ambassador to Syria, remains very active in
promulgating war without mercy against Syria and other countries in NATO's cross hairs. Following the Zara
massacre by the Muslim Brotherhood's Syria franchise, Ford, who works closely with Qatari funded Charles
Lister and other hirelings, said that “Assad” had to be punished more to make him “negotiate”. Ford's Orwellian
truthspeak means that more Muslim Brotherhood massacres like Zara are needed so that the Syrian Army will
capitulate and the Muslim Brotherhood can murder, loot and ravage at will in the resultant American client state.
In this video, sociopath Ford confesses his criminal proxies began the Syrian crisis but that he still wants to arm
these mass murderers. It beggars belief that criminal clowns like Ford are still listened to, outside of a circus Big
Top and the high security wards of psychiatric hospitals.

Muslim Brotherhood Gangbangers
Your maxims are proverbs of ashes; your defenses are defenses of clay. Job, 13:12.
This video link has former Syrian statesman, politician, general and Syrian President Hafez Assad quite properly
decrying the thugs of the Muslim Brotherhood, who fomented the current crisis as well as the earlier 1982 Hama
uprising which is at the root of the present crisis and which was ruthlessly crushed by the Syrian Army under the
command of the Tlass family. The Hama uprising is noteworthy in showing how ruthless the Muslim Brotherhood
are and in positing that force is the only way to deal with them, a conclusion fortified by observing the behavior of
Muslim Brotherhood henchmen Morsi in Egypt and Erdoğan in Turkey.
The Muslim Brotherhood, its strong links with Western intelligence forces and dubious Trotsykist groups
notwithstanding, is the Arab world's original, most subversive and most dangerous terrorist organization. It
strongly believes in imposing the Caliphate and, as Morsi's atrocities in Egypt or Erdoğan's in Turkey show,
murdering or subjugating all who resist them. There will be no peace in the Arab world until the Muslim
Brotherhood is crushed in its spawning grounds and in those areas of the Western world NATO has allowed it
colonize.
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The Muslim Brotherhood, in which Egypt’s Morsi, Turkey’s Erdoğan, Qaradawi and other Qatari-based
sociopaths are all leading lights, is the main terrorist organization behind Syria’s violence and it should be
ruthlessly dealt with accordingly. Following their failed 1982 coup, most Syrian Muslim Brotherhood terrorists fled
into safe haven boltholes from where they built a network of dedicated and highly professional cadres to spew
their toxins. Although the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood has countless professionals and aspiring political leaders
with huge senses of entitlement in its ranks of exiles, it not only lacks boots on the Syrian ground but it has lost
out in that important regard to Nusra, ISIS and the other groups it formerly nurtured. As in Egypt and Syria, so
also here: the Muslim Brotherhood should be declared illegal and its leaders charged with directing terrorism in
the same way leaders of any other comparable terrorist organizations are charged. Much more detailed
information on this supremacist murder gang is available at this link. Their misogynistic views on women are
articulated here.
The Syrian Muslim Brotherhood, one of the world's most lethal terrorist groups, may thus be divided into several
components. Its leaders and their flunkeys believe they have an unbridled sense of entitlement. Its foot soldiers
are generally uneducated, semi literate and illiterate flotsam from rural Syria, who are easily persuaded by glib
tongues, slick propaganda and a few shekels to rape, pillage and loot everything they can. Following their 1982
coup attempt, it has a formidable network outside of Syria, which has been able to raise huge funds and which
has also acted as a NATO fig leaf, with whom it has always worked closely in concert on the “common enemy”
principle. Though it has been able to pay its Syrian assassins good wages and spin a good tale, it lacks
hardened trigger men on the ground. This is because its entitled leadership lack any street credibility. All of the
“rebels” spokespeople NATO's political leaders have endorsed have been Syrian Muslim Brotherhood gang
bosses and, being the corrupt Muslim Brotherhood cadres that they are, all have failed to make an impression
on the battlefield, when compared to the heavy hitters of Nusra and ISIS. Their deep pockets and those of their
Gulf State and NATO sponsors are all that keep them a force to be reckoned with.
The billionaire Tlass family typify these Syrian rebel leaders in waiting. Firas Tlass was a shady Syrian Sunni
billionaire, with close relations to the late President Hafez al Assad; his father, Mustafa, was Minister for Defense
in Hafez's government and, as such, was the chief architect of the bloody suppression of the 1982 Muslim
Brotherhood uprising, which is at the heart of Syria's current problems. Although the Tlass family worked closely
with the governments of both Hafez and Bashar al Assad as well as with their most elite army regiments, they
had also been key collaborators with the earlier French and Turkish occupation forces, an indication perhaps
that, like most Muslim Brotherhood leaders, their true loyalties lie only to themselves. On 26 July 2012, Firas
Tlass called on the Syrian government to hand power over to himself, his family and his cronies and he further
declared that he was a major financier of the Farouq Brigades in the Free Syrian Army, commanded by his
cousin, the notorious sex pervert Abdul Razzaq Tlass, and officered by cannibals of the caliber of Khalid alHamad, aka Abu Saqqar,who can be seen in this video eating a Syrian soldier's organs.
Manaf Tlass, a former Brigadier General of the elite Syrian Republican Guard, defected in 2012. Tlass
commanded their 104th brigade that is located in Douma and Harasta together with the now legendary Brigadier
General Issam Zahreddine, a member of Syria's Druze community, a noteworthy fact when weighing the veracity
of Manaf's self-serving allegations and spin. The hometown of the Tlass family, Rastan, became an early base
for army defectors, not least because the Tlass family were busy supplying them with money, weapons, radical
preachers and captagon (the drug of choice for ISIS head hackers) to fire them up, practices Manaf continued to
fund when in Saudi Arabia and Turkey with his intelligence handlers. Manaf's cousin, Abdul Razzak Tlass, has
admitted that his cousin Manaf provided him and several flesh-eating units of the Free Syrian Army with arms in
order to expand from their Rastan base. The end result of that support was the non-stop mortaring and carbombing of civilian areas of Damascus.
Mousa al Kurdi is also typical of Syria's Muslim Brotherhood dictators in waiting. An obstetrician and
gynecologist by profession, he was born with a silver Syrian spoon in his greedy gob, an important fact when we
consider his unbridled sense of entitlement, which typifies the Muslim Brotherhood High Command. His brother
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was a minister in the government of President Hafez Al Assad, the current Syrian President’s father, and,
perhaps as a result of that, he himself was given a very important post at Damascus University, being appointed
as a professor of gynecology and as a director of Damascus University Obstetrics and Gynecology Hospital as
well as a consultant gynecologist, which allowed him to build up a lucrative and impressive private practice and
garner many other privileges as well.
Despite his charmed life, al Kurdi was not a happy camper. He was very unpopular with his colleagues who
found him to be particularly un-collegiate to the genial and universally well-liked Dr Mohamad Dahman, his line
manager, a senior consultant in his own right and a fellow-professor of gynecology.
Much akin to many other moderate Syrian rebels with an unbridled sense of entitlement, he found the genial Dr
Dahman’s oppression too intolerable to bear and, without giving appropriate notice to Damascus University
because of a series of murky civil lawsuits pending against him we need not go into here, he upped sticks,
moved to London and became born again as a revolutionary soldier of all things.
The al Kurdis, father Mousa and daughter Hallam (of Hand in Hand for Syria and Saving Syria's Children
infamy), epitomize all that is wrong with the leadership of the moderate rebels. Mousa al Kurdi is not, never was
and never will be a foot-soldier in the Syrian or any revolution. His privileged life has given him, his daughter and
their deranged in-laws a sense of entitlement that is at the heart of the Syrian mess. People like the al Kurdis
have passed their sense of unbridled entitlement on to others, who can only resort to the bomb, the bullet and
the gang rape to take what is not theirs. The al Kurdis should be investigated, as a matter of priority and, if they
are found to be in hock to the head hackers, they should be, at the very minimum, kicked bag and baggage out
of Europe and back to government held Syria.
Mousa al Kurdi has descended from being a leading Syrian consultant physician to being merely a mouthpiece
for Muslim Brotherhood head hackers. This pro rebel report, claiming that the Syrian Arab Army uses chemical
weapons prolifically, quotes al-Kurdi as saying they got their information from cash-hungry Army deserters and
that "We also relied on reports from the Syrian-American Medical Society, a report by the director of the Medical
Council [in Aleppo], Dr. Abdulaziz Hassan, and reports from doctors in northern Syria and in Damascus". Despite
all of those cases being on the rebels’ books, in the now all-too-familiar scenario, none of these Muslim
Brotherhood sources for 34 different instances of alleged government gas attacks from June 2012 to May 2013,
which al-Kurdi senior cited, could be independently verified. Without that independent verification, they – and al
Kurdi senior – can have no credibility in this matter. We cannot just take the word of a gang of silver-spooned
Muslim Brotherhood gangbangers that Syria's forces of law and order are using banned weapons that would
cause the US and NATO air forces to attack them and, as in Libya, hand the country over to the improbable cast
of charlatans making the dubious claims. The Al Kurdis, the Al Akraas (Mousa's Muslim Brotherhood connected
son in law) and all their accomplices should be held to account over all this and, if found wanting, sent back to
Syria where a prison cell hopefully awaits them.
Mousa al Kurdi is the father-in-law of Dr Mahmoud al Akraa, an apparently unhinged thug who disrupted a
November 2013 Cricklewood, London meeting of little Syrian children, their guardians and their supporters. Al
Akraa had been sent from Damascus University, from where he had been a leading enforcer for the ruling Ba’ath
Party, to Britain on a fully-paid scholarship to train and qualify in urology. Although he was contracted to return to
Damascus University to repay his training debt to them, al Akraa never returned. Instead, with the zeal of the
convert, he became a Johnny Rebel, a job which, in his case, entails terrifying Syrian toddlers in Cricklewood,
praising the imminent return of the Muslim Brotherhood terror gang to Syria and apparently even having snuff
photos of Syrian soldiers he watched being decapitated loaded on to his cell phone. These charges against him
were laid out in the appendices in one of a number of letters, downloadable here, I sent to the police about the
Cricklewood terror attacks Akraa instigated and led.
As this link shows, Dr Mahmoud al Akraa also shares platforms with disgraced and discredited provocateur
Danny Abdel Dayyem, who was caught faking supposedly live interviews from Syria from his London bedsit;
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more to the point perhaps, Dr al Akraa claims that the Syrian government forces will summarily and sadistically
torture and then kill any Syrian seen to have been getting medical aid from non-approved sources which, if true,
would have to call into the question Hand in Hand for Syria’s clearly suicidal policy, as enunciated by his
(apparently) fellow trustee, Mr al-Dairi, of running token medical services in government-controlled Syria. Equally
importantly, at 2:43 into this video, he expresses his delight that “the Muslim Brotherhood is coming back” to
Syria. Hand in Hand for Syria have yet to explain whether or not they also support the extremist scum of the
Syrian Muslim Brotherhood, the Syrian National Council and the various rebel extremist groups they have been
associated with. They have also yet to clearly state what, if any, disciplinary action they intend to take against Dr
al Akraa as well as their nominal boss, the blood-thirsty Mr Sahloul, and if they will make the results of their
deliberations known to the public. The British and Irish security forces, meanwhile, should be considering the
most severe security measures to counter the potentially very serious threats people like al Akraa, who
collaborate with child sex jihad recruiter al-Arefe and his ilk, might pose. This is all the more so when we
consider that Doctors without Frontiers, which collects millions of dollars from Western Christians, admit to being
in practice nothing more than an auxiliary medical corps to the Syrian rebels, who murder Christians as a matter
of course.
If readers think I am being tough on these pampered flotsam, they should enjoy this video where Irish journalist
Gearóid Ó Colmáin destroys two Syrian Muslim Brotherhood rebel punks with massive senses of entitlement,
whose best and only shot is that, as Ó Colmáin is not Syrian, he, like most Syrians opposed to the Muslim
Brotherhood, has no right to comment on their plans of conquest.
Not that these two bit Muslim Brotherhood punks are alone in their criminality. Yusuf al-Qaradawi, the Egyptian
born spiritual head of the Muslim Brotherhood murder gang, is one of the most despicable men on the planet.
Typical of the beliefs Qaradawi espouses is that Hitler went too easy on the Jews, that the world's 100 million
Shia, along with all apostates from Sunni Islam, must be exterminated and that the Islamic Caliphate should rule
over us all. He lives in Qatar and spews out misogynistic, Shiaphobic, anti Semitic bile from that two bit excuse
for a country on al Jazeera's top rating TV show. Christine Gilmore, of the extremist Hand in Hand for Syria
“charity,” and the Halawas of Ireland's hard line Clonskeagh mosque are amongst the many admirers of this
hateful, Hitler loving demagog, who may be viewed here issuing a fatwa to the Muslim Brotherhood faithful to
slaughter Syria's minorites and "apostates".
The key thing about this Qaradawi wretch from our point of view is that anyone who espouses or supports his
views can have no place in civil society. This includes not just the Halawas, the Tlass family, the extended al
Kurdi and al Akraaa clans but the scores of Muslim Brotherhood front groups that operate in the West, all with
the green light of NATO's intelligence services. These criminals must be uprooted, root and branch and dealt
with in manners former Syrian and Egyptian Presidents Hafez al Assad and Gamal Nasser would have approved
of.
Although the casual observer might think that the sheer number of Western pro Syrian terrorist front groups is
impressive, this earlier document suggested most if not all of them were Muslim Brotherhood connected and
controlled. The Syrian Network for Human Rights, for example, is a British based Muslim Brotherhood linked
propaganda arm of the Syrian rebels. Its own material confirms it solely depends on terrorist “activists” for their
content. The mini-army of front groups discussed there and accessed through sites like this include: Syrian
Expatriate Medical Association (SEMA), Syrian British Medical Association (SBMS), Syrian American Medical
Association (SAMA), Syrian Expatriates Organization, Syrian Sunrise Foundation, Hope for Syria, Karam, Life
for Relief and Development, Maram Foundation, Mercy Without Limits, NuDay Syria, Shaam Relief Foundation,
Syria Relief and Development (SRD), Syria Relief Network, Syrian American Engineers Association (SAEA),
Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS), Syrian Orphans Syrian Sunrise Foundation (SSF), Swasia Charity
Foundation, Zakat Foundation, Syrian Center for Political and Strategic Studies (SCPSS), Syrian Expatriates
Organization (SEO), Syrian American Council (SAC), United Charity. Most of these affiliated ARCS members are
organizations with a 501(c) 3 status or pending status. Though ARCS members all claim to be non-profit
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organizations with no religious or political affiliation, all of these groups, along with Hand in Hand for Syria and
countless others only work in areas controlled by Syrian sectarians; they do not work in the governmentcontrolled areas. They are, in other words, part of the “secular” opposition and their sheer number would imply
that the Muslim Brotherhood are the organizers in chief behind them. To believe they are all autonomous
expressions of Syrian civil society is to believe in the most naive type of fairy stories the state controlled BBC
and Guardian newspaper espouse.
This link tells us that “British Solidarity for Syria (BSS) was established in August 2011 in order to support the
struggle of the Syrian people for freedom and democracy. It shares the goal of the Syrian people: replacement of
the current dictatorship with a civil democratic state based on the rule of law, respect for human rights, and
equality for all Syrians regardless of ethnic or religious background”. It then continues to pull at our secular heart
strings by telling us that “BSS is a non-sectarian and all-inclusive organisation which welcomes members from
all nationalities and all ideological backgrounds. It is an independent organisation and is not affiliated with any
political party. In November 2012, BSS formed a partnership with the UK registered Non-Profit Organisation
Watan. Watan is an umbrella organisation that represents a progressive movement that works through the
various institutions of civil society and aims to achieve comprehensive progress in Syria, before and after the fall
of the regime”.
So there you have it. The BSS is affiliated to Watan but is non-sectarian and all-inclusive. It is also an
“independent organisation” that has just recently hooked up with Watan in a most “non-sectarian and allinclusive” manner. Whois tells us that the site was registered by “Anas El-Khani” of “13 Woodcrest Road
CR84JD” where “a certain” Dr Ussaamah El-Khani resides and where this site tells us the similarly named and
similarly focused Aala el-Khani, who is a director of Watan, of its charity offshoot Khayr and of the Syrian Media
Centre, also resides.
Aala, who is certainly a rising star in the sisterhood, should remember 10 October 2012 as it is the day she
became Director of three seemingly unrelated companies – Syrian Media Centre, Khayr and Watan – all on one
day and the fact she may be blood related to Anas of the “unrelated” BSS is most likely BS.
Aala, Manchester University proudly boasts here is doing “independent” research in “Qah a refugee area on the
eastern border of Syria and Bab Al-Salam refugee camp on the northern border as well as Bakhsheem refugee
camp in Turkey” and that “Aala hopes after writing up her findings she can secure funding for the development of
a training programme specifically aimed at refugees similar to the Triple P Positive Parenting Programme – used
across the world to help parents develop practical coping strategies in different situations”. Hopefully her
directorships or her fellow directors will help her in the name of Muslim sisterhood.
Although the university tells us Aala has “the support of WATAN, an institute involved in supporting all aspects of
Syrian aid and relief”, it does not tell us if this support was won by open competition or if she simply had “the
right blood” and came from “good stock”, which is something secretive, conspiratorial death cults such as the
Syrian Muslim Brotherhood have always put great store in. Heaven knows what the Triple P Positive Parenting
Programme will think of her lame “research” methods or what her generous funders, friends and fellow-directors
in Watan and its affiliates will for that matter.
Perhaps Dr Darwish, who is also a Watan director, can help us in this respect for these links here and here tell
us that Manchester’s Dr Ammar Darwish is a director of a very impressive six companies, all of which were set
up almost simultaneously either on either 8 June 2012 or 1st and 2nd October 2012. These companies are
Generation Freedom, Khayr, Syrian Activists Network, Syrian Centre for Studies & Research, Syrian Business
Club, Syrian Media Centre, the Centre for Syrian Freedoms and our new-found friend Watan Association Ltd
which, as this link hints, may be the controlling group behind these other fronts. The Charity Commission tells us
here that Khayr lists three trustees, one of whom, interestingly, is the upward-mobile Aala, and another of whom
is Dr Ammar Dawish, who should not be confused with Dr. Marya Darwish which this link tells us raises money
for “Watan UK along with the other hard working selfless Watan teams from around the world,” one of which may
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be Watan FM radio, which this BBC link tells us is pumping sectarian propaganda into Syria from their Turkish
safe haven and which is, of course, “enabling” Aala to “enable” vulnerable victims of the Syrian rebels.
Though this brief soiree into Manchester’s Muslim Brotherhood netherworld does raise a host of questions, the
main question is why the American and British regulators were not able to pick up on leads like this. The only
logical explanation is that the CIA and MI6 are happy to allow the Muslim Brotherhood's front groups thrive as
they feel they can benefit from it.
The euphemistically-named Save Syria was set up by Dr Mohamed Najjar, another fascinating British-based
doctor, who is a TV celebrity on Al Hiwar, the Muslim Brotherhood linked TV channel and who is also a regular
performer on English language secular TV as well. Dr Najjar has even very bravely traveled to areas of Aleppo
controlled by the Muslim Brotherhood’s Al Tawheed Brigade and, where, rumor has it, British NHS doctors
adjudicate in sectarian sharia courts. Its website gives the contact details here for the “brothers from Aleppo” as
follows: “Dr Mohamed Najjar - Tel: +447830538302; Brother Ziad Najar - Tel: +447838426647”. Its Facebook
page is here.
Were Save Syria and other Muslim Brotherhood linked charity groups to come clean on all they know about
Britons, NHS medics included, who officiate at sectarian Syrian sharia courts, this might, of course, impact their
fund-raising bottom line and be as potentially bad for business as condoning sex jihad, something some of the
Hand in Hand for Syria crew seem content enough to condone. Were we to find out, perhaps through the good
offices of Save Syria and other Muslim Brotherhood linked crews, that British doctors were condemning Syrian
grandfathers to death at sectarian sharia courts and that militias linked to the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood and
through them to British-based charities, were also condemning entire families to death, well, we might switch our
GPs and even write to our MPs about what prominent employees of the NHS are getting up to in their spare
time.
Dr Mohammad Najjar, one of the main London-based organizers of these questionable charities, is in an
excellent position to throw light on whether British doctors are officiating at sharia courts that sentence entire
families of “collaborators” to death as he seems to know where, to use an old saying, the bodies are buried. In
this laughable report, which informs us that Assad’s regime, like that of Saddam Hussein’s before him, has
weapons of mass destruction that are going to kill us all before we have time to pick our noses, Mohammad
Najjar tells us about his secretive “private aid mission to Aleppo”.
In these articles here and here, Dr Mohammed Najjar, this time wearing another hat, that of the leader of the
“secular” Muslim Brotherhood controlled Syrian National Coalition, tells us that there are a handful of "foreign
fighters" in Syria who could be described as jihadists but that their numbers have been "exaggerated" and that
they are, despite massive evidence to the contrary, of no real consequence. Though Dr Najjar does not tell us if
British doctors in Syria are officiating at sectarian sharia courts that sentence entire families of “collaborators” to
death, we can probably assume they are not as, according to Dr Najjar, who regularly commutes to rebel-run
Aleppo, there are not many non-Syrians fighting there, notwithstanding the countless dead jihadists, Britons
among them, testifying otherwise with their cold dead hands.
Here, Dr Najjar is wearing yet another hat, this time representing Islamic Relief, where he shills for DEC’s Syria
Crisis Appeal and where we learn that “Mohamed is a London-based locum hospital doctor, has played a
prominent part in fundraising for Islamic Relief’s Syria crisis response by helping to organise appeals on UKbased Arabic TV channels and speaking at appeal dinners in London, Bristol and Sheffield”. We do not, alas,
learn from “Mohamed” if British doctors in Syria are officiating at sectarian sharia courts that sentence entire
families of collaborators to death.
We do learn from “Mohamed” that “Inside Syria a lot of people have no electricity or clean water and they are
living out in the open in small tents”. We do not learn from “Mohamed” that the Muslim Brotherhood’s military
death squads in Aleppo and elsewhere are targeting the water supplies and electricity stations even as they buy
up old generators in England to ship to the areas they and their Turkish overlords control in Syria. We do not, in
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other words, learn that it is the Muslim Brotherhood gangbangers who are at the root of the problems that so
trouble “Mohamed”.
In this interview Dr Mohammed Najjar, this time back to wearing the hat of the opposition group the “secular”
Syrian National Coalition, is back to the hoary old canard that "the world is still carelessly watching babies and
children being slaughtered". He does not confirm rumors that London-based doctors linked to the Syrian Muslim
Brotherhood have pictures of themselves on their cell phones watching “the rebels” beheading captured soldiers
and civilians to satiate their sectarian blood lusts. No word either of the wholesale slaughter of Alawite children,
“babies and children” included, in Latakia at the time of the Ghouta attacks but “Mohamed” is no doubt a busy
man, what with all that commuting with all his different hats between Aleppo and British TV studios.
“Mohamed” is, alas, not the only doctor in this house of ill repute. As this Skynews report on one of their
comrades killed in Syria shows another colorful character is London-based Dr Mahmoud al Akraa who led a mob
that disrupted a peaceful and inclusive meeting in London which I chaired. As this link shows, Dr Mahmoud al
Akraa also shares platforms with disgraced and discredited provocateur Danny Abdel Dayyem; more to the point
perhaps, Dr al Akraa claims that the Syrian government forces the Muslim Brotherhood are murdering will
summarily and sadistically torture and then kill any Syrian seen to have been getting medical aid from nonapproved sources which, if true, would have to call into the question Hand in Hand for Syria’s clearly suicidal
policy, as enunciated by his fellow Hand in Hand for Syria trustee, Mr al-Dairi, of running token medical services
in government-controlled Syria. Equally importantly, at 2:43 into the video, he expresses his delight that “the
Muslim Brotherhood is coming back” to Syria. Hand in Hand for Syria, like Dr Mahmoud al Akraa himself, should
explain whether or not they support the Muslim Brotherhood, the “secular” Syrian National Council and the
various rebel extremist groups they have been consorting with. They, along with the NHS, should also clearly
state what, if any, disciplinary action they intend to take against Dr al Akraa. Dr al Akraa should probably hand
his phone over to the authorities so they can check on whether selfies of him urinating over the bodies of
decapitated Syrian soldiers exist or not.
This link points out that Dr Rola Hallam, who is at the center of the Hand in Hand for Syria crew as well as BBC
Panorama's Saving Syria's Children scam and the fascist actions against Ossie academic Tim Anderson, is the
daughter of Dr. Mousa al Kurdi, a leading apologist for Syrian extremist militias, who has been involved at the
highest levels with the extremists. Dr Rola was one of the signatories and organizers of the 16 September 2013
letter to The Lancet, signed by a large number of medics, many globally prominent, asking that they be allowed
to work unhindered in Syria so as to undermine Syria's sovereignty and to help in the creation of a safe zone for
jihadists to launch their attacks on Syrian civilians. (See here for the letter and here for the list of signatories).
Given that all of them, Dr Rola included, declared “that we have no conflicts of interest”, Dr Rola should clarify
whether that is, in fact, the case. Dr Rola should, in other words, explain to a court of law whether her 16
September 2013 declaration is true that she has no conflict of interest or whether her real sympathies and those
of Hand in Hand for Syria, like their actions, are sectarian and partisan. The other medics mentioned here should
do the same so that we do not think they are merchants of death, the type of degenerates who would have any
truck with sectarian Syrian sharia courts.
Perhaps I have the short end of Syria’s sectarian stick here for, in this article the prolific Dr Mohammed Najjar,
again rejects any idea that the sectarian Syrian rebels are sympathetic to Al Qaeda. As he explains: “The Syrian
people are quite moderate, liberal people and they don’t accept extremism. This is new to our society and I think
the Syrian people will continue to reject any kind of extremism in Syria”. Speaking about the tree-hugging
gangbangers, Dr Najjar said: “Many of these are ordinary Syrian people who decided to carry weapons to defend
their children and their lives.” The fact however, is, the good doctor’s protestations notwithstanding, there are
sharia courts operating all over the “liberated” areas Najjar visits and for him to pretend otherwise is
disingenuous at best and downright criminal at worst.
This revealing video stars Dr Mohammed and a supporting cast including charities Syrian Aid and handsofmercy
and Dr Rami Abdulraham of the pro-rebel SOHR. Dr Najjar tells us that he had to leave Syria years before the
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current troubles started. As he also tells us that the Syrian government is quite prepared to use not only chemical
weapons but nuclear weapons as well, we can probably deduce that neither he nor his equally deranged mates
have ever been big fans of the Syrian authorities. In case we are in any actual doubt about their allegiances,
because we are told, 11 minutes into the video, how dissidents had to hide from the Syrian authorities during the
earlier and equally bloody Hama revolt of the Muslim Brotherhood fanatics, we can only assume that the tainted
tentacles of the Muslim Brotherhood are the controlling hand behind all of this propaganda nonsense.
About 14 minutes into the video, the good doctor travels to Turkey to help the “women and children in
incubators” the Syrian authorities loathe. However, in rebels areas, Jim Crowe rules and those unfortunates have
to stand in line behind “the men with guns”. The first patient we see Dr Muhammad meeting is not, in fact, a
woman or now-born child fresh from an incubator but a seriously injured armed killer in the type of fatigues Dr
Mad Dog Madros models; at 14:40 into the video we see one of the many hyenas crowding around the gunman
wearing a “Hand in Hand” vest. After showing us the injured jihadist, Dr Mohammed then tells us he is proud to
help “people”, presumably as long as they are on the Nusra/ISIS side of the battle lines.
After Dr Muhammad and the SOHR rebel apologist tell us more one-sided harrowing tales, a pregnant woman in
a Turkish refugee camp tells us of her sad plight but, as she does not precisely explain why and with whom her
husband has remained behind in Syria, we can only assume he is a Muslim Brotherhood affiliated gangbanger
and that she is, accordingly, “part of the team”. After her cameo, Dr Muhammed returns to tell us how he and
other doctors have helped patch up countless gunmen. He says in the earlier days before they really got the
bloody bandwagon going, there was no organization, just a band of medical “brothers” “spontaneously”
infiltrating into Syria to help their wounded “brothers”, some of whom then make appearances along with
photogenic wounded children and their distressed mothers, which are necessary to all Muslim Brotherhood
propaganda scams.
The SOHR head honcho then reappears to tell us of their dreams of a “democratic Syria” which is being
thwarted by the refusal of the Syrian Army to surrender all minorities and moderate Sunnis to the less than
tender mercies of their sharia courts.
The video concludes by Dr Muhammed confessing to us that “As a person, I can’t sit and watch what is
happening to my country”. Perhaps that is how he felt when he fled Syria before the Troubles broke out; perhaps
he felt the slaughters the Muslim Brotherhood inflicted on Syria in the 1980s was preferable to the current
Wagnerian regime who are, he has warned us, plotting to use nuclear weapons on their own people and,
presumably, on us too in ways that belong only in the feverish imaginings of criminals like Tony Blair and his
cronies.
Not that Dr Najjar wants us confused on where he stands. In his own words: “I think this regime can’t be dealt
with except by force and he has to be taken out by force.” Because he does not make it sufficiently clear just
how much force should be applied so that “the regime” can be “taken out”, we must, judging from the carnage
Muslim Brotherhood terror groups have inflicted on Syria, make our own minds up on just how much violence Dr
Najjar is prepared to condone to rid Syria of all human supporters of “the regime”. Would he, for example,
preside in a sectarian sharia court that would summarily sentence Syrian government employees and members
of minority religions to death? If not, why not? Would he be prepared to tell the authorities here and in Syria on
what he knows about those kangaroo courts? If not, why not?
The reality is that the Syrian Army and its allies are fighting barbarians those of us who do not share Najjar's
biases cannot begin to imagine. The “Syrian” “rebellion” is not a la carte where one can choose whatever tasty
morsels there may be and discard the rest. It is a criminal mafia enterprise and those like Najjar who are a part
of that enterprise are as guilty as the head choppers, the rapists and the other criminals who avail of their
medical, fund raising and intelligence gathering services.
British charity groups are not, of course, the only lot who have scoured the world’s sectarian sewers for rabble
rousers and death squad apologists. The American-based Syrian Sunrise Foundation have inflicted quite a few
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Frankensteins onto the Land of the Free and the Brave. As this link shows, one of their biggest draw-cards was a
sectarian, Jew-hating nut job going by the name of Sheikh Osama al-Rifai, who got gullible American punters to
donate over $3.6 million for, as he called it, financial jihad. He did this by doing gigs at the Muslim Brotherhood
controlled Mosque Foundation, where Sheikh Mohammad Rateb al-Nabulsi who is, as they say, known to the
police, regularly raises money for the Muslim Brotherhood's Syrian American Council.
Sheik Osama al-Rifai’s colorful CV includes the interesting tidbit that he facilitated the creation of the Islamic
Front, a merger of seven extremist jihadist crews now ravaging Syria. Stateside, he was happy to share the
“credit” for building these killer machines and he singled out "organizations here like Shaam Relief, and Syrian
Sunrise Foundation, you must be very aware that you are too performing jihad just like your brothers in Syria."
The Syrian Sunrise Foundation likely brought al-Rifai to the U.S. due to his reputation inside Syria as the head of
a large charitable front operation. Its website says that it aims "to send aid to families, orphans, and widows
affected by the conflict." The group claims to have a "well-established humanitarian network of hundreds of
workers" and denies having "any political, religious, or any other agenda" which is just as well as The Islamic
Front will keep plenty of “orphans and widows” in need of their help. Sunni ones that is, as non-Sunni widows
and orphans continue to be massacred in places like Zara by the scum of the Islamic Front.
Al-Rifai, who has co-hosted jihadi fund-raising conferences in Egypt, does not like Jews who, not being a man to
mince his words, he says are "absolute evil" and that Jews corrupted Western women "through Freud” and "the
Jews mention in the Protocols of the Elders of Zion that all the nations are the donkeys of the Jews, and that
they cannot humiliate and ride these donkeys until they can corrupt them. This is in the Elders of Zion, and I ask
the God to give me the capability to explain all of that." And this is the vile, obnoxious Muslim Brotherhood
character the USA let roam the Land of the Free from sea to shining sea.
Though Al-Rifai frequently speaks about morality and uniting all Syrians, he endorses a sectarian coalition of cutthroats that brutally suppresses those ideals. IHS Jane's estimates the mobs al-Rifai now runs with could have
as many as 45,000 gang members under their command. Most of the crews that make up the Islamic Front,
including its leadership, have had close operational relations with Al-Qaida's Syrian branches, including the
Jabhat al-Nusra and Islamic State of Iraq and Greater Syria crews, all of which are supposedly enemies of the
USA where Al-Rifai has been allowed to raise millions of dollars for their common cause. They are all peas in the
same stinking pod, a band of brotherly brigands civilized people should have no truck with.
There is nothing moderate about these gangsters. The late Zahran Alloush (zapped on Christmas day 2015), the
leader of Jaish al-Islam and chief of military operations for the Muslim Brotherhood-controlled Islamic Front,
solicited foreign mercenaries to help them rape Syria. He regularly called for resurrecting the Islamic caliphate in
which he also advocated cleansing Syria of Shiites and Alawites; videos show his foot soldiers flying the jihadist
black flag, the flag of choice of those at the center of the war against Syria. Harakat Ahrar al-Sham have
regularly fought alongside Jabhat al-Nusra and both mobs coordinated the September 2013 assault that
ransacked the ancient Christian town of Ma'loula. Ahrar Al-Sham has also worked with the Free Syrian Army
crew and, of course, with the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood, the grand daddy of Syria’s terror networks.
Al-Rifai's serial endorsements of the Islamic Front, when coupled with the blurry lines between the different
Sunni crews looting Syria and the millions they have raised in the United States, through sympathetic groups like
the Syrian Sunrise Foundation, raise serious questions about The Syrian Sunrise Foundation, Shaam Relief and
all other Western “charities”, organizations and NGOs who may be helping, “however inadvertently”, sectarian
slaughter in Syria.
This link tells us that The Shaam Relief Foundation, working in cahoots with the Syrian American Council,
brought Dr. Mohamad Rateb Al-Nabulsi Stateside. Al-Nabusi, reflecting the beliefs of notorious Muslim
Brotherhood godfather Youssef Qaradawi, believes in the tactic of suicide bombing, and that Jews are the “most
inferior and most evil of peoples and the greatest enemies of Allah and of Islam and its people.”
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In this insightful interview, Nabeel Naiem, a former Al Qaeda capo, extrapolating from his own experiences of
running a 120 man terror gang, questions how ISIS has come to be so big, so well-organized and so wellfunded. He contends “Now as we speak there are 1,500 of ISIS & Nusra (Front) in Tel Aviv hospitals” and, of
interest to the collaborators of the NHS, the Charity Commission and the Old Bill, that “They have field hospitals,
and it’s remarkable that they have a number of doctors in their ranks, even doctors from European countries”,
“Osama was spending by himself, but before Osama there was the International Islamic Relief Organization”,
“they’re working on igniting the war between the Sunna and the Shiites, just like what Abu Mussab (Zarqawi)
used to blow up Sunnah mosques then blow up Shiite mosques, to start the sectarian war in the region; and this
is of course an American plot, and I tell you ISIS didn’t kill a single American, ISIS didn’t behead a single
American and didn’t play football with his head, they beheaded Muslims and ate livers of Muslims and didn’t kill a
single American though it’s established since 2006”, “the Muslim Brotherhood have no religion, no nation, not
safe to be with them, they’ll betray anyone”, “At one time, these takfiri groups were openly taunting the people
who came to see dead British soldier bodies returned to open abuse saying they deserved this. There was a
national outcry about these people and parliament was forced to list them as a terrorist group – to be dated in
four days’ time. So, the group changed their name and continued their practices. They are still there – espousing
their hatred.”
Whatever we may think about Nabeel Naiem, we would have to agree that his opinions on the Muslim
Brotherhood and other terror gangs deserves attention, however belated, from the West's intelligence and other
services, who seem to be in cahoots with them for almost 80 years now.
Because the “secular” SNC purports to represent over 60 percent of the Syrian opposition, perhaps 60% of their
crimes should be attributed to them and their British NHS support teams. In their defense, the SNC/SMB would
argue that their forte is merely overseas lobbying and overseas fund-raising and money–earners and that as
they are only the monkey, we should instead look to the organ grinders of Turkey, Qatar and the USA instead.
They have a point.
Perhaps then we should round up front-people like Texan resident Ghassan Hitto, who was recently named as
SNC’s nominal boss of bosses, as he was formerly an operative with the Shaam Relief crew as well as a “friend
of the Elashi family,” one of whose “family” members, Ghassan, recently got 65 years in the State Pen for his
“charity” activities. See these links here, here and here for more information on The Lone Star Hero.
Articles such as these here and here which explain “How the Muslim Brotherhood Hijacked Syria’s Revolution”
might instead indicate British and American police should first look at the Muslim Brotherhood octopus and all its
leprous tentacles. Though the Brotherhood preaches tolerance and makes temporary alliances as easily as their
assassins make temporary marriages, that is just a political tactic from this intolerant, sectarian and thoroughly
nasty bunch of thuggish criminals, who have and who never had any sizable mandate for their sectarian murder
campaigns. The most seats they ever won was 10 in the 1961 elections where their vote early and vote often
tactics had limited success.
They had and they continue to have no major popular support in Syria, bar what they can win with the bomb, the
bullet and the bribe. Though the Muslim Brotherhood was Syria’s strongest opposition crew when the Crisis
began in March 2011, it was entirely based in exile and had no foot soldiers on the ground. Its main strength still
resides in its overseas networks, in its ability to brown nose and bribe in Whitehall, in Washington, in Doha, in
Ankara and in the other corridors of power and from them to its control of the Syrian National Council (SNC) and
the broader National Coalition of Syrian Revolutionary and Opposition Forces, both of which have lost power to
the more dynamic and even more ruthless fanatics Saudi Arabian intelligence sponsors and which are much
more amenable to recruiting brain-dead cannon fodder wherever they can find them than are the more secretive
but equally repulsive Muslim Brotherhood controlled Mafia gangs.
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Einsatzgruppen
During those days people will seek death but will not find it; they will long to die, but death will elude them.
Revelation, 9:6.
Hitler's Einsatzgruppen have returned to plague Syria in ways the Third Reich could only have dreamed about.
Not only are these Muslim Brotherhood Nazis wiping out Syrian women, children, students, lecturers, medics,
engineers, octogenarian Christians, pregnant women and all other enemies of the Caliphate but the Western
media are giving them fair wind to do so.
This is because the mass slaughter of innocent Arabs is now a NATO foreign policy tool. In 2013 Madeleine
Albright admitted such war crimes were illegal. “When you ask if that is legal—honestly, to go back to Kosovo,
system kind of said that what we did there was not legal, but was fair,” she said. Albright is known for her
enthusiastic support of mass murder and war crimes. Asked about economic sanctions imposed on Iraq that led
to the murder of more than 500,000 Iraqi children, Albright said in 1996: “I think that is a very hard choice, but
the price, we think, the price is worth it.”
Hillary Clinton also supports wanton slaughter as a foreign policy tool. In October 2000, The New York Times
reported Clinton “cited American involvement in Bosnia and Kosovo as examples of foreign engagements she
favored on moral and strategic grounds.” Clinton urged her husband to bomb Yugoslavia without congressional
approval and said what “do we have NATO for if not to defend our way of life?” In 2008 she defended her vote to
invade Iraq and kill 1.5 million people. She accused the late Tim Russert of getting all “Jesuitical” when he
pointed out her support for Bush’s “Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution of 2002.” Now
that she is running for president Clinton tells her supporters she claims she “made a mistake, plain and simple”
when she voted to slaughter Arab children by the tens of thousands.
British war criminals like Tony Blair and David Cameron have amply proved their Reinhard Heydrich qualities
respectively in Iraq and Libya. To believe these criminals have an ounce more of humanity in them than Heydrich
or their other Nazi equivalents did is to believe in nonsense.
Just as Hitler was not alone, so also have these killers many partners in crime. The Sabra and Shatila massacre
was the Israeli directed killing of between 762 and 3,500 civilians, mostly Palestinians and Lebanese Shiites, by
a militia close to the Kataeb Party, also called Phalange, a predominantly Christian Lebanese right-wing party in
Beirut's Sabra neighborhood and the adjacent Shatila refugee camp in Beirut, Lebanon. From approximately
6:00 pm 16 September to 8:00 am 18 September 1982, a widespread massacre was carried out by the militia
virtually under the direction of Israeli gangbanger Ariel Sharon, a close friend of Tony Blair, the Butcher of
Baghdad.
Then we have the more recent awful fate of the Yazidi, who follow one of ancient Babylon's surviving religious
rites, and who have been subject to the most unspeakable crimes by Syria's semi literate, Turkish controlled
rebels on that account. Although former British diplomat Gerard Russell devotes a chapter to them in his highly
acclaimed Heirs to Forgotten Kingdoms, the West seems to be as ambivalent to their awful and unjustifiable fate
at the hands of NATO's pet rebels as was the average German to what their own Einsatzgruppen got up to on
the Eastern Front.
Then we have the American entrepreneurial spirit, epitomized in such creeps as Matthew van Dyke, who has his
own website praising his own prowess at killing innocent Libyans and Syrians. He makes movies about it, with
himself in the star role. This pathological narcissistic killer admits he is a sick man; in his own words: Matthew
VanDyke suffers from Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), which makes his adventures especially difficult at
times. His OCD manifests itself primarily as heightened fears related to driving, avoiding trash, and obsessions
about cleanliness. More than a dozen companies have sponsored VanDyke’s motorcycle adventure filmmaking
by providing products and services.
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Let us, for a moment, forget that he should spell his Dutch name with a small v as that is how the Dutch do it.
More importantly, he admits he is, like Paul Conroy, mentally ill and, worse still, Western companies sponsor his
recreational killing, something Hitler's own Einsatzgruppen might have envied.
The Libyan authorities captured this mad murderer in Libya. In his own words: The Gaddafi regime denied for
months that they had VanDyke in custody, but Sharon VanDyke never gave up hope that her missing son was
alive. She began a media campaign for his release. She wrote a biographical document about Matthew VanDyke
that she gave to organizations that approached her willing to advocate for his release.
So, her psychotic son is caught in the act of killing Libyans in Libya and his American passport becomes a get
out of jail card. This self-confessed mental case then, instead of repenting, his blood lust unsatiated, took his
self-serving jihad to Syria. And he is killing people for his own kicks. Check out his picture. He tells us he fights
for freedom, something he cannot define or even adhere to because he just stumbled into it. Recreational killing,
self justified by some nebulous concept of Al Qaeda delivered freedom became his fig leaf. His fellow American,
Charles Manson, could do better than that, as could his British moral equivalent, Ian Brady, the notorious Moors
murderer.
His website also describes himself as an analyst, something that is at odds with his own self description as a
mentally deranged killer for kicks. Let’s look at his CV which he pimps on the website: An exceptional academic
record, graduating summa cum laude with a B.A. in Political Science from UMBC and a Master’s degree from
the Security Studies Program at Georgetown University. He was among the youngest students ever accepted
into the Security Studies Program.
– A wide-range of contacts and connections – US military and government personnel, foreign military and
government officials, political leaders, American and international media, former terrorists and Taliban, business
leaders… everyone from poor farmers to members of an Arab royal family. He receives information and insights
from his extensive, diverse contacts.
So, trained by the CIA and lots of links with the CIA and Al Qaeda with whom he exchanges information “of use
to terrorists”. These are probably useful assets in his current role, where he tries to infiltrate Iraq's Christian
militias, who told him to get lost.
Though Van Dyke and all other Einsatzgruppen should get lost, they do serve a purpose Israelis refer to as facts
on the ground, an Israeli phenomenon, which Sultan Erdoğan and NATO have successfully replicated. It consists
of ethnically cleansing a piece of coveted real estate (Palestine, Western Armenia or Northern Syria) of its local
inhabitants and then populating it with obedient vassals. The Israeli experience indicates that international
opinion, largely controlled by NATO, accepts these changed “facts” on the ground and that moral inertia, coupled
with the dirty tricks of the intelligence services, tends to make those “facts” permanent, no matter how blatantly
unjust, criminal and illegal they are. This was Einsatzgruppen's original mission statement. The White Helmets
have the related one of whitewashing these crimes.

White Helmets: Nazi Chic
The White Helmets Murder Gang is one of a number of supposedly grass-root moderate murder gangs that the
al Nusra franchise allows operate on its turf; the Muslim Brotherhood crackpots of Kafranbel, the Town of Men,
are another. The White Helmets' mandate consists mostly of looting the bodies of prisoners al Nusra kill and then
passing their bodies on to the organ harvesters. They are also used as poster boys to show the rebels, invariably
males, are all well-scrubbed up Florence Nightingale types, whereas the reality is they are beholden to Soros'
shadowy outfits who fund Purpose and similar US interventionist groups. They are funded, along the lines Carl
Sunstein, Ambassador Power's AIPAC husband, outlined, by groups associated with George Soros, to serve the
interests of the CIA and their partners in the Saudi and Turkish intelligence services.
Not only is this logic of joining up the dots perfect but so too is the back trail. All of these Einsatzgruppen
condemn “Assad”, claim that Sunni extremist groups like ISIS are run by the Shias and Alawites that these
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Einsatzgruppen gangs summarily execute, and all propose the same final solution: Lebensraum no fly zones to
allow NATO and Saudi Arabia do a Libya on Syria, safe havens to use as launching sites for ground invasions,
and “Gaza diet” sanctions to starve, pauperize and kill the Syrians into submission.
This policy, the policy Hand in Hand for Syria, White Helmets, the Muslim Brotherhood and countless other
subversive Einsatzgruppen hawk, is an ignoble and shameful one and one they must be held to account for.
White Helmets is, in fact, “Syrian Civil Defense” rebranded. Despite the name, Syria Civil Defense was not
created by Syrians nor does it serve Syria. Rather it was created by Britain and the USA in 2013. Civilians from
Turkish controlled territory were paid to go to Turkey to receive some basic training in rescue operations. The
program was managed by James Le Mesurier, a former British soldier and private contractor whose company is
based in the Muslim Brotherhood stronghold of Dubai.
Though the trainees are claimed to be ‘nonpartisan,’ they only work in Muslim Brotherhood and Nusra controlled
areas of Idlib and Aleppo and there are several videos and photos of them consorting with ISIS/Nusra and
defiling the bodies of dead Syrian soldiers and civilians. White Helmets may best be regarded as a small Soros
funded rescue and PR Einsatzgruppen for Nusra.
Although The White Helmets murder gang has been proposed for the Nobel Peace Prize, such is the ugly
reputation of this Soros funded group and the extent of their war crimes that Raed Saleh, its supposed leader,
was denied a visa to the USA to collect an award. Although the White Helmets murder gang claim to get no
government assistance, USAID has given them at least $US23 million and we can be sure other NATO
intelligence front groups chipped in as well.
Here is a short video on Saleh and the White Helmets and here is one of many videos of them with the Nusra
allies. More information on this murder gang may be had here, here, here,here, here, here, here, here and
especially here.

Nazi Webs, Nazi Cobwebs
InterAction describes itself as “the largest alliance of U.S.-based nongovernmental international organizations,
with more than 180 members”. As InterAction's Humanitarian Award was awarded to the head of the White
Helmets murder gang, we can assume this outfit, along with Relief International, is part of the Soros/CIA soft war
Einsatzgruppen network.
The Winterhilfswerk des Deutschen Volkes was a very corrupt annual drive by the Nazis, ostensibly to help
finance charitable work. The Muslim Brotherhood could teach Hitler's fraudsters a trick or two in that regard. I
dealt with the Hand in Hand for Syria characters at great length here when they threatened legal action against
me; they have now further degenerated into intimidating Greek academic institutes into who they will allow and
who they will not allow speak at their conferences. These photos , now removed, show one of their
“humanitarian” operatives from their flagship hospital using a variety of heavy caliber weapons and therefore
also shows that threats from them should be taken very seriously. My only explanation for the financial success
of this Syrian Muslim Brotherhood linked crew is that British intelligence services protect and promote them.
When I passed these photos, now removed on to Richard Power, a leading British surgeon who is a colleague of
Hand in Hand for Syria capo Omar Gabbar and who admits to raising over £15,000 for Hand in Hand for Syria,
Power said he would ask Gabbar about it, a useless exercise at best, given that the same operative should know
what Hand in Hand for Syria is all about and what type of characters they have driving for them and their BBC
crews. When, on March 13, 2016, I sent these incriminating photos (lots more incriminating can be seen here)
showing a Hand In Hand for Syria employee brandishing lethal weaponry, to Richard Power, a consultant
orthopedic surgeon who works with Omar Gabbar at Leicester Hospital, Power spat the dummy; his replies may
be viewed by looking at the relevant entries in this book. From his tantrums, we can surmise that British surgeon
and Hand in Hand for Syria fund raiser Richard Power regards Hand in Hand for Syria employees brandishing
anti aircraft weapons as “rubbish” and that all that should be done with reports such as mine is to pass them on
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in the very first instance to Hand in Hand for Syria, even though that would enable them to better defend
themselves against charges that they harbor killers and, as it were, to shoot the messenger, me in this case.
Richard Power and his “friends, colleagues and fellow Rotarians” are, just like anyone else who collaborates with
Muslim Brotherhood gangbangers part of the problem and not the solution. They should be held to account;
British prisons need a better type of lag.
As regards Power's request for more information to pass on to Gabbar, this link tells us that the suspected
terrorist in question Iessa Obied, works at Atareb Hospital, described by Hand in Hand for Syria as its “flagship
medical facility” and that Obied is the brother of Abdulrahman Obied, Atareb Hospital’s Medical Director. One
wonders just how much more “allegations” and “rubbish” the British police need on Hand in Hand for Syria
before their armed units and forensic white collar crime units move against them and against Leicester Hospital,
which seems to be the nerve center of their operations.
Although Israel's commandeering of almost all aid for Palestine is a case in point, the aid industry is very much
integrated into the war crimes industry in Syria and beyond. This is not just my opinion. The European
Parliament wrote in a 2013 report that “Saudi Arabia has been a major source of financing to rebel and terrorist
organisations since the 1970s,” and that “countries like Saudi Arabia, Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Kuwait do
too little to stop rich and conservative donors from financing terrorist organisations through charitable and
religious institutions.”
The European Parliament report went on to point out “The United States is well aware about the financing
network starting from Arab countries and reaching terrorists organisations through charitable institutions” and the
report then went on to draw attention to similar statements made in secret by the U.S. government.
A classified 2009 State Department memo signed by then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton openly admitted that
“Donors in Saudi Arabia constitute the most significant source of funding to Sunni terrorist groups worldwide.”
Though Australian media and academics have also pointed out how these charities conflate with murder gangs,
the collusion, the killing and the fake charities continue. The only rational explanation for the proliferation of
these false charities is, as this link would suggest, that they have the blessings of the British, American, Turkish
and related intelligence services and they feed information to them that MI6 and related bodies deem worth
turning a blind eye to their complicity in other crimes.
Although the interested reader should also check out the entries for Buy Pens, GOAL, IHH and MSF in this free
book, the media should be following up on public interest stories like these rather than the celebrity tittle tattle
they numb us with. Although the Guardian and the state controlled BBC long ago sold their souls to the devil,
one should expect more from more independent mainstream minded media.

Goebbels in Drag
Chief Hitler side kick Joseph Goebbels was an interesting addition to Team Adolf. An acclaimed propagandist
and powerful orator, as he was under sized and had a club foot, he was not the type of guy the average SS
infantry man would like beside him in the Eastern Front's trenches. Yet Goebbels was easily responsible for
more innocent deaths than almost all of Hitler's SS cannon fodder.
As it was with Hitler's Reich, so also is it with America's, which has thrown up some of the most abominable
women ever to pollute Planet Earth with their presence. Typical of these are Victoria Nuland, Carol Malouf,
Samantha Power, Madeleine Albright, war criminal in chief Hilary Clinton as well as such “men” like Peter
Sutherland.
Former US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, who thinks Putin is evil, is an American politician, diplomat and
sociopath. In this video interview, she says that murdering half a million Iraqi children was well worth the effort.
On May 12, 1996, Albright defended UN sanctions against Iraq on a 60 Minutes segment in which Lesley Stahl
asked her "We have heard that half a million children have died. I mean, that's more children than died in
Hiroshima. And, you know, is the price worth it?" and Albright, showing she was a sociopath, replied "we think
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the price is worth it." This leads us to ask how many murdered Syrian children will satiate American beasts like
Albright.
Victoria Nuland is not only one of America's most dangerous war hawks but she is married to fellow sociopath
Robert Kagan of the Brookings Institute and many other members of her family are also leading lights in Murder
Inc. Nuland came to especial prominence when, regarding the installation of a Nazi puppet state in Ukraine, she
was caught here saying Fuck the EU. If war criminal Hillary Clinton is elected POTUS, Nuland and her brood can
be expected to be at the fore, propounding more wars for their sponsors and more innocent blood to flow in
places like Syria, Nigeria and Yemen.
Though Carol Malouf was raised as a Lebanese Christian, this media personality has been not only very
outspoken but very provocative and disgusting in her support of al Nusra and related Syrian murder and rape
gangs. Whilst with her Nusra heroes, she has posed with captured Lebanese soldiers and their families, with
abducted Alawite women and children, and even with the severed heads of captured Syrian soldiers to give her
“reports”. street cred. Following her tweets after the 22 March 2016 Brussels outrage, many of her twitter
followers seem to believe, not without reason, she is gone insane.
Carl Sunstein is one of the most important control freaks in the USA, not only through Samantha Power, his Irish
born war mongering wife but also through AIPAC, Washington's main Israeli lobby. Sunstein has co authored the
definite guide on how the CIA and allied services can and do muddy the political waters by contaminating
opposition groups with tainted assets and conspiracy theorists to undermine their credibility and viability.
Although Power, like Hillary Clinton and other powerful sociopathic American women, calls for overt murder,
Sunstein, Power's controlling partner, is more devious and perhaps even more dangerous. His seminal 2008
Conspiracy Theories paper calls for the American and allied NATO forces to sow divisions in the ranks of their
intellectual enemies by discrediting their opposition to American war crimes as anti-Semitic conspiracy theory
crackpots and the like. This strategy of guilt by association and/or by smear has been used against British
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn and many other peace activists.
American corporate spokespeople like Victoria Nuland and Samantha Power continue not only to push the
American scorched earth war strategy and to promote fascists in Ukraine and head hackers in Syria but they do
so through deliberately distorted memes Sunstein intellectually crafts. Although Nuland is probably the more
vulgar, Power, Sunstein's wife, is perhaps the more illustrative as much of her “findings” and “policy
recommendations” are in line with those of AIPAC, their paymasters and, of course, Israel, the ultimate
beneficiary, along with the arms and banking industries, of their lobbying.
Thus, Sunstein's wife, US Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power, has argued that the USA can
use false flag attacks, such as the Ghouta chemical gas attack, to obliterate Syria and, echoing fellow war
criminal Hillary Clinton and British buffoon David Cameron, she argues that Russia or, indeed, anyone else
opposed to American hegemony, must likewise be extirpated. Power and Sunstein not only make a particularly
noxious team but because they are plugged into the wider NATO grid, they are particularly dangerous foes of
peace.
Though Hillary Clinton's business dealings are at least as murky as those of her philandering husband, her
desire to appeal to her core electorate in the arms industry is, along with her blood lusts, very worrying. As the
arms industry is in the driving seat of America's foreign policy, Hillary Clinton is being paid to push their goals,
which entail more death, more destruction and more suffering. Should Hillary Clinton become the 45th POTUS,
we can expect the wars of the Arab Spring to escalate as she curries favor with her sponsors in NATO's arms
industry. Here, for example, is Hillary Clinton with Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood mobster boss Morsi. This link
shows how Hillary Clinton prioritized increased arms sales to Saudi Arabia to kill Syrians and Yemeni with. This
New York Times link praises Hillary Clinton for her bull headedness in seeking more imperial battle honors.
This John Pilger article explores Clinton's Libyan crimes in some detail and credits her with turning Libya, a
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stable, developed nation Into an ISIS safe haven, just as she had previously helped make Iraq ISIS Central. Just
as NATO delivered Iraq to ISIS on a tissue of lies, so also was Libya betrayed by a similar litany of lies, many of
them promulgated by Clinton. She lied that Libyan troops, high on Viagra, were raping all round them and she
set up 40,000 black Libyans from Tawergha for extermination by The Brigades For The Purging Of Black Skins.
Clinton must also be credited with needlessly turning a third of Libyans into refugees.
When asked about her Libyan war crimes, Hillary Clinton coined genocidist Julius Caesar's Gallic Wars to quip:
“We came, we saw, he died” in reference to the illegal anal rape and murder of Libya's leader. Unlike Caesar's
Gallic Wars, Hillary Clinton must not be allowed rewrite or downplay her war crimes.
Wikileaks has very kindly allowed us to search through Hillary Clinton's emails here. Whether it is showing us
how and why she rejected Saif Qaddafi's plan to democratize Libya and decided to bomb it into chaos instead,
or showing us what the true, evil intent of the Libyan invasion was, or why Syria was destroyed to help Israel
even at the cost of an all out Sunni Shia sectarian war, Hillary Clinton's emails are such a damning indictment of
both US policy and of herself, that her only hope of avoiding a very lengthy prison sentence may be, as this
excellent piece argues, to become POTUS.
Career criminal Hillary Clinton's private foundations are very dependent upon sleazy Saudi and other very
dubious foreign donations. Many of these Clinton Foundation Donors got weapons' deals from Hillary Clinton's
State Department, just one of which, with Saudi Arabia, was for $29 billion. The US arms dealers, who benefited
from these mega deals, also made personal contributions to the Clintons, with Boeing making a $5 million
donation to the slush fund. Though a large number of Arab countries and monarchs made sizable donations,
Yemen and Syria were not among them. As the importance of the Saudi donations and the slaughter in Yemen
both show, human rights were not even of passing concern in sealing these huge deals. In this interview,
Seymour Hersh alleges Hillary Clinton arranged for sarin gas stockpiles in Libya to be sent to the Syrian rebels
for use in Ghouta.
Peter Sutherland's Wikipedia page is like a textbook of conspiracy groups from the 1980s and 1990s: He served
on the steering committee of the Bilderberg Group, until May 2014; Honorary Chairman of the Trilateral
Commission (2010 -); Chairman of the Trilateral Commission (Europe) (2001–2010); Consultor of the
Extraordinary Section of the Administration of the Patrimony of the Apostolic See (a financial adviser to the
Vatican); he was non-executive Chairman of Goldman Sachs International (a registered UK broker-dealer, a
subsidiary of Goldman Sachs) until June 2015.
Sutherland's current UN role is propounding unrestricted, unregulated and unmonitored mass immigration into
Europe, the very same policy George Soros and his plethora of front groups advocate. Sutherland, who lives
outside of Ireland but who is happy to pimp his Irish citizenship when it suits his nation wrecking agenda, is on
record as saying that European nations must be destroyed and, like Angel Merkel, he laments that poor Greece,
the same Greece that the Merkel regime mercilessly, systematically and deliberately destroyed, is taking such a
huge proportion of the migrant burden.
Although the irony of a tax non dom pontificating and demanding Europe immolates itself has been widely noted,
so also has Sutherland's role as BP boss, when it destroyed thriving communities the length and breadth of
Africa and when it and its fellow oil companies fueled the wars that the refugees are a bi product of. One of his
BP successors was in cahoots with the Gaddafis and the LSE, further proof if it were needed that the cozy
unelected cartel Sutherland represents is a cancer both to the refugees and to all other victims of their policies.
Meanwhile Goldman Sachs, which Sutherland chaired, is busily carrying out mass evictions in Ireland of native
Irish and impoverished immigrants, for whom Sutherland does not even cry crocodile tears. Quite why alleged
left wingers would take their marching orders from this lot is an important question the reader mulling Carl
Sunstein's work can ponder.
Notorious Saudi extremist Sheikh Muhammed al-Arefe, who has spoken at Hand in Hand for Syria meetings with
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the colorful Dr Omar Gabbar, has told pre pubescent British schoolgirls it is their religious duty to do sex jihad in
Syria. He is also on record as supporting the gang rape by jihadists of pre pubescent Syrian girls. Al-Arefe was
the go-to man for those needing funds for jihad. Though Al-Arefe is now barred from Britain and a host of other
countries, Omar Gabbar remains there and, like many others, who brought al-Arefe to Britain, is allowed work,
as a hospital consultant in his case, where he has access to the young and impressionable children al-Arefe
expects to do sex jihad. Unless Gabbar publicly renounces al-Arefe and comes clean about anything and
everything he knows about al-Arefe and his activities and the Muslim Brotherhood and their activities, critics
argue that he should, at a minimum, be barred from hospital work, pending deportation back to the Syrian Arab
Republic. Although Richard Power, his colleague and friend, argues that Gabbar works far too many hours to
have time for other dubious activities, that should be a matter for the Director of Public Prosecutions to decide.
Though we might chuckle at the idea of Goebbels in a dress, these women as well as excuses for humans like
Sutherland and al-Arefe are far from being funny. They stand accused of being amongst history's more horrible
war criminals and they must be stopped by those of us not in hock to them or their masters.

Think Tanks for Hire
There is an old joke that George Soros offers a Swiss dancer $5 million for sex, whereupon she agrees to
sexually service him. When he then reduces his offer from $5 million to $5, she asks does he take her for a
common whore. Soros quips back that her status as a whore has already been established but now they are
only haggling over the price. Not the most politically correct of jokes perhaps but it makes the important point
that some folk sell their souls to the likes of Soros at cut price prices.
Soros, along with the Qatari Royals and similar low life, one of the main forces behind the wars of extermination
in Syria, must certainly feel the think tanks and sundry flunkies they hire to push their line are like cut price
whores. There now follows a summary overview of these hirelings and their Johns to give the reader a feeling of
the forces arrayed not only against Syria but against the entire civilized world.
Multi billionaire hedge fund speculator and former Nazi collaborator George Soros richly deserves his own war
crimes trial because of his funding role for Syria's Einsatzgruppen. Not only is he one of the main funders and
directors of the soft side of the Syrian war but he is also a central force driving the refugee scam which Sultan
Erdoğan is using to shake down the EU and which Peter Sutherland is pimping for on behalf of Big Business.
Although many amoral American oligarchs use tax-exempt philanthropic foundations to promote subversion,
George Soros is perhaps the most loathsome of these; his Open Society foundations infiltrate every country
where Washington wants “regime change”. His foundations played a key role in regime change in the former
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and they are up to their eyeballs in disseminating war propaganda against
Syria as they did against Libya, thereby fomenting the current EU refugee crisis.
If we wish to understand the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis and its negative repercussions on Europe, Germany,
in particular, we could do worse than read the six-point proposal George Soros, an American naturalized citizen
no less, proposes to deal with it. He begins by proclaiming, “The EU needs a comprehensive plan to respond to
the crisis, one that reasserts effective governance over the flows of asylum-seekers so that they take place in a
safe, orderly way…” The naturalized Yank and former Nazi flunkey then pontificates that, “First, the EU has to
accept at least a million asylum-seekers annually for the foreseeable future.” Soros doesn't bother explaining
from what side of his fat ass he pulled that idiotic figure from just as he does not discuss the invidious role of
other of his Soros-financed NGOs in Syria and elsewhere which manufacture faked propaganda to build public
support for a NATO No Fly Zone Final Solution for Syria.
Soros, forever with his eye on a quick mega-buck, then calls for the EU to use its AAA rating to create a
whopping €30 billion of refugee bonds, which would give the refugees €15,000 ($16,800) a year to spend as
they please. This “noble” plan to help refugees would help shoehorn the EU into Soros' bigger plans of having an
unelected but malleable and controllable EU that would be more susceptible to lobbying from Soros and his front
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groups than to the tax paying peoples of the EU and their governments. The roles of Angel Merkel, Peter
Sutherland, various refugee and human rights groups and other reprobates should be seen in the light of Soros'
overall plan. So too should Turkey's accession to the EU, as Soros has suggested that the EU bribe them and
other front line states with €8-10 billion annually to stem the flow on Syrian refugees and not throw the flood
gates wide open for the rape gangs as Turkey did in late 2015.
Before moving on, we should note that much of Soros' plan has come to pass. Turkey has flooded Western
Europe with illegal immigrants, and a flotilla of European navies continue to help smugglers ferry tens of
thousands more over from the shores of north Africa. Europe is paying Turkey massive amounts in bribes and it
is opening the door to allowing Turkey be a full-fledged member of the European Union, which will put current
economic, social and other problems into massive overdrive.
George Soros, one of the chief architects of this entire mess, is also financing a new EU think-tank, called the
European Council on Foreign Relations (ECFR). On the website of the ECFR is an editorial titled, “If Europe
wants people to stop drowning it needs to let them fly” directly into Europe's main airports. Here, Soros is
demanding that the EU taxpayers pay for millions of new rebels, new rapists and new refugees to fly one-way
directly into Europe without papers. Soros' plans for European conquest dovetail into those of his subversive
NGOs creating the propaganda background to get acceptance of yet another US “No Fly Zone” over Syria; this
was the same diabolical plan that was done against Iraq after 1991 and against Libya in 2012 and which
facilitated the carpet bombing of those countries back to the stone age. The Cologne sex crime waves and other
“collateral damage” consequences of his actions do not not even warrant an overt consideration in Soros' grubby
calculus.
Soros has built a global empire of inter linked nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) allegedly promoting
“human rights”, “freedom,” “democracy,” and “transparency.” His Open Society Foundation funds, amongst many
others, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. In reality these NGOs constitute a modern day network
of imperial moral custodians, undermining national governments around the world and replacing them with a
controlled and manipulated “civil society” that interlocks with “international institutions” run from, on behalf of and
with the full cooperation of Wall Street and London; almost all the causes Soros' Open Society Institute supports
are also funded, directed, and backed by the US State Department-funded, Neo-Conservative linked National
Endowment for Democracy (NED) and its various subsidiaries including Freedom House, the International
Republican Institute (IRI) and the National Democratic Institute (NDI). It is against that reactionary backdrop that
parasitical NGOs linked to Soros should be gauged.
Regarding Amnesty International, please first of all watch this video on this most disreputable of Soros funded
groups and never again donate to them. Amnesty International are one of a bunch of highly suspect NGOs and
charities which advocate that the American empire advances and consolidates its reach by humanitarian
bombing, a process of destroying sovereign countries like Libya and Syria by the saturation bombing of civilians
and civilian infrastructure and, as in Libya, lynching thousands of black Africans and tribesmen if that is what it
takes to allow America and her NATO allies plunder and ravage sovereign nations. Amnesty International also
advocate on behalf of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and on most issues which George Soros, their
paymaster, wishes them to advocate for. This incriminating link shows what their Swedish franchise gets up to
and, by extension, how rotten Amnesty International is at both root and branch level.
Amnesty International treads a walk of shame, shilling for war or, in the case of Libya, for sub-Saharan Africans
to be lynched; Amnesty's most recent swarm of fake photos, which they recycled from their Ghouta, Yarmouk
and other propaganda blitzes, supporting the besieged Muslim Brotherhood gunmen of Madaya, are too
insensitive and disgusting to comment on at any length on.
Amnesty International, like many other NGOs, has markedly strayed from its original mandate of defending so
called prisoners of conscience to advocating for legalized prostitution, abortion, reproductive and sexual identity
rights. Although several of these demands have predictably enough lost them some traditional religious and
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other supporters, it has allowed them and their balance sheet's bottom line gain at least one very influential and
important supporter. Controversial multi billionaire George Soros is now one of Amnesty International's main
donors and, with these policy changes, Amnesty International's goals are very much in line with Soros' ultra right
wing Open Society Foundation. The Open Society Institute is one of the major conduits Nazi collaborator George
Soros uses to subvert society in the USA. Ireland, Ukraine, Russia, Syria and other countries he has targeted
and Amnesty International is not much better.
Much of this 180 degree change of direction came under the January 2, 2012 to January 11, 2013 stewardship
of Suzanne Nossel, who is now the executive director of PEN American Center, the largest of the 144 centers
that form a loose federation that comprise PEN International. Nossel, who was formerly Chief Operating Officer
(COO) of Soros' Human Rights Watch, regularly championed such anti Russian PR causes as the Pussy Riot
propagandists, who she deemed to be prisoners of conscience rather than the vandals, CIA stooges and
untalented publicity seekers that they are. Nossel was a key proponent of the unjust and illegal humanitarian
bombing of Libya, a fact journalist and peace activist Chris Hedges alluded to when he resigned from PEN in
protest at Nossel's appointment. Hedges claimed in his resignation letter to PEN where he stated that "Nossel's
relentless championing of preemptive war—which under international law is illegal—as a State Department
official along with her callous disregard for Israeli mistreatment of the Palestinians and her refusal as a
government official to denounce the use of torture and use of extrajudicial killings, makes her utterly unfit to lead
any human rights organization, especially one that has global concerns.”
Amnesty International's franchise in Ireland is headed by Colm O'Gorman, who originally made his name on the
sexual exploitation by clerics of children, himself included. As a result of his prominence in that campaign, the
Progressive Democrats, a virulently right wing anti trade union party that has since thankfully disappeared off the
Irish political landscape, gave him a cushy number as an Irish senator in Ireland's upper house. When O'Gorman
stood for election for Ireland's more powerful lower house, he lost his deposit, securing only 2162 votes or 3.15%
of the poll.
Moves at Amnesty International's annual conference to reduce O’Gorman's very generous salary were heavily
defeated by 81-2 votes, with the two dissenting votes being cast by the two individuals who tabled the motion
and who both admitted to being members of the same left wing Trotskyist political party. Although his high salary,
coupled with mass redundancies elsewhere in Amnesty International's global empire, reflect the wider
reputational risk on executive pay, controversial pay offs, firing lower paid staff and retaining partisan staff all
such dubious pressure groups are experiencing, the major current concern with Amnesty International's de facto
embrace of the Soros war doctrine is its support for war crimes in Libya, Syria and elsewhere in the Arab world,
with the pugnacious O'Gorman being particularly shrill on the case of Egypt. These issues have been raised
here, here, here and in very many other places as well. Whatever about Amnesty's work on legalized
prostitution, abortion, reproductive and sexual identity rights, it is no longer fit for purpose for its more traditional
role and it should, along with very many other Soros tainted groups, abandon the field and leave it to other, more
genuine humanitarians who are not in hock to Soros, who conduct serious research and field work and who do
not have nefarious agendas afoot.
Like Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch is funded by George Soros and it too is playing a nefarious
role in NATO's wars against the Arab peoples. Its colluded in the Ghouta False Flag Chemical gas attack and it
was criminally silent on the mass abduction, organ harvesting and eventual murder of hundreds of Alawite
women and children from Lattakia. Ken Roth, its over paid CEO, is such a shrill shill for the rebels that he has
become something of a standing joke on twitter. Even Robert Bernstein, the Zionist zealot who founded Human
Rights Watch, has been forced to admit that its research methods are as woeful as Amnesty International's and
that it constantly uses "witnesses whose stories cannot be verified and who may testify for political advantage or
because they fear retaliation from their own rulers.”Although Roth and Human Rights Watch have their critics,
those critics do not include the Pentagon, Soros or the CIA. Annie Sparrow is the wife of Ken Roth of Human
Rights Watch. She too spams Twitter with anti Syrian hate tweets and she too belongs with the Goebbels in drag
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sisterhood.
Reporters without Borders is a Soros funded NATO tentacle under the control of US State Dept. extremists.
Although its primary purpose is to destroy Cuba, all countries opposed to NATO's hegemony are in its cross
hairs. That is why it publishes the Press Freedom Index, which serves the interests of both NATO and Soros.
Though these are useful Soros servants, others are much further up his vast food chain. Purpose is an Ayman
Asfari funded and Soros and Avaaz linked PR firm, which helps turbo charge various media pro NATO
campaigns for a hefty fee. The Syrian Campaign and the related White Helmets scam were two such dishonest
campaigns aimed to help the Syrian gangbangers. Anna Nolan, an Irish woman with her own colorful
connections, manages the Syria Campaign, which is now pimping Planet Syria, another dishonest PR scam
advocating for the invasion of Syria to be continued and intensified.
Lest there remains any doubt as to what a scam these NGOs and think tanks are, the very existence of the
McCain Institute on Human Rights should put such doubts to rest. As a young man, John McCain was arrested
by North Vietnamese authorities bombing Hanoi's orphanages as part of his role in the USA's genocide
campaign against the Vietnamese people. During his incarceration in the Hanoi Hilton, McCain cooperated with
the Vietnamese, for whom he snitched on the other prisoners. As a US senator, he has been an enthusiastic
supporter not only of the USA's genocide and torture campaign in Iraq but of every other American slaughter
campaign that has occurred since he helped America murder three million Vietnamese. He has visited rebel held
Syria many times and has had numerous selfies taken with the leaders of ISIS and other rebel groups. The US
arms industry give McCain very significant sums of money to shill for them. The fact that John McCain would
lend his name to the McCain Institute on Human Rights destroys any credibility it might otherwise have. Its board
of trustees, which include notorious war hawks, confirms this institute can have no credibility.
The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), Israel's major and most powerful lobby in the USA, is
credited by friends and foes alike as having far too much political power on Capitol Hill. Together with other
pressure groups such as the Anti Defamation League, and the terrorist Jewish Defense League, AIPAC is a
major impediment to peace in Syria and beyond. Since the end of World War Two, Israel's American lobbyists
have gone from celebrating atrocities such as the bombing of the King David Hotel and the sinking of the USS
Liberty, from siding with African Americans in their fight for equality, to the present situation where they ally with
America's powerful arms industry to lobby for war with all of Israel's neighbors, as well as Iran, Russia and all of
the many other countries they do not like or that they envy. The unquestioned loyalty Hilary Clinton, Donald
Trump and America's other leaders give to this oddball group is a major obstacle to getting peace in Syria and
beyond.
Though AIPAC might be the biggest whore in the think tank, lobbying and NGO brothels, it is not the only one.
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) has been one of NATO's major think tanks. This video not only shows
the way the CFR fit into NATO's virtuous circle but it also shows how the Syrian war has discredited the CFR and
all of NATO's other propaganda outlets.
The Brookings Institution, the academic world's equivalent of a Skid Row hooker, is a think tank for hire, with
significant links to the CIA and the Pentagon. The Brookings Institution includes such notorious war hawks as
Robert Kagan, who has repackaged himself for Hillary Clinton as an Orwellian named “liberal interventionist,”
whatever that is. Kagan is married to the equally bellicose Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs
Victoria Nuland, another Clinton favorite and the architect of the USA's Fuck the EU “regime change” policy in
Ukraine.
The 2009 Brookings Institution paper The Path to Persia: Options for a New American Strategy toward Iran
spelled out America's plans to destroy the Middle East in sufficient clarity and detail any war crimes court worth
its salt would accept. In detailing every under handed and duplicitous means from economic sanctions and USbacked political upheaval, to the use of terrorism and proxy wars to undermining and destroying Iranian and
Syrian sociopolitical stability and eventually the Syrian and Iranian states themselves, that seminal paper
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became the blueprint for all the CIA and NATO driven carnage and associated mass murders that followed.
Brookings' Qatari funded blueprint gave its imprimatur for the CIA to deploy both moderate and not so moderate
terrorist groups and even to legitimize terrorist groups the USA and its vassal states had previously banned. As
all but one of Brookings' suggestions have been implemented against the Syrian Arab Republic—the only
exception being full scale war which Turkey, the USA and Egypt under the Muslim Brotherhood dictator Morsi all
advocated and still actively plan for - we can see how important this document was and, by extension, CIA run
think tanks like Brookings not only in the USA but in vassal states like Qatar as well.
This subversive Brookings document also detailed the need to manipulate, corral and emasculate public opinion
so that Iran and Syria could follow Iraq and Libya into the abyss. It stressed the use of false and duplicitous
negotiations with Iran to make them an offer they could neither refuse nor accept over nuclear weapons and to
use Iran's apparent refusal to capitulate to what the West's embedded media would paint as a reasonable
American offer as an excuse to wage a full scale war of sectarian extermination on Iran, much like that currently
being played out in Yemen. Under this scenario, the American President could paint him or herself as a reluctant
mass murderer, not unlike what Obama has managed to do with his Drone assassination campaigns in Yemen,
in Syria and in other countries on the CIA's hit list.
Studying Brookings and similar think tanks for hire is far from an academic exercise. Groups like Brookings help
NATO develop, hone and implement their war plans and they also give a sheen of academic respectability to
them. Brookings and their employees are very much a part of the Syrian and related problems.
This video shows Brookings/Erdoğan gangbangers beating up protesters, when the Sultan came to call on his
American academic employees. The behavior of the Brookings/Erdoğan gangbangers does not belong in any
Western country and, such was their brutality and ignorance that the US police had to rein in these unbridled
thugs.
The Brookings Institution is also of interest as some of its Qatari funded hirelings have come to media
prominence spouting their nonsense. Charles Lister, the Qatari funded and promoted employee of the Brookings
Institution, is perhaps the most bothersome of these intellectual gadflies. Though “his” views” always reflect
those of his Qatari paymasters, they are helpful in keeping the virtuous circle singing off the same NATO hymn
sheet.
The Henry Jackson Society is a very influential, extreme right wing British think tank that not only has an undue
influence with right wing British Conservative and Labour MPs and their sponsors, but that has agents like
Michael Weiss working for it from Beirut. The fact that “journalists” like James Bloodworth have attacked it
merely adds to the fog of war these sort of groups are paid to encourage. While touting their support for freedom,
liberalism and democratization as their core organizational remit, in practice the HJS appear to be a neocon
trojan horse for the very opposite: state-expansionism, state-militarization, interventionism, rampant market
deregulation and privatization in the interests of Western investors. What's particularly shocking is that their
pursuit of their goals and Trojan horse tactics are, for the most part, easily verifiable from the public record, with
only a little digging.
HJS’ international patrons and supporters amount to a veritable “who’s who” of Anglo-American neocons. They
include Paul Beaver, special advisor to the Parliamentary Defence Committee; Irwin Stelzer, Rupert Murdoch's
former right-hand man; Col. Tim Collins, CEO of private defense contractor security, New Century; Sir Richard
Dearlove, head of MI6 during the Iraq war WMD farce; former secretary of state for education Michael Gove;
culture minister Ed Vaizey; minister for universities and science, David Willetts; Wall Street Journal chief editor
Gerard Baker; NATO deputy assistant secretary general for emerging security challenges Jamie Shea; former
US homeland security secretary Michael Chertoff; Carl Gershman, president of the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED); Robert Kagan and William Kristol, co-founders of the Project for the New American Century
(PNAC); General Jack Sheehan, former NATO Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic; Richard Perle, former
chairman of the Pentagon's Defence Policy Board under Bush; and ex-CIA chief James Woolsey.
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HJS thus has significant connections in Washington, and holds considerable weight in Whitehall. It has also
regularly hosted “risk analysis” conferences on corporate and business interests in the Middle East, particularly
around oil and gas investment potential, with the participation of senior British government officials.
Their sponsors, many of whom are listed above, include the following notable pro-war hawks: Richard Perle, a
former US Assistant Secretary of Defence, and chairman of the Pentagon’s Defense Policy Board from 2001
until 2003, who had to resign after criticism over his directorships at companies with “significant business
interests linked to the US Department of Defence”; Richard Perle, a key Pentagon figure behind 2003 Iraq War;
William Kristol, founding editor of Rupert Murdoch’s Weekly Standard, and co-founder of the notorious pro-Bush
pro-war think-tank, the Project for a New American Century, as well as a member of the equally hawkish
Committee for the Liberation of Iraq; Robert Kagan, a PNAC co-founder; Clifford May, president of newfangled
neocon think-tank, Foundation for the Defense of Democracies and former Director of Communications for the
Republican National Committee; Bruce P. Jackson, President of a further neocon group, Project for Transitional
Democracies, and previously a military intelligence officer under Richard Perle at the Office of the Secretary of
Defence (1993 to 2002); General Jack Sheehan, former NATO Supreme Allied Commander and commander-inchief for the US Atlantic Command (1994–1997), serving simultaneously under Perle in the Defense Policy
Board and as vice-president of US defense contractor Bechtel, “which received the first major contract for the
reconstruction of Iraq”; James Woolsey, former CIA director, another member of Perle’s Defense Policy Board in
2003, while he was also “a principal of Paladin Capital Group, a venture capital firm with investments in
homeland security, as well as a vice-president of defence contractor Booz Allen Hamilton” — which formerly
employed Edward Snowden on behalf of the National Security Agency (NSA); Hudson Institute economist Irwin
Stelzer, then Rupert Murdoch’s right-hand man, and now US business columnist at the Sunday Times.
These names and their affiliations speak for themselves. They show that the HJS, at the outset, was intended by
some of its key founders to legitimize violent regime-change in the Middle East in the name of spreading
“democracy” and therefore that Michael Weiss' subversive role in Beirut was part of that process.
Kyle W Orton is one of the HJS' pro NATO “analysts” who keep popping up to spout anti Syrian nonsense.
Though his CV indicates he is academically and professionally unfit to expound on the Syrian crisis, this link
shows why he gets cited. As the link shows “Middle East analyst” Kyle W Orton is an Associate Fellow at the
Henry Jackson Society and a contributing editor at Left Foot Forward”, that is all we need know about him to
surmise that he has nothing of worth to say. Michael Weiss is a pro Israeli member of the Henry Jackson Society
who has been located to Beirut, from where he shills ceaselessly for the Syrian sectarian rebels and for the
destruction of the Syrian people and the Syrian state. He has co authored a book on ISIS, which follows the
Henry Jackson Society-John Kerry line that ISIS and their victims are in league together. Further information
about this agent may be found here, here, here, here and here.
Prof. Gilbert Achcar of the SOAS, is a “left wing” proponent of NATO's “humanitarian slaughter” in places like
Syria and Libya and, most likely, his native Lebanon as well; if he is not a member of one or more of these fake
think tanks, he should be. Given how pathetically weak his academic output is, one can only surmise that
advocating NATO commit mass slaughter is his full-time job and why this asset was given his cushy SOAS
number in the first place. Academics like Achcar give NATO's bombing campaigns a left wing sheen as they are
given forums to argue that mass murder of “natives” is progressive.
Achcar’s day-time job is as a professor of something or other at London’s School of Oriental and African Studies
(SOAS) whose website informs us here that “Gilbert's research interests and publication topics include: the
political economy and sociology of globalisation, the global power structure and grand strategy, empire theory
and the unfolding of US hegemony globally and in the ‘Broader Middle East’, politics and development
economics of the countries of the Middle East and North Africa, the sociology of religion in general, of Islam and
Islamic fundamentalism in particular, social change and social theory”. So a very wide or global “big picture” but
somewhat shallow area of expertise one could say. Though “Eichmann in Cairo: The Eichmann Affair in Nasser's
Egypt” seems an exception to the rule that Achcar is a boringly banal broad-brush bloke, such, alas is not the
case. Achcar merely flippantly reviews coverage of the Eichmann trial in the Egyptian press; the infamous Nazi
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war criminal never made it to the Pyramids, or those in Egypt at least.
Having established that Gilbert is a shallow, broad brush bloke with little capacity for worthwhile, in-depth
analysis, we next must discuss where, why and on what he ladles his sheen. Gilbert’s current pre-occupation is
the misnamed Arab Spring and, as he hails from Lebanon, we would expect a degree of sophistication and an
appreciation of the complex forces at work from a bloke who draws down a fat professorial salary at a
prestigious university.
Such, alas, is not the case. Achcar imposes a simplistic good guys, bad guys pseudo-Marxist narrative on to the
Arab world and argues that we have to make our choice and, Tinseltown style, ride with either the white hats or
the black hats. Achcar's role, like that of Paul Conroy and other assets, is to assure us that NATO and their
proxies are the good guys, the progressives as he would call them, and NATO’s “reactionary and counterrevolutionary” targets have to be “terminated with extreme prejudice”.
Thus, this article explains, contrary to his own belated Blair-like protestations, Achcar was a key propaganda
mouthpiece in convincing the “radical left” to support the “humanitarian bombing” of Libya. As Gilbert explained:
in the “absence of any alternative means of achieving the protection goal, no one can reasonably oppose it…
You can’t in the name of anti-imperialist principles oppose an action that will prevent the massacre of civilians.”
So saturation humanitarian bombing and the mass murder it causes are both all right in this madman’s view.
Achcar mislabels NATO’s Libyan proxies “a mixture of human rights activists, democracy advocates,
intellectuals, tribal elements, and Islamist forces—a very broad coalition … The bottom line is that there is no
reason for any different attitude toward them than to any other of the mass uprisings in the region.”
Achcar continually demanded that NATO “deliver arms to the insurgency” in Libya and he even complained they
had “only” flown 11,107 devastating sorties against Libya as against 38,004 sorties in the 1999 war of terror
against Serbia over Kosovo. Not enough humanitarian mass murder for Achcar, it seems.
The thin veneer of Marxist clichés aside, Achcar can only be seen as a propagandist for war and as someone
who has no interest in stopping any NATO-led war in Syria, Libya, Iraq or anywhere else. It is, perhaps, for those
reasons that this jingoistic site regards him here as a “clear-sighted leftist” war-monger who no doubt knows
what side his bread is buttered on. His simplistic pseudo-Marxist message that “if we believe in the right of
people to freely elect whoever they want, then even if we had an uprising where Islamic forces were leading, this
shouldn’t change our position” is not only beneath contempt but should instantaneously disqualify him from
having any input into any discussion or debate on how to bring peace to the Arab world. This searing letter
addresses the role of Achcar and similar academic parrots to the slaughter in the Arab lands in recent years.
Elliot Higgins, who runs the BrownMoses blog and a number of other Internet enterprises profiting from the
turmoil in Syria and elsewhere, is one of the more successful untrained Internet surfers NATO avail of, even
though Higgins' forte is limited to surfing the Net and promoting himself. Academics such as MIT's Prof Ted
Postol and Dr Neal Krawetz, who has slammed Higgins' et al's use of Krawetz' image identifying software, have
not been impressed by these virtual bloodhounds and have scathingly dismissed these surfers with the same
contempt many others hold for them.
Eliot Higgins is not a serious character, even though NATO take him seriously and Carol Malouf and others
involved in the Buy Pens scam support him. This is a good article on Eliot Higgins, the main open source
“specialist” NATO's think tanks have used in their war against the Syrian people. This Russian link highlights
alleged photoshopping and other cheat techniques in Higgins' “work”. Here is a video poking fun at Higgins'
empty claims. Here is a link to the Guardian newspaper citing Higgins' uninformed Russophobia via the Atlantic
Council. This discredits the Guardian and those who collaborate with it. This link fillets Higgins' foolish
pronouncements on the Ghouta false flag chemical attack.
Dan Kaszeta colludes with Internet surfer Elliot Higgins and his Bellingcat enterprise. MIT's Ted Postol fillets the
unqualified Kaszeta here in this 44 page rebuttal. A shorter filleting is available here. Profs Postol and Krawetz
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are forced to waste their very valuable time clinically ticking off these Walter Mitty fivers, who have no relevant
experience or knowledge, but who are widely cited in the pro-war Western mainstream media. These Walter
Mitty types make a good living surfing the net and opining to the world’s media on technical issues they know
nothing about. Syrians die as a consequence. Syrians die because the media accept the words of these
mercenary crackpots in this, our crazy upside down world.
Although Bellingcat claims to be a project run by and for citizen investigative journalists, it might better be
described as a bunch of unqualified NATO funded clowns surfing the Net to justify pre determined anti Syrian
and anti Russian conclusions. This predisposition and bias has allowed them to be supported by Western media,
Western think tanks and Western academic institutions, all of which have thereby lowered their own standing to
ingratiate themselves with NATO's policy makers.
Such are NATO's problems in selling its lies that Open Source “Specialists”, untrained web surfers in other
words, have become a key news source for NATO's media outlets and think tanks. Shami Witness was one such
character that Michael Weiss of the Henry Jackson Society and Charles Lister of the Brookings Institution used
to propound the line of NATO and Nusra. Shami Witness was a Walter Mittyish, middle class Indian-based ISIS
supporter, who Lister and Weiss regarded as being so closely embedded with the ISIS top brass that he had the
inside scoop on their battle plans. Laughable and unreliable as all three of these characters are, they have been
widely used by the Western media to promote the destruction of the Syrian people.
Quilliam is a London-based think tank that focuses on “counter-extremism”, specifically against Islamism, which
it argues represents a desire to impose any given interpretation of Islam on society. Founded as The Quilliam
Foundation, it lobbies government and public institutions for more nuanced policies regarding Islam and on the
need for greater democracy in the Muslim world. Given the issues involved, Quilliam has its critics. The Middle
East Institute is a Washington based think tank financed by Saudi Arabia to further Saudi Arabia's interests. This
article explores the role of Saudi Arabia and other Arab dictatorships in American think tanks and policy in detail.
The Middle East Observer is run by Turkish Military Intelligence from Istanbul. Journalists and academics peddle
the Turkish and NATO line in it about issues pertaining to the Middle East. This fawning article on the Muslim
Brotherhood terror gang would be typical of its offerings. The Syria in Crisis Blog is run by the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace.
Air Wars is a British based group that hires Chris Woods and other folk who spew anti Syrian, Russophobic, pro
NATO propaganda on the Irish and other airwaves. In their propaganda, all sourced from the terrorist side of the
lines, the Russian air force are the villains and the terrorists their air strikes kill are civilians. Other Air Wars
contributors include the staff of Vice News, which ISIS have allowed operate in Raqqa.
The Albert Einstein Institution is a non-profit organization that specializes in the study of the methods of nonviolent resistance in conflicts and to explore its policy potential and communicate these findings through print
and other media, translations, conferences, consultations, and workshops. The institution's founder and senior
scholar, Gene Sharp, is known for his writings on strategic nonviolent struggle. Though his From Dictatorship to
Democracy monograph is credited with helping kick start the CIA's color coded revolutions, it was more likely
just one of many tools NATO used to push their various agendas. Although the institute is named after the
physicist Albert Einstein, it is not known if his estate gave their permission for the use of his name to this dubious
group.
This link outlines the institute's relationships with RAND, the CIA linked National Endowment for Democracy (the
NED which funded Nicaragua's Contras), the Ford Foundation, Soros' Open Society Institute and NATO's other
military and political elites. This link details many of Sharp's CIA affiliated anti communist connections. This link
and this link detail its anti Russian activities and those of its academic collaborators. This link gives more details
about the institute and this link and this link gives more dark information about this shady group. This link
supports Sharp by calling attention to his radical (by American standards) youth. This link says that the American
Code Pink group, the linguist Noam Chomsky and other high profile establishment progressives have also
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defended the institute against criticisms from Iran, Venezuela and others of the institute's targets.
This link gives a list of of about 60 think tanks that help NATO formulate its war plans. This link cites many of the
Soros funded think tanks formulating the Merkel regime's policy on the artificially induced refugee crisis. This
article explores the role of Saudi Arabia and other Arab dictatorships in American think tanks and policy in detail.
Most NATO think tanks such as those of the Brookings Institution which we have already met, are dependent on
their funders who generally want research findings that validate their stances. As the Pentagon funded over 40%
of all university research during the Vietnam war, as the military complex are major financiers of engineering and
artificial intelligence research, both of which tend to produce the most formidable policy makers in top tier
universities, we must expect think tanks to reflect the views and the concerns of their bellicose paymasters. The
Brookings Institution and the links between the Pentagon and America's Ivy League universities tend to confirm
the old adage that he who pays the academic piper calls the policy tune or, more mundanely, that policy think
tanks tend to parrot the views of the war mongers that fund them.
Though the The Brookings Institution might often play NATO's first violin, it is not NATO's only think tank shill. A
September 2012 Quilliam Institute briefing claimed that ‘The vast majority of the opposition fighters are legitimate
nationalists fighting for the country’s freedom and the establishment of a democratic state … most members
within the FSA are pious rather than Islamists and are not motivated by sectarianism’. Similarly, in October 2012,
the International Crisis Group, while recognizing a Salafi strand in the gangbangers, spoke of ‘a moderate
Islamic tradition’, suggesting that Farouq might be a secular group. This was more than a year after Farouq had
been blamed for the ethnic cleansing of Homs, had publicized its bombing of hospitals, had imposed an Islamic
tax and had committed several massacres in the Homs area. This think tank line of the moderate became
something of a standing sick joke, such was the ubiquity of their war crimes.
The Centre for Applied Nonviolent Action and Strategies (CANVAS) is a CIA connected NGO that trains groups
in how to overthrow governments opposed to NATO. This article cites some of their dodgy NGO and think tank
partners. This Wikileaks leak discusses how CANVAS recruits spies. This video discusses the architects of these
CIA coups. Information on Turkey's arms supplies via its compliant NGOs to ISIS may be seen in this video.
More generally, NGOs are integral parts of the wars of the Arab Spring. Previous volumes have outlined the
unconscionable roles groups such as Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and MSF, all of which have
are worth mentions in dispatches, play. With George Soros and their other tainted paymasters, they are integral
to the soft war, which serves to promote, protect and project the hard war. Supposedly neutral countries like
Sweden, which mediated in the Iran Iraq war, even as it sold weapons to both sides, also fund unsavory, al
Qaeda linked NGOs as this video shows.
The New Era Journal (Khit Pyaing) is a Thai based CIA sponsored paper aimed against Myanmar. It was the
original joint publisher of Gene Sharp's From Dictatorship to Democracy, which NATO have pretended has been
the blue print of their color coded revolutions. Gene Sharp is an elderly right wing American academic whose
From Dictatorship to Democracy, which is freely available gratis on the Internet, is credited with supplying
American CIA agents a blueprint to help change governments opposed to NATO. This video discusses his
subversion.
From Dictatorship to Democracy is a book-length essay on the generic problem of how to destroy NATO
resistant regimes and how to make the targeted countries hitch themselves to NATO. The book was written in
1993 by Gene Sharp, an elderly professor of political science at the University of Massachusetts. The book has
been published in many countries worldwide and translated into more than 30 languages. Editions in many
languages are also published by the dodgy Albert Einstein Institution of Boston, Massachusetts. Although the
book, which contains 198 means of non violent action, is widely available gratis on the Internet, has been
repeatedly cited as influencing movements such as the 2010–2012 Arab Spring, most likely it was just one more
small cog in NATO's much bigger plans which, for now, have hit the brick wall of the Syrian Arab Army.
The time lag the brick wall of the Syrian Army imposed on “regime change” plans in Syria exposes just what this
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book and the color coded revolutions it supposedly inspired are all about. The book is not about revolution,
which depends on a critical, organized mass such as the Viet Minh for success. It is about helping to
manufacture noise and half cocked dissent that NATO's media can then palm off as revolutionary or popular
outpourings in search of some nebulous concept of freedom and democracy. Sharp does not even come up with
a good slogan, such as the Bolshevik one of Peace, Bread, and Land or the French revolutionary one of Liberty,
Equality and Fraternity or the Irish Land League's one of "The land of Ireland for the people of Ireland” or the Viet
Minh's rather more verbose one of “Chasing external enemies and crushing internal enemies for the liberation of
the nation and the liberation of the working class”.
Instead of taking a leaf from their books, this dodgy document concentrates on media optics, which leaves the
heavy lifting to other forces. As Sharp is a right wing American and as he preaches nothing else except
opposition to regimes (dictatorships he calls them), all of which are opposed to or by the USA, the book, despite
its apparent street cred, sounds like a longer version of a speech by Hillary The Hawk Clinton, George Bush,
John McCain or some other certifiable American war hawk. Like the revolutions it supposedly inspired, it too is a
fake.

Doctors for Death
Although this earlier document has an entire section on him chilling with armed Syrian terrorists, Dr Mahrous al
Soud who lives in England when not dolled up in battle fatigues doing jihad with the moderate mass murderers
of the Free Syrian Army franchise, seems to be safe from the British security forces who have more pressing
matters such as arresting Internet trolls to attend to.
Al Soud runs Everysyrian.org, one of a large number of British-and American-based “charities” who are working
hand in hand with the Syrian rebel extremists controlled, as often as not, by the chameleon-like Syrian Muslim
Brotherhood with which the good Dr Madrous may or may not have a relationship with.
Dr Mahrous, who could easily be mistaken in his selfies for a well-scrubbed if somewhat narcissistic jihadist, is in
fact a highly-regarded consultant cardiologist working for Britain’s NHS as well as a leading executive in the
Muslim Brotherhood-dominated British Syrian Medical Society, which has also thrown its weight behind the
sectarian terror campaign the Muslim Brotherhood is waging against secular Syria. At a time when British
fascists complain about foreigners coming to England to get free NHS medical treatment, one wonders why
neither they nor the NHS complain about the legions of NHS experts joining the medical units of the Syrian rebel
cut-throats, a form of execution one hopes the highly-esteemed and most respectable NHS consultant
cardiologist Dr “Mad Dog” Madrous has never witnessed and might even disapprove of.
Although Dr Mahrous is quite proud to flaunt, peacock-like, his smartly-pressed battle fatigues together with the
partisan colors of everysyrian.org, the charity he runs, others, who entice donations from the wider, unsuspecting
British public, are more circumspect. One such charity is Hand in Hand for Syria which is excellent at promoting
itself and raising funds but not so good at submitting its financial accounts on time.

Fivers
NBC's Chief Correspondent Richard Engel wrongly ascribing his kidnap by moderate rebels to “Assad”,
exemplifies Syria's surreal trend as does NBC's criminal collusion in this and other matters with the gang
bangers. Quite why NBC would employ a fantasist like Engel or entertain Internet surfers like Higgins is a large
part of the problem we face. The complicity of NBC and similar media with the rebel cut throats and their
determination to aid them in destroying Syria, rather than any desire to unearth the true story is at the heart of
the problems NATO have swamped Syria in.
Regarding the chemical attack itself, why did the media not follow up their own earlier stories concerning
possible false flag operations, the type of black operations that kick started the Vietnamese, Korean and Iraqi
wars and that practitioners like Frank Kitson and Sunstein have written about? Why were the words of “rebel foot
soldier” Mousa al Kurdi and his dodgy daughter Rola Hallam given any credence when they have a track record
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as wide as the Grand Canyon of finding evidence of chemical weapon use anywhere they happen to glance in
Syria?
Why, given the prior experience of the tissue of lies Tony Blair used to murder one million Iraqis, have the media
not become more rather than less responsible, less, rather than more reckless? Many rhetorical questions but
very few answers from our supine corporate media who have embedded themselves so deeply into the agenda
of the Pentagon and the arms industry that they are as much a part of our problem as are the heart-eating, headchopping child raping Syrian rebels that their shilling has aided and abetted.
JihadWatch is a well funded American website run by Robert Spencer, a Greek Catholic with very strong pro
Israeli views. JihadWatch collects, collates and disseminates crimes, hate speeches and other outrages by
Muslims and weaves them into its narrative that Israel must be defended at all costs, that many Christians
including the head of the Greek Catholic Church, to which Spencer nominally at least belongs, are Islamic dupes
and that Islamic and Muslim hegemony must be resisted.
JihadWatch then posits a clear set of hypotheses: Islam is bad and Israel is good, and it selectively chooses
instances to confirm its biases. As Spencer has carefully thumbed through the Koran and the Hadiths, he is able
to present a cogent, if academically very flawed line of reasoning, which less scrupulous individuals can use, at
least in part, as justifications for their own acts and which is the posited reason why Spencer and those such as
Pamela Geller who are close to him, have been refused entry to Britain.
Goal is an Irish NGO that has been exposed as being involved in financial scandals in rebel held Syria. It collects
money in Irish Catholic schools for their work in rebel held Syria where Catholics are summarily executed. It
disseminates Qatar's Caesar scam hoax and it continues to be given free and generous column inches to get
Irish people to pump money into Syrian terrorist enclaves. Goal's home page is devoted entirely to a video they
made of their recent exhibition of the Caesar photos, a pro terrorist propaganda hoax paid for and propagated by
Qatar.
Goal's exhibition, which has toured selected high profile outlets in most NATO and Syrian front line countries,
was put on in collaboration with SAFMCD, one of numerous but totally unrepresentative and largely irrelevant
Syrian rebel affiliated front groups with their snouts in the CIA trough, and with the terrorist front group the
National Coalition for Syrian Revolutionary and Opposition Forces, which includes such notables as international
war criminal Ahmad Jarba, who personally oversaw the mass 2013 executions of Syrian Armenians in Kassab
and Alawites in the Greater Latakia region, which even his USA sponsors and Human Rights Watch allies had to
condemn as the war crimes that they were. Jarba's supposed role as a puppet president of Syria was due to him
securing a grand total of 55 votes from a valid poll of only 87 votes the Muslim Brotherhood ran. Although Jarba,
his derisory 55 votes and the CIA front groups he is involved with remain politically and militarily totally irrelevant,
the Caesar Photos Scam and similar Qatari funded propaganda Black Ops hoaxes Goal help perpetuate Qatar's
ongoing crimes against the Syrian people.
Although the Irish media, along with other Western outlets, praised the snuff photos and their anonymous, Qatari
funded source, well grounded criticisms have been expressed regarding both the content and the timing of this
PR stunt, which consists of a large number of snuff photos, at least half of which are of dead Syrian soldiers,
who are supposed to be the perpetrators of the atrocities in question rather than the victims than an examination
of the photos show them to be. Quite why, money and connections apart, a controversial Irish NGO in
supposedly neutral Ireland, would so closely associate with and so shamelessly promote such blatant terrorist
propaganda and so directly associate themselves with notorious war criminals needs to be explained, preferably
in a war crimes court.
As the only question Goal appears capable of answering is whether they take Visa or Mastercard, one need not
expect them to answer the very obvious questions concerning the Caesar scam photos groups that have been
posed. Although one can only surmise how all the authors of the Carter-Ruck report failed to notice that 24,568,
or over half of their 53,275 snuff photos, were of dead Syrian soldiers and members of the Syrian security
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services, the fact that Carter-Ruck have got very lucrative contracts from the same Qatari sources funding the
Caesar scam might be a factor in Goal's considerations if we again follow the money trail. Even Robert
Bernstein, the Zionist zealot who founded Human Rights Watch, the Soros funded group that passed the snuff
pictures on to Carter-Ruck, has been forced to admit that its research methods are as woeful as Amnesty
International's and that it constantly uses "witnesses whose stories cannot be verified and who may testify for
political advantage or because they fear retaliation from their own rulers.” Because Syria has shown Human
Rights Watch' partisanship in spades, Goal again stands in the dock over their shilling for Syria's war criminals.
Either way, Syrians I contacted where Goal operate were horrified at what Goal have done to their homeland.
Whilst first noting that Goal operate only in areas of Northern Syria controlled by Al Qaeda's Syrian franchise, the
Syrians do concede that help is needed there even if the terrorists and mercenaries siphon most of it off but they
did point out that the supposedly moderate rebels have a very lucrative and verifiable sideline in kidnapping,
raping and selling aid workers not fully compliant to their ISIS comrades in arms. Although they acknowledged
that Syria, like Saudi Arabia, the USA, Turkey and the other nations invading it, needs prison reform, they
questioned why an Irish NGO was placing such an undue emphasis on Qatari snuff pic propaganda and not on
the Syrian children and women in need on both sides of the battle lines as a result of the rebels' terror tactics. As
bait and switch charity scams go, this seems to have been a poorly executed one, as it firmly places Goal on the
side of the gangbangers, rather than on the side of the communities they keep in bondage. Goal should pay for
that.
Regarding Goal's David Adams bragging on their website that the Free Syrian Army criminals didn’t bother him,
even as they rape and slaughter many of their compatriots, my Syrian sources said: “Of course not. He was
aiding them. Adams wonders why the international community hasn't stopped the Syrian conflict? My answer to
him would be: because international aid agencies, like GOAL, are allowing the conflict to continue, because they
are supporting the fighters against the gov’t. In conclusion: GOAL is showing one side of the conflict; however,
their supporters, like Mary Robinson, Bono, and Bob Geldof might feel that some help to some innocent women,
kids and elderly inside a rebel controlled area is not all that bad, and in fact is a good thing. But their largest
stated donor is: USAID (from the US gov’t). Enough said. Once you have the US gov’t involved, the whole issue
of balance and fairness is thrown out the window”.
So, whatever about the CIA, Goal's CEO and other bosses cannot expect any donations to top up their generous
pension funds from government held Syria soon. Having blindly examined Goal's website, activities and financial
statements, these Syrians conclude that Goal is a dubious group, not least because of its connection with
USAID, which is an enforcer for US foreign policy which, in Syria's case, means funding the White Helmets
Einsatzgruppen and allied groups in the physical evisceration of Syrian men, women and children.
Although Goal's Syrian involvement is an Irish national scandal, they are not alone in their morally questionable
entrepreneurship. A variety of groups, including Trócaire, Irish Red Cross, Christian Aid Ireland, World Vision
Ireland, Concern Worldwide, Oxfam Ireland, UNICEF Ireland and Tearfund Ireland slug it out with Goal to shake
down the Irish public and Bishop Kevin Doran, the Bishop of Elphin, said he was asking priests to engage with
parishioners to identify places that are available to house supposed refugees, “be it a vacant house or a granny
flat”.
Because, as with the Ghouta false flag chemical gas attack, the entire focus is on an emotional, Pavlovian
response, the aid industry continues to flourish and major sores like Syria still fester. A large number of
entrepreneurial groups have long shopping lists of what can and must be done for “the refugees” but give no
indication of what to do to stop the creation of refugees. They take increased refugees as a given, as if it is some
metric of economic growth or social progress, rather than seeing it as the collateral damage of unjust and
criminal wars on Syria, Yemen, Libya and the countless other countries that have been in Nato's cross hairs.
Amongst the groups we are asked to unthinkingly help are Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), and “expert
organisations such as Amnesty International to keep up to date on the crisis”. All of these are noted here as
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suspect groups. All, whether they know it are not, are part of Team ISIS, Team Erdoğan and Team Genocide.

Syrian Hard and Soft Power
Syria is a mixture of hard and soft power, with the hard power being epitomized by the Syrian Army's incredible
resistance to the almost unprecedented waves of foreign invaders the Crisis has subjected it to. Syria's soft
power, which more concerns us here and in future books, is a mixture of its 7,000 years of civilization, its blend
of various religions and attendant cultures and its huge trove of religious and archaeological sites, epitomized in
places such as Ma'loula and Palmyra that all wings of the “Syrian” rebels have systematically targeted for
destruction.
Even more importantly than all that, because Syria, along with Egypt, was the heart, the brains and the soul of
Arab nationalism, the British intelligence services helped set up both the Saudi state and the Muslim
Brotherhood to undermine not only Arab nationalism but also Arab secularism, which was espoused, however
imperfectly, by leaders such as Nasser's Egypt, Gaddafi's Libya and the Assads' Syria, three countries which
tried to merge at various times as part of various pan Arab nationalistic projects the rise of sectarianism has dealt
the death knell to.
As George Habash and Yasser Arafat, the founders of the main Palestinian movements, were avowed
nationalists and secularists, Israel and its mates had reasons galore to undermine those forces and to replace
them with the divisive sectarianism that now is in the ascendancy. Indeed, older readers, familiar with the Arab
troubles of the 1970s, will be well aware how the voices of Arab nationalism have since been muted and the
shriller forces of sectarianism amplified.
As Egypt and Syria were the heartlands of those secular forces, so also were they the main targets of those with
countering sectarian agendas. When Israel made peace with Egypt, that left Syria as the main bulwark of Arab
nationalism and Arab secularism, forces both Israel and Saudi Arabia oppose. Because it also let the Syrian
people very much in the eye of the storm as the vanguard of all progressive Arab forces, Saudi Arabia very much
wants to wrest their crown as leaders of the Arab world from them.
In contrast to secular, historical Syria, Saudi Arabia's existence, let alone its standing, in the Arab world, is
predicated by bankrolling its sectarian, obscurantist religious cult and crushing any secular or modern counter
forces both at home and abroad. Quite why any Western secularist could support the “Syrian” rebels, bankrolled
as they are by these Saudi savages, is a mystery that generations yet unborn of psychiatrists will ponder over.

The Druze: Syria's Zhukovs
The Druze, who are to be found in Syria, Palestine and Lebanon, are not ones to ponder too much. They have
survived by staying cohesive and siding with and/or switching allegiance to the stronger local power at the most
opportune times. The colonial French, who noted the Druze were accomplished fighters, used them in their
divide and conquer strategies, just as Israel does to this day. Gerard Russell's Heirs to Forgotten Kingdoms,
which Bill Clinton recommends, has a chapter on their belief systems. The Druze of Syria, those under Israeli
occupation in the Golan Heights included, have paid a high price for their loyalty to their homeland. Many Syrian
Druze live under the Israel jackboot in Golan, which Israel has annexed, contrary to international law but with the
connivance of NATO. Israel allows ISIS and al Nusra terrorize UN forces, the Golan's Druze community and the
rest of the Syrian people as part of its overall anti Arab and anti Druze projects.
As many of Syria's leading military commanders are Druze, they have been a prime target of the NATO and
other forces trying to unravel the fabric of the Syrian Arab Republic. General Nayaf Al-‘Aaql, for example, is a
retired Syrian Druze general who rose to national prominence when the elite 104th Airborne Republican Guard
Brigade he commanded (it is now commanded by Major General Issam Zahreddine, another legendary Druze
warrior) fought off a powerful assault from the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) at the Battle of East Beirut in the
summer of 1982. During NATO's war against Syria, he has played no less crucial a role by coming out of
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retirement and organizing the Druze of al Sweda to resist NATO's Free Syrian Army (FSA), Jaysh Al-Yarmouk,
and Al-Qaeda proxies and their local collaborators. Al-‘Aaql's intervention has been credited with stabilizing the
Southern Front and frustrating NATO's attempts to drive a wedge between Syria's Druze and their compatriots.
Major General Suheil al-Hassan, aka the Tiger, is a Syrian Druze general in charge of the Syrian Army's most
elite fighting forces. British journalist Robert Fisk said this now legendary warrior is “one of the most-frightening
men I have ever met”. Issam Zahreddine, Al-‘Aaql replacement, is a (Druze) Major General of the Syrian
Republican Guard, who has played a major role in the Syrian Civil War, leading Syrian Government forces on
several fronts, most particularly in Deir Ezzor which remains under siege by ISIS. Zahreddine's 104th Brigade is
considered the SAA’s most elite Republican Guard force; their role in this conflict has been limited to the Deir
Ezzor Governorate due to the large ISIS presence that is concentrated in eastern Syria (Al-Hasakah, Deir Ezzor,
east Homs, and Ar-Raqqa Governorates) and western Iraq (Al-‘Anbar and Nineveh Governorates). Given that
Brigadier General Osama Zahreddine is the brother of Issam Zahreddine, there are plenty more Zhukovs where
they came from.
Not all Druze are, however, as worthy of respect as are these legendary figures. Walid Jumblatt, the head of
Lebanon's Druze, is a fickle chancer, who has tried to use whatever influence he has to get Syria's Druze to rise
in rebellion and thereby make their own situation infinitely worse. As Jumblatt inherited his position from his more
regarded and much more intelligent father, one can only hope Jumblatt, unlike his father, will remain a marginal
figure in Syrian and Lebanese affairs. If not, the Druze will be caught in the death trap where NATO want them to
be caught.

Ma'loula & Palmyra Scams
Ma'loula has been a place of Christian veneration since the time of Jesus, who spoke Aramaic, the language
they speak in Ma'loula. Although Ma'loula enjoyed some sympathetic Western press before NATO's rebels
looted and ransacked it and kidnapped the nuns from its convent, we have heard little about it since the Syrian
Army and Hezbollah liberated it. This graveyard silence is because the West's opinion makers, its embedded
media included, do not care a whit about Palmyra, Nimrud, Ma'loula, their culture or their people. If they did, they
would give us less of Kim Kardashian's butt and more news about the crimes NATO's proxies commit.
Although the West might pretend to care about Ma'loula and the plight of Syria's Christians, they have only their
own resources and those of the Syrian Army and their allies to protect them against the Free Syrian Army,
Nusra, ISIS and NATO's other proxies, all of which have raped, pillaged and murdered them on industrial scales.
And all of that was done with the connivance of the West's feckless leaders who, no matter what faith or political
system they might espouse, have no God but Mammon.
Although these same Western goons cried crocodile tears when ISIS over ran the ancient Semitic city of
Palmyra and when their Turkish overlords looted it of its treasures, it is worth bearing in mind that it is Syrian,
Russian and Lebanese soldiers, rather than NATO soldiers or their ISIS proxies who died freeing it. The sad
reality with places like Palmyra, Nimrud and countless other UNESCO world treasures in Libya, Iraq, Palestine
and Syria is that NATO's leaders, the Sutherlands, Nulands, Bushes and Clintons of this world, do not care about
them at all. NATO's desire for total domination involves ethnic cleansing and cultural destruction so that it can
pretend that the peoples of those lands never existed at all. Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Israel and the USA have
considerable form in such acts of cultural vandalism, cultural genocide and ethnic cleansing on Biblical levels.
Palmyra's importance may be explored here or in a million tourist or specialist books. The March 2016 battle by
the Syrian Army and its allies to liberate Palmyra and the deafening silence in the NATO controlled media of their
fight and their sacrifices make the point that the West does not care about Palmyra, which ISIS looted on its
behalf. Khalid al-Asaad, the octogenarian retired chief of antiquities for Palmyra, died for what he devoted his life
to: Palmyra's priceless treasures. Though he got many write ups in the Western Press when ISIS tortured and
killed him, he is included in dispatches here to make this recurring point: the West's leaders do not care one whit
for Palmyra, Ma'loula, Nimrud and the other treasures of Iraq and Syria they cry crocodile tears for just as they
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do not care one whit for the children their sanctions murder. They are as happy to see the dead stones of Syria
destroyed, as they are to see the living stones, Syria's widows and orphans, murdered, sold into sexual slavery
or washed up as pathetic corpses on Greek holiday beaches.
As Syrian, Russian, Lebanese, Afghan and Iraqi forces died inching their way into Palmyra in late March 2016,
the Pentagon's spokesman could not even admit the obvious fact that ISIS is Syria's enemy, not America's
enemy and that Palmyra would fare better under Syrian control, rather than at the hands of ISIS and their light
fingered Turkish bosses. As the Syrians captured ISIS facilities, they came across field hospitals kitted out with
state of the art NATO supplied gear that could only have been supplied to them from NATO countries. Although
the discovery of state of the art NATO medical equipment is further evidence of collusion between NATO and its
NGOs and charity groups on the one hand and ISIS on the other, that too will be ignored as NATO and their
media accomplices push their war agenda.
The battle for Palmyra, like many before it, is important for a number of reasons. It shows that the Syrian Army
fight ISIS. This point is important as it again contradicts John Kerry, who ignored the snuff videos of ISIS
executing literally hundreds of Syrian soldiers, who ignored the additional evidence of countless prior firefights
between Syrian forces and ISIS as well as the fact that Kerry's NATO air forces only heavily bombed ISIS to
protect their own Kurdish proxies, to claim that the Syrian Army only fought NATO's proxies and not ISIS.
Ludicrous as the claims of Kerry and Clinton are, the embedded media get the mass of the public to accept
them.
Following the Syrian Army's Easter 2016 liberation of Palmyra, the state controlled BBC claimed it was all an act,
a charade between ISIS on the one hand the Syrian soldiers they kill on the other. The American media did not
even bother with that charade in Palmyra's case; they simply ignored the liberation of Palmyra by Syria and
Russia from NATO's ISIS allies.
The Syrian Army's March 2016 liberation of Palmyra may yet be a decisive turning point in the war on Syria.
While there were earlier military successes by the Syrian Arab Army and its allies, the publicity value of securing
the valued Roman ruins of Palmyra is much higher than Ma'loula and other earlier victories, even though NATO's
media down plays it. One important part of liberating Palmyra was the use of Russian electronic warfare
equipment to interfere with electromagnetic signals around Palmyra. The Islamic State rigged the ruins with
improvised explosive devices but was unable to remotely detonate them. The myth that the Syrian and Russian
government are in cahoots with the Islamic State, told by various propagandist as well as the British and U.S.
governments, was again proven to be false. But other false claims are still made:
Lost in the celebrations was a discussion of how Palmyra had fallen in the first place. When the Islamic State
captured the city in May, the militants faced little resistance from Syrian troops. At the time, residents said
officers and militiamen had fled into orchards outside the city, leaving conscripted soldiers and residents to face
the militants alone.
That depiction of the battle is pure nonsense. The Islamic State offensive that ended with its occupation of
Palmyra took thirteen days from May 13 to May 26, 2015. Heavy fighting and several Syrian army counter
offensives took place during those days. After the Islamic State finally captured the city, the Syrian army
immediately prepared for a larger operation to regain the city. This was launched successfully in July 2015 but
for lack of air support the gains made were again lost a week later.
Throughout the 2015 fighting around Palmyra the U.S. air force, which claimed to fight the Islamic State in Iraq
and Syria, did not intervene at all. ISIS was free to resupply through the open east-Syrian desert. A year later, in
May 2016, the USAF allowed ISIS move their elite divisions from Raqqa towards Deir Ezzor so they could fight
their real enemy, the Syrian people, rather than the pretend enemy, the USAF and its proxies.
The sole reason that the Islamic State could successfully attack Palmyra was a very large ongoing attack by US
backed al-Qaeda Jihadists and other CIA mercenary forces on the Syrian government forces in Idleb governate.
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The Syrian army moved troops from Palmyra to defend Idleb and Latakia and the forces left behind were no
longer large enough to repel the Islamic State attack.
The attack on Idleb, for which the CIA allowed its proxy forces to directly cooperate with al-Qaeda, was
supported by electronic warfare from Turkey which disrupted Syrian military communications. The attack and the
obvious cooperation between the jihadists and Turkish and the CIA was the reason that Russia and Iran decided
to intervene in the conflict with their own forces. It had crossed their red line, crossed the Rubicon and crossed
their limits of patience with Perfidious Albion, Perfidious America and the Turkish and other knuckle draggers
they get to do their dirty work.
What followed was the roll up of all "rebels" that posed an immediate danger to the Syrian government. After
Turkey ambushed a Russian jet and brutally murdered the pilot, all "rebel" forces supported by Turkey became
priority targets. When the success of large scale offensives in Latakia and around Aleppo was established,
Russia imposed a cease fire on the U.S. proxy forces and on the Syrian government's forces. This cease fire
freed up the Syrian, Iranian and Russian forces needed to successfully take back Palmyra.
None of this could have been possible without Russia, which has paid with the blood of her soldiers for
defending secularism in Syria. Russia has, of course, a bear in the fight as the Nazis originally devised the plan
being played out in Syria today to rip Russia's soft Muslim underbelly open as Ian Johnson's A Mosque in
Munich: Nazis, the CIA, and the Rise of the Muslim Brotherhood in the West eloquently explains. This book is an
overall revelation, mostly when it deals with how the Nazis, West Germany’s Intelligence goons and the CIA coopted the terrorist rabble of the Muslim Brotherhood for their own nefarious ends. Though I knew the SS,
desperate for cannon fodder, finished the war as Europe’s most culturally diverse bunch of psychopathic killers, I
had never given much thought to how and why they had enrolled so many Muslims to their cause.
The Nazis saw that the USSR’s Muslims could be alienated from their motherland and they relentlessly played
on that to make them believe that they were a much better choice of master than partnering with their
compatriots. After the Reich collapsed, former Nazis, now in the pay of the West Germans, tried to enlist exWehrmacht Muslims domiciled in Munich as a Trojan Horse against the Soviets. Like all good German ideas, the
Americans stole it and, in the end, made a mess of it but, like all good ideas, the basic concept remains.
The West’s intelligence services set up fake Islamic outfits that they can control and they use them to undermine
the enemies of the West. Though this tactic was effectively used in Afghanistan where the Americans used Al
Qaeda to thwart Soviet expansionism, it can be most clearly seen in how the Muslim Brotherhood is used by its
Western masters to undermine Syria and other secular Arab states.
As in the Muslim mosque at the heart of this book, so it is more generally. The Muslim Brotherhood do not open
their doors to all Muslim comers. Rather they pick and choose those cadres who will best help them spread their
terror and their influence. This has paid big dividends for them and, for example, all of Syria’s so-called moderate
rebel leaders are, in fact, Muslim Brotherhood fanatics.
Johnson's first key lesson is that the Nazis, the CIA and the West Germans allowed Islamic extremists get their
first intelligence toe-hold in Europe, in the mosque in Munich that is at the heart of his book, to be precise. The
second story is how that toe-hold morphs into the global threat it is today and that manifests itself in a variety of
Islamic terrorist groups as well as the Western facades, many of which are run by the Muslim Brotherhood, they
hide under.
The Russians, as they proved in Chechnya and as they are proving in Syria, can play hard ball with these
mobsters. They also have greater, more honed and better resourced diplomatic skills and a much greater
diplomatic reach than their Syrian allies. With Iran, they have not only contributed directly to the defense of
secular Syria but they have also improved the fighting capability of the heroic Syrian Army, they have also helped
financially and economically in no small measures. All that remains for Russia to do is to help turn Syria's Great
Patriotic War into a People's War so that, like the great Vietnamese before them, Syrians can go back to living
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their lives in peace, with rice, land and dignity.

Crime and No Punishment
Saleyha Ahsan is a former British Army officer who starred with Dr Rola Hallam in the state controlled BBC's
Saving Syria's Children farce. She subsequently traveled to Libya where she got off on watching NATO's rebels
lynch African prisoners. Despite her former collusion with Syrian and Libyan terrorists, she still produces TV
programs for the state controlled British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). Like her BBC and her other bosses,
like the other British based medics implicated in crimes against the Syrian and Libyan people, like Raskolnikov,
the protagonist in Dostoyevsky's Crime and Punishment and like the loathsome Tony Blair and his fellow war
criminals who will soon be hung out to dry, she thinks her crimes have no consequences and that she is above
the justice and vengeance of society.
Martin Luther King Jr tells us otherwise. He tells us that the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends
towards justice. If it is and if it does, then our purpose here is to do what King did and to ensure that arc hones
fixedly in on its proper trajectory and that it reaches its rightful destiny, with turbulences minimized. That involves
holding the Bush dynasty, the Clinton brood, the Blairs, the Straws, the Qatari and Saudi “Royals” and all the
little Johnny and Jane Rebels they helped spawn through the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood and sundry Trotskyist
groups to account.
The crimes, big and small, committed against the Syrian people are the building bricks Dostoyevsky's great
works were built on. The heroic defense of their homeland by Syrian's great national army is the type of struggle
Tolstoy based his greatest work on and those Syrian soldiers are owed a brighter dawn.
Those who ravaged Syria, Yemen, Libya, Iraq and Gaza think there will be no day of reckoning that, like
Cabaret's Hitler Youth, tomorrow belongs to them. Like Dostoyevsky's Raskolnikov, they, their minders and their
financiers think they are above it all. Syria's foes are strong, and wise, and wary; but strong and wise and wary
as they are, they cannot and will not prevail. They think that they will conquer Syria by force or by guile. They
think that they have purchased half of Syria's patriots, and can kill or otherwise intimidate the other half. They
think that they have foreseen everything. They think that they have provided against everything. They have, for
example, their 2002 Hague Invasion Act which green lights the USA to invade the Netherlands should one of
their butchers ever be brought to the Hague to answer war crimes charges. Although the hypocrisy and sheer
effrontery of this partisan act needs no further comment at this stage, it must be said that justice will prevail in
Syria and beyond no matter what the price and no matter what the burden.
Last year, we attended the 100th anniversary of the 1915 Pontic Greek, Assyrian and Armenian genocides, the
grossest of crimes for which the French and British vowed justice and which the Irish and other lily livered
governments will not even acknowledge to this very day, lest they offend the Kurdish and Turkish perpetrators.
The Armenians and the Assyrians had to learn the way of the exile, the dispossessed, the battered and the
bruised. But, as Dostoyevsky said about the Siberian gulag, what does not break you makes you stronger. The
Syrians, no more than the Assyrians and the Armenians, remain unbroken. Their roots go deep and NATO's
Arctic winds will not destroy them.
The Syrian people have a backbone wider than the Grand Canyon. They have their own 7,000 year long saga of
War and Peace to draw on. They have the experiences of the exiled Pontic Greeks, the Armenians and the
Assyrians to build on and with all that behind them, they will never submit or surrender to NATO's yoke and
Turkey's less than tender mercies. They have faced the full wrath of NATO's warlords. And they have endured.
Because this war will end with the exoneration of and the victory of the historic Syrian people, our task is not so
much to end this war by a knockout punch or a sleight of hand but to gnaw away at the false foundations and the
false and cowardly tactics that give it momentum. Establishing a no fly zone over Syria, for example, has been a
motif of the Muslim Brotherhood, NATO and their front groups such as the British Solidarity with Syrian terrorists
group since the very start of the Syrian Crisis. Calls for a no-fly zone are just another way of calling for Syria to
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be destroyed by NATO air forces in the same way that Libya, Serbia and Iraq were. Those “humanitarians”
calling for a no fly zone should be queried as to their true motives and why their calls were so synchronized with
those of NATO.
Whatever about Turkey and Saudi Arabia, because there can be no fly zone over Syria, all negotiations about it
are off the table, now and forever. Not only does the great Russian air force forbid it but so too does all common
sense. When NATO asks for a no fly zone so they can do a Libya or Iraq on Syria, the answer in Middle Dutch,
Modern Russian or any other language old or new is niet, nyet, niet.
The same goes for setting up some bantu-style Christian safe havens in Northern Iraq and Northern Syria.
Syria's Christians and those who have survived Tony Blair's Blitzkrieg against them in Iraq, overwhelmingly stand
with their compatriots, with their governments and with their national armies. Like the Christians of Palestine,
they refuse to be monkeys in a NATO zoo. They have lived in their lands from time immemorial and NATO has
never been their friend, their protector or even their ally. If NATO want to help the Christians of Iraq and Syria,
they should end the sanctions against them and stop forcing them to try their luck on the high seas or with the
Turks and their Muslim Brotherhood gangbangers.
Contrary to what the warmongers in Washington may wish for, the solution to the Syrian and Iraqi problems is
secular governments, protected by peace-keeping forces from Vietnam, Russia, China, Iran and South American
and other countries that can be seen as honest brokers and who can also protect the oil wells and attendant
cash flows and thereby help secure the necessary funds for Syria's regeneration. The cowardly NATO and allied
forces which destroyed Iraq and Libya should have no major part to play in this as they are part of the problem,
not part of the solution.
The people of Yemen, Iraq, Libya and Syria want a peaceful solution, not NATO's Final Solution. Iraq's non
existent weapons of mass destruction were the foundation stone of the lies NATO used to destroy Iraq, murder
over a million of its citizens and lead it into the abyss. Former US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, who has
the gall to say she thinks Putin is evil, is an American politician, diplomat and sociopath. In this video interview,
she says that murdering half a million Iraqi children was well worth the effort. On May 12, 1996, Albright
defended UN sanctions against Iraq on a 60 Minutes segment in which Lesley Stahl asked her "We have heard
that half a million children have died. I mean, that's more children than died in Hiroshima. And, you know, is the
price worth it?" and Albright, showing she was an irredeemable sociopath, replied "we think the price is worth it."
This leads us to ask how many murdered Syrian children will satiate the American beast and how many Syrian
children will be raped by US soldiers in the same way they raped Iraqi boys in front of their mothers? This,
Dante's lowest level of hell, the dark questions Dostoyevsky's The Brothers Karamazov pondered, are where we
are at, all thanks to Uncle Sam.
Libya, like Iraq, was immolated on another tissue of lies that NATO and the various media, NGO and charity
groups in cahoots with them would prefer we ignored. NATO, with Italy, France and Britain in the van, destroyed
Libya and handed it over to marauding ISIS gangs so that NATO could steal Libya's oil and stop Libya's wealth
under writing an African bloc that might resist Africom and other NATO military projections into Africa. War
criminal Hillary Clinton's emails prove all of that and much more. This link, for example, rationally argues that
Qaddafi was sodomized and murdered to enable NATO to loot Libya. This link shows that NATO's Muslim
Brotherhood allies of Libya's Justice & Construction Party (Muslim Brotherhood) have increased their hold on
power in Libya. Why journalists, politicians or anyone else with the least iota of moral worth would want to be
aligned with these degenerates is an unfathomable mystery that lies at the heart of evil incarnate.
Still, many of the perpetrators have form galore in committing serial war crimes. Though Italy was one of the
NATO powers that handed Libya over to ISIS, Italy has yet to atone for its earlier war crimes in Libya, let alone
its more recent ones. Fascist Italy, which fomented the Second World War, has actually been brazen enough to
put aged Nazis in the dock – whilst simultaneously engaging in fresh bouts of adventurism in the Balkans, Iraq
and Libya under the NATO umbrella. Of more than 1,200 Italians sought for war crimes in Africa and the
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Balkans, not even one has ever faced justice. Webs of denial spun by the Italian state, the Vatican, academe
and the media have re-invented Italy as a victim, gulling the rest of us into acclaiming the Good Italian long
before Captain Corelli strummed his mandolin, while running his hand up the legs of peasant Greek girls. Benito
Mussolini's invading soldiers slaughtered all before them, they starved infants in concentration camps and they
engaged in genocide. There was no Nuremberg for Italy’s legions of criminals.
When General Pietro Badoglio, whose planes strafed Red Cross camps and dropped 280kg bombs of mustard
gas into Ethiopian villages, died of old age in his bed, the Italians buried the bastard with full military honors; they
even renamed his home town after him! General Rudolfo Graziani, aka the butcher of Libya, massacred entire
communities; his crimes included an infamous assault against the sick and elderly of Addis Ababa. His men
posed for photographs holding the severed heads of the victims of Mussolini’s Pax Romana. General Mario
Roatta, known to his men as the black beast, killed tens of thousands of Yugoslav civilians in indiscriminate
reprisal attacks and murdered thousands by deliberately depriving them of water, food and basic medicines in
the concentration camps he herded them into. Successive Italian governments have steadfastly refused to
reveal the location of stockpiles of mustard gas in Ethiopia and innocent African children still continue to die as a
result. And Italy, which couldn’t care less, still commits war crimes against Arabs and Italy still remains
unpunished.
Yet, far from trying to fix any of the damage they have caused, Italy and the other terrorist states look around for
whatever they can rob. There are currently two governments in Libya. A "moderately Islamist" one in the west in
Tripoli and one in the east in Tobruk. The eastern one is internationally recognized and "secular" but also
supported by some Salafist groups. Both governments have their own parliament and various supporting militia.
In the middle of the long east-west coastline the Islamic State led by some cadres from Iraq and Syria has taken
a foothold in Sirte. It is recruiting followers from north Africa and moving to capture nearby oilfields to finance its
further expansion.
NATO pretend to be alarmed about this development and, like a Pavlovian dog, wants to intervene with military
force. They are suggesting creating a third government to supersede the two existing ones and to "invite" foreign
forces to help this puppet government impose its will, even though this will involve a three way war between all
three pretend governments and an inevitable rise on support for ISIS.
Although Libya looks like a mess, because there is still a lot of money to be made in Libya, the French, British
and Italian governments want to keep robbing the country blind, with, as The Times of Malta reports, the infinitely
greedy Tony Blair in the van and British arms manufacturers wearing out their shoe leather tying to sell more
arms to Libya, which is awash with them already and which is exporting them to rebel Syria to murder Christians
and the Muslim Brotherhood's other untermensch.
Then there is the cash cow of the Libyan Investment Authority with some $65 billion in assets, which is owned by
“the Libyan people”, who are scrambling to get to Italy in rubber dinghies and who are leaving that nest egg to a
variety of vultures, who are also scrambling for Libya's public telecommunications company LPTIC, amongst
many other rich pickings. When Libya's controlled instability calms, NATO's insiders hope to grab these and
much of Libya's other juicy low lying fruit.
One rule it seems for Syria and another for Yemen, where NATO, working with the world's vilest regime, is
committing war crimes comparable to those of the Eastern Front. As it was with the Nazis against the Red Army,
so also it with the Saudis in that The Houthis, are making these Saudi fat asses not only bleed as they are in
Syria but bleed very heavily to such an extent that the loathsome Saudi kingdom might soon implode, proving
perhaps that God is indeed good.

Syrian SWOT Analysis
Not only are Syria's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats generally known but so too are the
implications for ourselves. Although I hope to concentrate on Syrian SWOT analysis in the future, for now here
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are just a few concluding important points I want to make under the SWOT umbrella.

People's War, Peoples' Army
The Syrian Peoples' Army, better known as the Syrian Arab Army has acquitted itself with the utmost distinction
in their battle to defend their families, their neighbors, their communities and their homeland from the foreign
scourge laying waste to it. Once the entire Syrian people are mobilized, like the Soviets and Vietnamese were
before them, then the end of Syria's dark tunnel is in sight. That being so, the emphasis for those not directly
involved in the military defense of Syria is to mobilize the entire peoples of Syria in defense not only of their
homeland but of civilization as well.

Total War
Just as with the Vietnamese, so also must Syria push for a total great patriotic war against the NATO aggressor
and their demonic proxies. Though I will return to this in another book, Syria must further engage itself on the
diplomatic, media, economic and general civil society spheres too.

Syrian Women Hold Up Half Their Sky
Syrian women not only hold up half their sky but they are paying a huge price for this unjust war being waged
against them and their children. Quite why the Muslim Brotherhood's Western collaborators want the women and
children of Zara massacred, sold into sexual slavery or reduced to faceless and worthless chattels as they are in
Saudi Arabia and “free” Syria is a question the Goebbels in drag brigade must answer for.

Peace, Land and Bread
Peace, land and bread is the slogan the Bolsheviks used to exit Russia from the Great War, the second of
Russia's three Great Patriotic Wars. Just like the Russians of a century ago, so also do today's Syrians want
peace, bread and the sunny side of the street in their homeland not only as Syrians but as members of our
common, human family. NATO, its demonic proxies and its arms manufacturers, who deny them even that, are
the curse of our collective family.
Martin Luther King Jnr tells us that “Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable... Every step toward the
goal of justice requires sacrifice, suffering, and struggle; the tireless exertions and passionate concern of
dedicated individuals”. The Syrian people have made those huge sacrifices, have endured suffering words
cannot give adequate testament to and they have stolidly taken up the struggle for dignity, peace, land and their
daily bread.
King also tells us that “In the End, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends”
and that “The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but
where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.” Syria's friends, humanity's friends, have proven
themselves in the crucibles of Qusayr, Ma'loula and Palmyra. Many of them have given their lives at those
places which will live with Jarama., Madrid and Barcelona as eternal testimonies to the better angels of our
nature. These International Brigades will, in the words of Syria's Tiger, be remembered long after their enemies
are forgotten and their crimes confined to the trash bin of history. It was these International Brigades, from
Russia, from Lebanon, Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan who stood by the Syrian Arab Republic in its darkest day and
whose fighting enthusiasm, heroism and spirit of selfless sacrifice will stand as an eternal bridge of friendship
between Syria and the countries that gave those heroes birth. Those heroes of the International Brigades gave
Syria everything - their youth or their maturity; their science or their experience; their blood and their lives; their
hopes and aspirations - and they asked for and got nothing but the eternal gratitude of the Syrian people and of
progressive, peace loving and fair minded people worldwide, who will always salute those who stand up to
fascism, whether the battlefield be in Spain, in Stalingrad or in Syria itself.
When the years pass by and the wounds of Syria's war are staunched; when the memory of the sad and bloody
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days dissipates in a present of liberty, of peace and of well being; when the rancors have died out and pride in a
free country is felt equally by all Syrians, Syrian mothers will speak to their children and tell them of these men
and women of the International Brigades, who fought, bled and died for Syria's liberty and independence in the
face of NATO and Gulf State fascism. They gave up everything—their loves, their countries, home and fortune,
fathers, mothers, wives, brothers, sisters and children - and they came and said to Syria: “We are here. Your
cause, Syria's cause, is ours. It is the cause of all advanced and progressive people worldwide.''
These men and women of the International Brigades can march proudly. They are history. They are legend. They
are the heroic example of democracy's solidarity and universality in the face of the vile and accommodating spirit
of those like the Blairs, the Bushes, the Clintons and the rest of them who interpret democratic principles with
their eyes on hoards of wealth or corporate shares which they want to safeguard from all risk.
The Syrian Arab Republic will overcome this vile evil. Syria's mothers and children will smile and will do the
ordinary mundane things that are the essence of life. The Syrian widows, the Syrian mothers whose sons and
daughters died defending their honor, will silently grieve but they to will have their reward. Their fallen sons and
daughters were faithful and they fought and, when Syria wins the peace as well as the war, a grateful but
grieving Syrian nation will do all it can to honor and console them and raise anew the great, noble and holy
cause they sacrificed so much to uphold.

Royalties & Donations
Please email wesavesyria@gmail.com for more information about practical ways you can help.
How to Donate: The wesavesyria.com website gives Paypal and GoFund me details. Better still, if you can
donate to this bank account in Dublin, Ireland.
Dublin Bank
Account Name: Declan Hayes
Account Branch: AIB Raheny
Account Type: Deposit
Account Number: 32358036
NSC: 932345
IBAN: IE28AIBK93234532358036
BIC: AIBKIE2D
Note: This is a basic, fully compliant account with no debit card, no credit card and no Internet banking facilities.
Though royalties, donations and other deposits can be made directly to the account, withdrawals can only be
made by me in person, thus guaranteeing a very easy and very traceable paper trail. 100% of all money donated
goes directly to Syria with nothing deducted for costs or expenses.
Syria is a NATO-made disaster. Help us help them. Please keep up to date by following @taigstaigs and those I
follow in twitter; also check out the other volumes and the websites.
To donate or for more information
Please click here or here
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the Turkish border. He has further humanitarian projects planned for Syria for 2016 and 2017. His radio
interviews on Syria and Palestine may be listened to here and Declan may be emailed here.
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